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FOREWORD

This report summarizes the four and one half months of work

performed on Air Force Contract F33615-72-C-2051 entitled "Optical Pro-

pagation Tests Study". The objectives of this work have been to

characterize atmospheric turbulence effects on laser beams, to design

techniques to minimize these effects on an optical communications link,

and to design experiments to verify these effects and design techniques,

for atmospheric propagation paths. This repo;rt was prepared by the Electro-

Optics Organization of GTE Sylvania, Inc., Electronic Systems Group -

Western Division, Mountain View, California, and describes work performed

in the Program 405B Laser Communications Organization, headed by Mr. Arthur

Kraemer. Dr. Paul J. Titterton and Dr. Douglas P. Woodman have been the

principal technical investigators on this program. Other major contri-

butors include Mr. Martin Boehmae, Mr. John Forkner, Mr. W. Don Huber, Mr.

Richard Heinz, Mr. Robert Jones, Mr. Frank Lord, Mr. Scott Overstreet, Mr.

William Schick, Mr. Norman Spaulding. Mr. Ted Arken, Mr. Larry Mallery

and Mr. Connell Ward also contributed. Professor J. Richard Kerr of the

Oregon Graduate Center has been a consultant on this program.

The work performed under this contract was administered by

Advanced Development Program/405B at the Air Force Avionics Laboratory

(TEL), Air Force Systems Command, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

Captain George Matassov has been the technical contract monitor. The

project and task designation was 405B-01-56.

This report was submitted in September 1972 and has beeii re-

viewed for publication.

ROBERT E. DEAL, ACTING BRANCH CHIEF
Lasers & Electro--Optic Technology Branch
Electronic Technology Division
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ABSTRACT

The Optical Propagation Tests Study has analyzed the effects

of atmospheric turbulence on atmospheric laser links. Our analyses have

found that scintillation (beam breakup), beam spread and beam wander will

preclude operation of a high data rate uplink at 1 Gbps with an average

IE of 106, unless special techniques are utilized In the ground trans

mitter design. We have predicted that focusing the beam at or above the

tropopause will reduce the scintillation effects sufficiently, and pointing

the uplink beam along the instantaneous normal to a downlink wavefront of a

beam which originates at the satellite transmitter (reciprocity tracking)

will remove most of the wander effects.

We have explored a number of possibie experimental techniques,

suitable for testing these predictions. our r'±commendation is to perform

an experiment in Hay/June 1974 using a variable focus reciprocity tracking

ground transceiver and a balloon-borne (altitude 100,000 feet) system that

is a modification of that developed in the Balloon Atmospheric Propagation

Experiment. This recommendation allows for full utilization of the tech-

niques (and equipment) developed under the 405B Acquisition/Tracking

Brassboard programs and will specify the design constraints for the

ground station by June 30, 197b.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

During the Optical Propagation Tests Study (OPTS), GTE Sylvania

has theoretically characterized the atmosphecic turbulence effects on

optical commnunication links performance and has developed a preliminarv

design for experimentally verifying these effects. In particular, the

effects of the atmosphere on optical uplinks (ground to s-,nchronous satel-

lite) have been considered.

Atmospheric turbulence will reduce the average power detected

at the satellite, and cause it to randomly fluctuate about this average.

In the course of this study, the degree and spectra of these link degrada-

tions have been quantified in terms of measurable parameters, and techniques

to reduce their effects to a minimum have been developed. In addition, an

experimental plan to test these techniques has been formulated, after con-

siaering a large number of options. Finally, a preliminary design of the

equipment modifications needed to perform these experiments has been com-

pleted.

The key resuiting recommendation is that experiments should be

performed in MAY/JUNE 1974. The ground station will include a variable

focus/variable aperture/wavefront-tilt-tracking transceiver; the re-

ceiver will be mounted on a free-float balloon platform at an altitude of

100,000 feet.

This experiment will directly test ti-e key techniques, and will

resolve all the uncertainty regarding the atmospheric turbulence constraints

on the performance of a high data rate uplink.

This report is organized as follows: Section II summarizes the

work performed under the current contract. Sectior III discusses the back-

ground of the work performed here. Section IV summarizes the Atmospheric

Turbulence Analysis (whose details are confined to the Appendices) and

1



poitts out the measurements needed to be performed and the techniques

that must be tested.

Section V discusses the various experimental options considered

in the present program while Sections VI and VII present the recommended

experimental techniques, with as much detail as is presently available.

Section VIII treats the experimental plan, schedule and costs.

Section IX discusses the impact of our present analytic results

on a high data rate laser cor.munication link, and Section X presents our

conclusions and recommendations.

2



Section II

SUMMIIARY

2.1 Introduction

The high data rate uplink of a laser coimmunication system

(ground to Synchronous Satellite) will experience power fluctuations and

fades due to the turbulent atmospneric path. The atmospheric turbulence

effects are a problem to be overcome if poscsible (i.e., made absolutely

negligible), or to be minimized and acceptI'c.

must determine the following:

1) Whether turbulence precludes operating the uplink at 1 Gbp

-6sec with a Pr 10 , i.e., whether there are no conditions or designs that

will allow testing of the complete satellite system without interfering

effects due to turbulence on the uplink.

2) What techniques reduce the turbulenice effects to a minima.

3) The design constraints for a high data rate uplink.

The Optical Propagat-lcn Tests Study (OPTS) has quantified these

problems in terms of measurable parameters, developed some optimum techniques,

outlined an experimental plan, and has begun the design of the equipment

needed to do the experiments which test the techniques.

2.2 Turbulence Effects

The range equation for a direct detection uplink in the absenc'e

~ 1 of turbulence is given by

P A Rye

0



for P = transmitter power0

Q = transmitter solid angle0

AR = receiver area

Z = range to receiver

y = optics efficiency

S= atmospheric extinction coefficient (due to absorption

and scattering)

Z = range through the atmosphere

PD detected power

PD is then proportional to the number of signal photoelectrons

generated, which thin influences the probability of bit error.

lurbulence modifies PD in two ways:

i) P1) is reduced by beam spread (which increases the effective

2 ), and by beam wander, or motion (which reduces the effective P ).
0 0

2) PD fluctuates due to scintillation, or beam breakup into

hot-spots and deep fades, and wander, due to wandering off the peak of the
-2?r2/w2

gaussian irradiance distribution (P = P e ).

We have analyzed these effects in detail, and our results are

summarized in Table I.

Based on this analysis, we have determined that turbul.ence does

not preclude operating an uplink, and that there are optimum techniques

available to overcome the bulk of the scintillation and wander effects.

V ••• •
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S 2 E • Fe: imen ta 1 Techniques

j Scintillation, beam wander, and beam spread have been measured

Sfoi many years over mostly horizontal paths. However, we must measure all

-iire-et and/or their effects over a "vertical" path in order to te3t the

proposed technincLues. ll1 e of a balloon borne platform (altitude -100,000

feet) is clearly thie optimum selection for the upper end of the link (since

it floats well aoove the tropeopause and simulates a satellite receiver, at

a small fraction of tne ,.osi of an actual satellite link), but that still

4 leaves us the problem of selecting a suitable experimental technique.

A great number of possibilities were coiusidered during the

course of OPTS, with the most viable techniques summarized in Table II.

With the understanding that some results were highly desirable

by June 30, 1973, we recommended the following:

I) Peiform all experiments at night, to reduce costs and spurious

sun- loading effects.

2) Perform the diode array experiment May/June 1973.

3) Perform the reciprocity tracker experiment May/June 19-74.

At that time (July 17, 1972), the Air Force directed us to ,)lan

for a single experiment, the reciprocity tracker, in 1974.

We therefore recommend that the Program Plan outlined in Figure

be implemented.

The Reciprocity Tracker Implementation Design Program will enable

1!s to take full- advantage of the techniques (and equipment) developed under

,,the 405B Acquisition/Tracking Brassooah Presgram so that the eventual OPTS

experiment can be performed in a cost-effective manner.

Ine Reciprocity Tracker Equipment Modification Program will ensure

that the experimental equipment is modified and tested in time for the May/June

1974 flight dates.

6
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MONTHS
TAk;; i972 1973 1974

LXPRIE.NT PLANNING AND DESIGN

RECIPROCITY TRACKER IMPLEMENTATION
DESIGN 0 ROG9AM

RECIPROCITY TRACKER EQUIPMENT

MODIFICATION PROGRAM

gALLOON EQUIPME[Tr

GROUND EOUIPMENT

SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND TEST

FIELD EXK-RIMENTS

DATA ANALYSIS L 1I

Figure 1. Optical Propagation Tests: Program Plan.



The System lntegration and Tests, Field Experiments and Data
Analysis will result in definitive tests of the experimental techniques

suggested here (focusing to reduce scintillation, reciprocity trackirg to
reduce beam motion effects). The feasibility and requirements for a

high data rate uplink will then be fully determined, and the design constraints

for this link will be defined.

9
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Section III

BACKGROUND

3.1 Introduction

The Optical Propagation Tests Study (OPTS) was performed by

GTE Sylvania for the Air Force 405B Program Office in the context of three

salient facts:

1) The recommendations of the Final Report of the SDR Pre-

liminary Subsystem Design(l).

2) The state-of-the-art in turbulence effects analysis and

experiments.

3) The availability of NAS.A gear, much of which has been

developed by GTE Sylvania.

We shall discuss each of these points in some detail:

3.2 SDR Preliminary Subsystem Design

This program primarily dealt with design and analysis of the

satellite hardware systems needed for a 1 Gbit/sec data relay link. As a

side issue, it became apparent that the full recommended demonstration of

the satellite system (using a ground to satellite to ground relay) involves

a difficult atmospheric link, that from the ground to the satellite. The

high data rate downlink was shown not to be a problem, based on existing
(2)theory and experiments

A consideration of the problems involved was included in

Appendix B, Atmospheric Prediction Analysis(2) and Appendix K, Atmospheric

Experiment Analyses(3) Appendix K recommended that the following experi-

mental measurements be performed:

Optical Propagation

"Transmitter Aperture Averaging - Vertical measurements should

be performed to determine the extent of this effect, for

transmitter sizes in the regime of 1 foot or less diameter
-2

(between e points) and beam divergence in the range of 30

11



micro-radians on down. The measured parameter ought to be the

variance of the detailed signal level fluctuations, and their

statistics. The interaction of scintillation with fading due

to beam wander must be carefully treated.

Beam Size - Both the instantaneous and total beam size should

be measured over a vertical path, for small transnitter sizes

and beam divergences as cited above.

Reciprocity of Beam Wander and Angle of Arrival Fluctuations -

If transmitter aperture averaging works, this is potentially

the most important contributor to system design modificaLions.

This should be measured cver a vertical path. Since this is

the only one of the three which in principle demands a down-

link beam, of course the downlink MTF should also be measured

as a direct check on the theory in Appendix B. Beam sizes and

divergences should be as cited above."

(Based on the work performed during OPTS, these planned experi-

merits have been refined, as discussed in Section 5.1.)

Atmospheric Turbulence

"The experiment plan is to go to Cloudcroft and perform the

following work:

A. Fly a tethered balloon at : 600 feet with 5 DT sensors

spaced along the tether, and oriented so that they face

into the wind. The data would be hard-wired to the ground,

and simultaneously recorded, along with the wind profile,

temperature profile, cloud conditions, and the state of the

atmosphere, i.e., stable, unstable, or neutral. The balloon

*/ would be flown continuously until meteorological conditions

(high winds, for example) force its descent, so that data

caxi be taken continuously over many days. As an initial

12



goal, 1 month of data-taking would be attempted. The

balloon would be flown as close to the proposed optical

transmitter site as possible so that the surface roughness,

etc., can be duplicated.

B. Fly four free-floating special thermosondes with DT sersors

aboard, on standard rawinsonde balloons at Cloudcroft.

This involves moving the portable rawinsonde receiver to

the launch site. At least one sensor should be flown in

each meteorological condition (stable, unstable, and neu-

tral) to ensure that the turbulence beyond the top of the

tethered ballcon is behaving as expected."

(These planned experiments may also be further refined, based

on the results of OPTS. cf, for example, Section 5.7.)

3.3 Turbulent Analyses and Experiments

There have been few non-horizontal and nea: earth optical pro-(2)
pagation experiments for a number of reasons:

A) Theory is most easily developed for a uniform strength of

turbulence, as exists over horizontal paths.

B) Experiments are most easily performed when all parts of

the gear are controllable.

C) The vertical distribution of turbulence is not well known

or easy to measure above altitudes greater than a few kilometers.

Therefore, a good deal of the theory for real turbulent paths

and optical systems remained to be developed during OPTS, and detailed

experiments over a vertical path also had to be designed to yield the

necessary answers.

13



3.4 Equipment Availability

GTE Sylvania and NASA Goddard were involved in one of the few
previous vertical laser propagation experiments [Balloon Atmospheric Pro-

pagation Experiment (BAPE)]( 4 ) Although BAPE only did point source up-
link measurements, the gear is potentially useful to OPTS.

3.4.1 Existing Balloon-borne Equipment

The balloon-borne receiver system, developed by GTE Sylvania,
is shown in Figure 2. The receiver system is basically a recoverable

structure that houses a steerable optical receiver system, telemetry and

servo electronics, and battery power supplies. The experiment configu-

ration, including the ground station and the balloon-borne receiver system,

is shown in Figure 3. The ground station illuminates the optical receiver
system and automatically tracks the payload using the retroreflected argon

signal. A tracker in the optical receiver package senses the upcoming argon
signal and automatically points the detectors towards the ground station.

This two-way autotracking system permits continuous data recording and

eli inates the effects of balloon motion. The BAPE Receiver System cur-

rently has the following characteristics:

Maximum Slant Range: 40 km

Minimum Transmitter Elevation Angle: 250

Spectral Response of Detectors: 5145R and 10.6p (two
detectors at each wave-
length)

Detector Configuration: Two movable and two
fixed at each wavelength.

3.4.2 Ground Station

The existing ground station (called the ATLAS system) has been
used as the ground station for the BAPE experiments of 1970 and 1971. This
system consists of a 30-inch (76 centime.ers) diameter telescope mounted on

an altitude-azimuth tracking mount. It is equipped with a six-mirror Coud6

focus, which places the focal plane in a convenient stationary position in

a van located adjacent to the telescope. Inside the van, laser receiver

equipment is set up in a convenient stable laboratory environment.
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Figure 3. BAPE Experimental Configuration.
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At present, both "point source" argon and CO2 lasers can be

simultaneously pointed at the balloon package. The pointing and tracking

are accomplished by a star-tracker looking at a retroreflected argon sig-

nal. Accuracies as good as 5 urad have been observed, with the more usual

results being near 25 prad rms. In the present system, this includes both

tracking and atmospherically induced pointing errors.

Associated equipment includes an L-band command link to control

the balloon package's functions, and an S-band receiver to obtain real-time

results from the balloon package. Real-time data recording and analysis

equipment is also included in the van, so that real-time variances of the

intensity fluctuations being measured at the balloon package can be obtained.

3.4.3 Turbulence Sensors

GTE Sylvania developed turbulence sensors for NASA Goddard,
(5)suitable for measuring turbulence at altitudes up through the tropopause

These "thermosondes" measure the rms temperature difference between thin

wire probes spaced a meter apart, as a function of altitude, and transmit

this information to the ground on a real time telemetry link.

3.5 Summary

In summary then, a high data rate laser uplink requires infor-

mation on turbulence effects. OPTS has sought to extend the turbulence

analysis and design experiments with mcdified existing equipment to obtain

this information.

'1
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Section IV

TURBULENCE THEORY ANALYSES SUMMARY

4.1 Introduction

Degradation of the uplink beams could result in power fluctu--

ations and fades of sufficient magnitude to prevent successful uplink

communication for a high data rate laser system. OPTS seeks to quantify

the effects due to atmospheric turbulence and develop techniques to over-

come them, if possible.

This section summarizes the analytical work performed towards

this end.

4.2 Turbulence Effects

There are three conceptually distinct effects of interest for

the uplink:

4.2.1 Scintillation; or beam breakup, is defined here as all ampli-

tude fluctuations that do not result from beam motion. For example, a

small detector placed in a very large beam will measure significant fluctu-

ations in received power, although the average detected power remains the

same.

As discussed in detail in the Appendices (particularly Appendices

II, IV, and V), the received power has a normalized variance

Gp =exp (4 C)-l (4-1)

P

and a ripple (a ( 2)1/2 X 100% .(4-2)

CZ variance of the log amplitude fluctuations, i.e., defining

k E n (1 Z ) (4-3)
I
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for I = instantaneous irradiance

Y = average irradiance.

then C. = (k _ T)2  (4-4)

Moreover, the detected power is described by a log-normal

distribution:

P(S) =1/2 1 expI- 1- 1 n(S/So) + C ) (4-5)

while the cumulative probability is given by
½{~ ~ X½•x/s) C•)

Prob (S < S) = 1{ + erf (2 0 + (4-6)

for S = instantaneous # of photoelectrons generated (aI)

S = average # of photoelectrons generated (cil)0

For a PGBM system, the average Probability of Bit Error as a

function of C was calculated in Appendix IV, and is shown here as Figure 4.

(A similar curve could be drawn on the basis of outages, as discussed in

Appendix V.) The assumptions used in generating this graph are # noise

Dhotoelectrons = 1. modulator extinction ratio = 31.6, and a fixed thres-

hold for a long term azerage So.
0

Since typically C£ z .1 for uplink point sources , the question

in scintillation theory is whether Cz can be reduced to < .01. (This criterion

may be somewhat relaxed for adaptive threshold systems, as discussed in

Appendix XVI.)

Appendix II ard past theory(2) predict that large collimated beams

will reduce Cz sufficiently if all the turbulence is concentrated near the

ground. However, significant turbulence at the tropopause means 1,at even

30 cm (untruncated) transmitter apertures will not suffice to achieve

Cz < .01.
20
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The work in Appendix II predicts that focussing the beam at or

slightly above the tropopause will reduce C, to < .005 for that same aper-

ture size. This prediction is key to the success of a high data rate1 I up]ink and must be tested by OPTS to fulfill its goal.

4.2.2 Spread: is defined as the enlargement cf a beam beyond that

size predicted by vacuum propagation theory (as discussed in Appendix I).

It results in a decrease of the average power measured by a point receiver

which remains at the center of a beam.

We do not discuss this in detail either here or in the Appen-

dices, because we do not know of a viable theory that separates the instan-

taneous benm size from its average. Since this average includes beam wander

effects, and since beam wander effects may be removable by sophisticated

tracking procedures while beam spread is not, it is clear that we cannct

uniquely specify theoretically the instantaneous size of the beam.

However__wwe could use the theory of Appendix IV to estimate total2 2
average beam size, Ap2 , and the motion of beam center, p c. The difference

will be the beam spread:

SPREAD Ap2 - C2 (47)

With the five (5) assumptions made in Appendix V, we find that

the SPREAD = 0. (This is related to taking the wave structure function
25/

D (P) a P instead of p5 / 3.) We propose to remove all five assumptions in

future work, and then we will have a prediction of SPREAD, consistent with

all our analysis.

OPTS must measure SPREAD in order to specify the needed trans-

mitter power con the high data rate uplink.
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4.2.3 Wander: or beam motion, is defined here as overall motion of

the entire beam. It results in power fluctuations and a reduction in the

average power measured by a fixed detector.

As described in detnil in the Appendices (particularly Appendices

III, IV, and V), the received power has an average,

-- Poe = (4-8)

1+2a

2
a normalized variance, aP =4a (4-9)

and a Ripple (a 2 1/2 (4-10)

2

where a c = 4 (4-11)
w

for Pc = mean square position of beam center

-2
w = e irradiance radius at receiver

e = root mean square angular beam displacement
rms

0 full angular beam size

It is shown in Appendix V that with the five (5) assumptions

listed there (which result in totally neglecting beam spread),

b2
a = b- (4-12)

ýo2

-2
for b = e irradiance radius at the transmitter

Po = e 1 point of MTF measured at the transmitter, for a

point source at the receiver.

The probability density of detected power is described by a modified

beta-distribution
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P(S) = 2s-)- S (4-13)

while the cumulative probability is given by

1

Prob (S S S) = So- (4-14)
0

for S = instantaneous number of photoelectrons generated (aP)

S = number of photoelectrons generated at the peak (aP ).

For a PGBM system (with certain simplifying assumptions), the

average Probability of Bit Error was calculated by Paddon , and is shown
in Figure 5. (A similac curve could be drawn on the basis of outages, as

discussed in Appendix IV.) The assumptions used in generating this graph

are zero backgrcund, infinite modulator extinction ratio, and a fixed thres-
hold for a peak level = S . (Appendix XVI shows recent results from Tycz

et al(54) that removes alA these assumptions, but comes up with a very

similar graph.)

Since typical beam wander (rm) is of order 5 pradians (Appen-
rms

dices V and VII), a 10 uradian (unspread) beam results in e = 1. Therefore,

the question in wander theory is whether e can be reduced to < 0.1, e.g.,

for a 10 pradian beam, whether e can be reduced to < 1.5 prad.
rms

Appendices V, VI, and VII and past theory(6) predict that wander

can be substantially reduced by tracking on the normal of a wavefront origi-

.ating from a source situated at the receiver. This prediction is key to

the success of a high data rate uplink, and must be tested for OPTS to

fulfill its goal.

A summary of the analytical results is shown in Table III.

4.3 Beacon Effects

All of the above discussion has been directly related to the

high data rate uplink, which has the following parameters(1):

X = 0.5320R
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• -2

Aperture Size = 30 cm (Z twice e diameter)

Beam Divergence = 5.4 prad

Zenith Angle = 450

STransmitter Power = 250 mwatts

For the beacon uplink, a far different set of parameters apply:

1= 1.06P

Beam Divergence = 100 prad to 300 Prad, collimated.
-2

Aperture Size 1.33 cm to 0.45 cm (%•twice e diameter)

Zenith Angle = 450

Average Transmitter Power = i00 mwatts

Moreover, the modulation formats are quite different, PGBM

for the data link as compared to PIM for the beacon. For scintillation, using

the fact (42) that C£ a (X)- 7/6, we can estimate a typical value for the

beacon of

C = 0.082

In order to estimate the added margin needed to keep PE .10-6

we note the equivalence of Eq. 33,p 1-29 of reference (1), (the probebility

of detection for our PIM link) and equation 5 of Fried and Schmneltzer[ 7"

(the probability of miss in a laser radar system). Extrapolating Figure 3

of reference (7), we estimate that an additional margin of 20 dB in signal

power is needed for C. = 0.082.

We can achieve the needed margin in the following way:

(1) Reduce beam divergence during communication

to 40 Prad + 8 dB

(2) Increase laser power from 100 mwattc to 1.6

watts +12 dB

20 dB
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In order to keep the wander effects minimal (a < .1) this

means that the tracking accuracy must be

erms 0(.) = 6.3 prad.
erms (1)1/

The present baseline design calls out an accuracy of 14 Prad, and Ro

must be improved. It can be done on the ground station.

There is another possibility of relieving this problem, if the

large source theory developed in Appendix II is verified, .e., enlarging

the beam and focusing it so that the final far-field beam Civergence re-

mains unchanged (100 jirad) bvt C is much reduced.

This change (enlarging and "ocusing the beam) in the beacon

design need not be considered until the theory is verified. In any event,

even more laser power could be used to overcome worse effe-ts, since, for

example, the GTE Sylvania Model 6.2 Nd:YAG laser delivers 4 watts of Ta!o0

mode power when Q-switched at 10 kHz.
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Section V

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

5.1 Introduction

Section IV poirted out that there are a number of key

measurements that must be performed in ordei ':o specify the design for

:he high data rate uplink. These measurements are as follows:

A. Measure the power fluctuations caused by beam breakup

(scintillation) to determine if large transmitter beams and/or focusing

large beams reduce the power fluctuations as predicted by theory.

B. Measure the angular-spread of the uplink beam.

C. Measure enough beam motion parameters (either power

fluctuations, or motion of the center of energy itself) to determine if

pointing the uplink beam along the normal to a received wavefront will

reduce the beam motion effects as predicted by the theory.

This section explores some general design considerations that

will enter into any field experiment that requires accuracies in the

pradian regime, and then discusses the basic experimental configuration

to be considered. Next, the possible ground based mounting platforms are

compared for suitability to OPTS experiments. A number of the possible

experimental technique& are then presented, and it is pointed out that

only the direct test of the reciprocity tracking technique with a variable

beam size/variable focusing/variable aperture ground transmitter will meet

all of the experimental requirements listed above.

Section 5.6 summarizes the modifications needed for the present

balloon system if any of the techniques are to be implemented. Section 5.7

presents our conclusions regarding the best way to measure the turbulence

profile simultaneously with the optical results, so that the OPTS experi-

mental results can be transferrable to any arbitrarily selected optical

ground site.
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5.2 General Design Considerations

5.2.1 Ground Station

The design of a high data rate uplink transmitter and the con-

trol of its mechanical and thermal environment will involve very careful

and precise engineering to insure that the system itself can reduce rather

than add to the deleterious atmospheric effects. Both the high data rate

uplink and the proposed OPTS experiments will require aligning and holding

components to fractional arc second tolerances in field-type rather than

laboratory-type envitonments.

In formulating feasible experimental approaches, a careful

distinction has been made between long term (greater than several minutes)

instabilities of the mechanical or optical components which can be com-

pensated for during an experiment, and short term (0.02 to 5 kHz) insta-

bilities which must be eliminated if they cause undesirable deflections

or distortions of the transmitted beams. In analyzing each portion of

the systems, factor3 such as cost and feasibility of stabilization, a,.d

complexity of field operation are considered. Telescope focus is an

example of a long term instability for which a field adjustment mechanism

would be provided. Local turbulence resulting from thermal gradients with-

in the optical system itself is an example of a short term instability.

Avoiding the latter effect during daytime operation in a desert type en-

vironment would be prohibitively costly and the problem is best avoided

by operating the experiments at night when sun loading is not a problem.

5.2.2 Balloon System

With regard to the balloon-borne instrumentation, the key

considerations are adequate protection for stresses encountered during

passage through the tropopause, parachute opening shock, and landing. The

supporting frameworks must not be too rigid or heavy, however, and must be

designed for easy field repair of minor damages. The thermal and pressure

environment experienced from ground level to 100,000 feet is, of course,

considered throughout the design.
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5.3 Basic Experiment Configuration

The OPTS experiment will involve the transmission of laser
beams from a ground based transmitter system to the balloon-borne gon-
dola, shown in Figure 6. In addition, a He-Ne laser beam will be directed

towards the ground station from Lie gondola. As in the BAPE experiments,

experiment control commands will be initiated via an L-band telemetry link

and an S-band link will transfer real-time data to the ground. (For the

BAPE configuration, cf. Figure 3, Section 3.4.) In the OPTS program,

however, additional data may be stored on a balloon-borne tape recorder.

The experiment is conducted in the following manner: After

ground checkout of all systems, the balloon is launched and ascends to

float altitude. The transmitter is manually steered to illuminate the

paylcad. Using elevation and azimuth pointing readouts which are tele-

metered from the payload, the payload optical tracker is oriented colin-

early with the upcoming beam, Automat.c tracking is then initiated on

both the ground-based and balloon-borne systems. Having established the
uplink, data is acquired as the OPTS ground transmitter parameters are

varied. After completion of the experiments, the gondola is recovered,

after descent by parachute, and checked out for the next flight.

5.4 Transmitter Mounting Platfor-ms

There ate two logical possibilities for the mounting platform

to be used on the ground, i.e., the NASA system used in the BAPE experi-

ments or a new mount.

5.4.1 The NASA Mount (ATLAS)

During the BAPE experiments, pointing accuracies in the i•rad

regime were not needed. The vibration spectrum of the NASA mount was not

of particular interest therefore, since the vibrations were known to be

small compared to the I mrad transmitted beam divergence. Since the OPTS

experiments will use beams of the order of 10 prad, the vibration spectrum

of the NASA mount n(eded further investigation.
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The vibrations of the GSFC Nike/Ajax mount were specified

by P. Minott at the start of this program to be of '0.025 mrad amplitude

(1 sigma points) and a frequ.ency of about 6 Hz. Since this was inferred

from the star tracker error signals, however, the possible motions at

frequencies greater than the star tracker bandwidth (probably in the 10

to 50 Hz range) were not known. Cantilever effects, which could occur

between the star tracker photosurface and the potential OPTS mounting

surface, were not felt to be a problem because of the solid construction

of this portion of the telescope system, but accurate vibration information

was needed to determine if the mount was suitable for the OPIS application.

At the request of GTE Sylvania, NASA Goddard personnel fitted the mount

with sensitive acceleroneters to measure the vibration environment that

a "piggyback" transmitter system would encounter. The results of these

measurements are described in Appendix XI.

Aside from a .04 arc sec. vibration at 800 Hz, the measurements

indicated vibrations of 15 to 20 -pradians rms at low frequencies. We shall

see later than even these vibrations present a sErious problem to some of

the possible experimental techniques.

On the other hand, there are significant advantages to be

gained by mounting the OPTS transmitter on the GSFC mount. Assuming that

the ATLAS system acquires the balloon payload in the normal fashion, pro-

per pointing of the OPTS transmitter could be assured by very minor and in-

frequent adjustments of the OPTS transmitter relative to the ATLAS bore-

sight axis. This is a significant advantage because planning and control-

ling balloon trajectories involves a considerable degree of uncertainty.

5.4.2 Separate Mounting Platforms

Since the random pointing errors which are characteristic of

the NASA servo system are large compared to the laser beam divergence, two

alternative mounting platforms were considered. The first mount was an

az-el type, which could be quickly adjusted and then locked and held to a

stability of -2 prad. Data would then be obtained with a scanning laser
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transmitter which would cover a rectangular field through which the gon-

dola was drifting.

The primary advantage of this separate mount is that a better

mechanical, thermal, and electrical environment can be provided for the

"laser transmitter system. Mounts with 2 prad stability are available, but

they cost in the range of $40 to $60K 8 ). Separate mounts also suffer from

the distinct disadvantage that reacquisition of the target at intervals of

approximately 20 seconds is required. Because time is lost during re-

acquisition, the rate of data acquisition is inherently lower with a non-

tracking, separate mount. In addition, separate non-tracking mounts re-

quire a scanning laser transmitter which has disadvantages which are dis-

cussed in Section 5.5.1.

The second type of separate platform considered was one that

duplicated the ATLAS function of active tracking of the balloon system,

but did it to an accuracy of approximately 1 prad. Since the only re-

ference available with this kind of accuracy is the light beam coming down

from th2 balloon, it became clear that this new mount would have to be part

of a Reciprocity Tracking System. This is discussed in detail in later

sections, but it shculd be mentioned now that it overcomes all the dis-

advantages of the ATLAS and separate stable mount approaches, except

costs.

5.5 Measurement Techniques

The feasibility of several measurement technique3 has been

assessed. For completeness, the following section will include brief

descriptions of techniques which were discarded as well as those which

appear most promising.

5.5.1 Scanning Transmitter - Separate Stable Mount

A scanning transmitter anproach was proposed initially to avoid

the problem of tracking the balloon-birne receiver to fractional arc second

accuracies. A aiagram of the scanning transmitter optical system is shown
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in Figure 7. (Detail of the Scanning Transmitter design are presented in

Appendix XI].)

The transmitter produces diffraction-limited beams of variable

diameter, beam shape, and collimation which can be scanned across a rec-

tangular field covering the position of the balloon-borne detector. A

raster scan is generated with beams of spherical cross section, and a one-

dimensional scan is used with the fan shaped beams.

Figure 8 shows the scan geometry and the data reduction pro-

cedure. Since the beam is "waved" past the balloon-borne detector at a

known velocity, a spatial intensity profile of the beam cross section can

be reconstructed from the intensity versus time records.

The propagation results would be available as follows:

Spread: from the duration of the signal during each

scan, providing the scan was faster than any

wander frequency.

Wander: from the relative displacement of the signal

from scan to scan (assuming a stable mount and

known balloon drift rate).

Scintillation: not availabla, as discussed below.

In practice, the system would be used as follows: The trans-

mitter would be mounted on an azimuth-elevation mount which was capable of

achieving short term stabilities of less than 2 microradians rms pointing

error over periods of several minutes (A suitable modified telescope

mount is available from Perkin Elmer, Boiler and Chivens division(.)"

The mount would be located adjacent co the ATU-S tracking telescope and

probably housed in a small portable dome to avoid wind loading problems.

Coarse pointing information would be derived from the NASA mount to

initially orient the transmitter system. Visual acquisition of the bal-

loon payload would then be accomplished with the boresighted Questar

telescope. Having oriented the transmitter properly with respect to the- balloon drift direction, a 0.25 mr X 2.0 mrad scan (long axis parallel to

drift direction) would be initiated with the mount fixed and stable.
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Assuming a reasonable balloon drift rate of 50 microradians/sec, this

would yield ý20 seconds of data. A data run of this length would permit

'| a determination of beam wander frequencies as low as 0.1 Hz, which includes

almost all of the expected beam wander frequencies. After each 20 second

data run the transmitter pointing angle would be updated to "lead" the

balloon motion.

The scanning Transmitter-Separate Stable Mount approach has

the following disadvantages:

1) A separate mount capable of the required stability would

cost approximately 40 - 60K and have a 6 month delivery schedule( 8 ).

2) A smldil dome would probably be required to protect the
(8)

mount and transmitter system from wind and 9coustic loading

3) The quality of the acquired data could be degraded bccause

of operator fatigue caused by the tedious and frequent reacqui-ition of

the target. A TV display of the Questar field of view would help allevi-

ate operator fatigue, but the frequent reacquisition problem must still be

considered a drawback of this measurement technique.

4) Any accelerations of the balloon payload, if large enough,

would cause erroneous beam wander measurements. Pendulous motions of

balloon platforms at float altitude of 1 amplitude and 10-18 sec periods

have been measured.(9) There is a potential problem, therefore, in mea-

suring the lower beam wander frequencies, but it is possible that the

effects could be removed from the data because of their necessarily narrow

frequency spectrum.

5) Because a 0.25 X 2.0 mrad field of view must be scanned

and data is acquired only during a small portion of the scan (determined

by the angular size of the beam), the rate of data acquisition is slow

compared to techniques which do not involve a scanning transmitter.

6) The line scan will yield the required beam spread and wander

information at relatively high data acquisition rates compared to the raster

scan because the line scan yields one profile for each scan deflection. Sii-ce

the scintillation is highly dependent upon the degree of collimation of the

beam however, diverging the beam to 0.5 mrad (as is required to produce the
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fan beam) would not yield valid scintillation data for the desired col-

limated cases.

We therefore initially considered the use of a spot scan on a

two-dimensional raster. However, later discussion and analysis showed that

this technique fundamentally distorted the scintillation information be-

cause the beam had to be scanned rapidly compared to beam wander fre-

quencies, i.e., this meant that some portions of the atmospheric turbulence

along the path would change during a data sample, while other portions

would aot. Therefore, a modified scintillation magnitude and frequency

spectrum would arise from the spot scan measurements, which could not be

related to the desired unscanned scintillation results.

Therefore, although the fan scan from a stable mount will

provide sufficient spread information, and some wander information (the

magnitude of wander, but not whether it can be tracked out), it is not zhe

recommended technique because it can not yield valid scintillation infor-

mation.

5.5.1.1 Scanning Transmitter - ATLAS Mount

The scanning transmitter described above could be attached to

the NASA ATLAS mount. This would solve the reacquisition problem and in-

crease the rate of acquisition of raw data. The mount vibrations would

mask the atzosnheric-induced beam wander, however, and the results obtained

would be ihtited to beam spread inforwation alone. The experiment, there-

fore, would measure only the least critical turbulence effect and would not

be worth doing.

5.5.2 Dual Scanned Beams -. ATLAS Mcunt

A technique which would permit measurement of the atmospheric

beam wander in the presence of mount vibrations would involve a scanning

transmitter as described above, but with two exit apertures as shown in

Figure 9. The exit apertures of the two beams are one meter apart to
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insure that the turbulence effects on the beams will be uncorrelated.

In addition, one beam is angularly displaced relative to the other so that

negligible beam overlap ocL-ars at the receiver. For scan rates much

greater than the mount vibration frequencies, mount vibrations will have

an identical effect on both beams, whereas atmospheric effects will be un--

correlated. Measuring the relative positions of the beams at the receiver

will therefore yield the atmqs'i~eric beam wander (but will not test re-

ciprocity tracking, of course). As in the single beam approach, beam

spread information, but not scintillation, would be obtained. This ap-

proach would permit both beam wander aud spread to be measured at rela-

tively high da'.a acquisition rates compared to the Scanning Transmitter -

Separate Stable Mount approach. Because the 9" exit apertures must be

separated by approximately 1 meter, however, the size of the laser trans-

mitter sy.stem would require that two 13" optical flats (1/10 wave accu-

racy) be mounted with 1 vrad short-term stability relative to thE exit

aperture of the exparder telescope. Further investigation of this techni-

que was not warranted lecause of the complexity, cost, more complicated

data analysis required, and lack of scintillation data.

5.5.2.1 Dual Modulated 'Beams - ATLAS Mount

ihn alterna:iv.' techi-ique (that should remove most of the bal-

loon motion effects) is to boresight the two beams with the ATLAS tracker,

but chop then at different frequencies. (They would also have to be ortho-

gonally polarized to prevent interfecence at the balloon receiver.) Then

the power fluctuations from each beam could be -_actronically separated.

The common power fluctuations would be due to mount vibrations and could,

in principle, be separated out leaving the residual atmospheric wander ard

scintillation effects.

r

A detailed calculation in Appendix X points out the problems

with this technique. First of all, for mount motion of 15 prad rms and

atmospheric wander of 5 prad rms (and an unspread 10 irad beama), only 1.4%

of the detected variance of the power fluctuations will be due to the at-

mosphere.
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Furthermore, the scintillation effects of interest will only

be ',10% of those due to this wander, and so would be impossible to re-
trieve accurately.

Clearly, this technique does not add anything further to the

dual scanned approach, and so is not recommended.

5.5.3 Complete Intensity Distribution at the Balloon Techniques

The approaches discussed thus far have had the serious draw-

back that they afforded no realistic means of obtaining any scintillation

data. To solve this problem, a different tact was taken. Since a "snap-

shot" of the intensity distribution over the beam cross-section would

directly indicate scintillation and beam spread, electro-optical techni-

ques for acquiring this kind of data were investigated.

Two techniques for acquiring this instantaneous intensity

profile are covered in the following sections. The image dissector ap-

proach requires that the uplink laser illuminate a screen located above

the gondola and the diode array approach involves detectors placed di-

rectly in the beam cross sections.

5.5.3.1 Image Dissector Approach

Using an image dissector tube to scan a screen illuminated as

shown in Figure 10 was considered first. The many disadvantages listed

below caused this technique to be discarded.

The image dissector tube would scan the screen in 4 msec to

"freeze" scintf4 1lation fjl1~-,i3-4nc ^.4 loco t-lian 9rr flli. Th -resu11tingý

scan would in effect be an instantaneous intensity contour which would

indicate scintillation, beam spread and beam wander due to mount motion

plus atmospheric beam wander. If we postulate a correlation length of

20 cm at 100 km range, the "viewed" section of the screen should be

approximately 2 cm x 2 cm. The viewed spot will move across the screen

at a velocity of 5 x 104 m/sec. It would traverse a typical "hot" spot
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in 0.2m/5 x 10 4msec = 4 Psec. The frequency response of the data

channel, therefore, would have to be at least 500 kHz.

A possible signal waveform is shown in Figure 11. Because of

the random structure of the spatial intensity distribution, however, the

"hot" and "cold" spots will be closer than 20 cm a portion of the time,

resulting in a faster signal risetime and therefore, a higher required

bandwidth. For this analysis, a fraquency response of 5 times the funda-

mental will be assumed (2.5 MHz). The geometry would require a 25 kHz

deflection scan frequency for the image dissector.

The equations governing the power received at the image dis-

sector and the S/N ratio are

S4 P Ai (5-1)
PR 02 Z127r0 Z 22

lne P R)2
( = v (5-2)
N 2e [P'~ + RB') Af

where A. = area "viewed" on the screen (a diffuse reflector is
1

assumed)

AD = area of image dissector lens

0 = laser beam divergence

= range to screen

Z2 = distance from screen to image dissector

n = quantum efficiency

e = electronic charge

hv = photon energy

P = background power
B

P = mean optical power
0

Af = detection bandwidth
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:•1-3 c2 ,2
For P = 7.5 x 10 watts, A, = 4 cm AD 16 cm,

SZ =100 km, Z2 = 3m, and Af = 2.5 MHz, equations (5-1) and (5-2) yield

= 1.6 x 10 watts

S 3(•) = 3

p

The technique, therefore, has inadequate S/N ratio because

of the high detection bandwidth and the diffusion of the light on re-

flection from the target screen. The technique is also fraught with

other practical difficulties. A 2m x 2m screen with a 3m tripod struc-

ture supporting an image dissector is a rather unwieldy device to point

and recover without damage after the parachute descent. Image dissectors

used in raster type scans are prohibitively expensive because the effects

of compensation must be provided for photocathode non-uniformity and off-

axis distortion of the electron focussing. Because of the inadequate

signal-to-noise ratio and other implementation difficulties, this techni-

que was discarded.

5.5.3.2 Diode Array Approach

Because the image dissector approach had serious drawbacks,

another approach based on the "snapshot" idea was investigated. Higher

SIN ratio and lower detection bandwidths were achieved by substituting a

matrix of photodiodes for the reflecting screen. Each diode monitors the

irradiance fluctuations at one point in the beam with a 500 Hz bandwidth.

The irradiance levels at each diode are then sampled and recorded in a

short time during which the intensity profile of the beam is "frozen".

This technique, which yields scintillation and beam spread, but sees both

mount-induced and atmospheric beam wander, is described in detail in

Section VI.
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5.5.4 Reciprocity Tracker Technique

The reciprocity tracker system solves most of the problems

associated with the previously described techniques. The term "recipro-

city" refers to the supposition that a downlink beam reflected back on

itself will, to an appreciable degree, retrace its original path back to

the source. The reciprocity tracker simulates this reflection process by

transmitting the uplink beam along the normal of the arriving wavefront.

The design required to accomplish this "reciprocity tracking" is discussed

further in Section VII.

Any motion of the mount will appear to the optical system like

a wavefront tilt of the incident light. The reciprocity tracker will still

transmit the uplink beam along the normal to this wavefront, thereby com-

pensating for the mount motion. This eliminates a major drawback of the

other approaches, i.e., atmospheric-induced beam wander will not be masked

by wander due to mount motion. In addition, the reciprocity tracker will

compensate for most of the atmospheric beam wander, and therefore will not

measure it directly.

This approach combines the advantages and avoids certain dis-

advantages of several of the previously described techniques. In parti-

cular:

1) low frequency (<100 Hz) vibrations of the mount will not

degrade the quality of the measurements;

2) accurate pointing will yield high data acquisition rates;

3) the three important turbulence effects will be measurable

(beam spread and scintillation directly, and beam wander insofar as it is not

tracked out);

4) a large diode array is not required.

The final important point is that the reciprocity tracker will

directly test the reciprocity technique in a configuration which will be

very similar to that envisioned for a laser high data rate uplink.
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5.5.5 Summary of Experimental Techniques

The most promising experimental techniques discussed above are

summarized in Table IV. Based on our analysis and the development schedule,

we recommended on July 17, 1972 that the diode array approach be imple-

mented for experiments in May/June 1973 and the Reciprocity Tracker by

implemented for experiments in May/June 1974.

There were two key reasons for this recommendation:

(1) We assumed that some rezults were needed by June 30, 1973.

(2) The reciprocity tracker implementation had technical,

schedule and cost implications that made it impossible to achieve by May/

June 1973.

On July 17, 1972, the Air Force directed GTE Sylvania to plan

for Reciprocity Tracker experiments in May/June 1974. Therefore, it is

the experimental technique adopted and planned for throughout the remainder

of the report, except in Section VI, where we summarize the extensive

design work we performed on the diode-array approach. Section VII de-

scribes the reciprocity tracker technique design approach.
I

5.6 Basic Balloon Gondola Modifications

As a result of the previous experience of both NASA and GTE

Sylvania with the BAPE equipment, several modifications have been recom-

mended to make the equipment suitable for the OPTS application. Those

modifications which apply regardless of the specific measurement technique

are summarized below. (A fuller discussion is presented in Appendix XIII.)

Others are discussed individually in Sections VI and VII.

The basic modifications can be grouped as follows:

(a) Repair and Refurbishment to fly as is.

(b) Range Extension, to fly as is, but suitable for data
taking at slant ranges up to 100 km.

(c) Modifications required to place a HeNe laser aboard, and

point it accurately back towards the ground station.

We now summarize the needed modifications:
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S.__.l Repair, Refurbishment and Minor Modifications

The gondola was inspected during the study. Friction, torque

and weight measurements and calculations of the moment of inertia were made

to aid in the servo analysis. In the course of the inspection and measure-

ments, several areas were noted in which minor mechanical modifications

would improve the operation of the system.

As received from NASA, the azimuth drive was misaligned, re-

sulting in rubbing between the stator and rotor of both the drive motor

and tachometer. This problem could be alleviated by machining a register

to align the motor stator and rotor. This would also provide better

shielding of the bearing. A minor modification of the tachometer mounting

could reduce its alignment sensitivity.

For convenience, the azimuth mounting flange (which screws

onto the bearing shaft) could be redesigned so that play would not develop

* after repeated landings.

Connectors and bearings should be better shielded from possible

contamination by balla.t. Although this should not occur if the ballast

hoppers are hung properly, the problem has occurred in the past.

5.6.2 Range Extension

The present system will acquire data and telemeter real-time

results to the ground station out to slant ranges of 50 km (eLevation angle
A•37O). In order to operate out to 100 km (elevation angle %170), the fol-

lowing modifications are needed:

Telemetry - The addition of preamplifiers before both receivers

and the replacement of the present 4' ground station receiving antenna with

an 8' unit will insure adequate telemetry performance over the increased

maximum path length. The signal to noise ratio of the downlink data

channels will be better than 30 dB.
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Optical Tracker - Since increased pointing accuracy will not

be required for the range extension modification, only minor modifications

to increase the sensitivity of the optical tracker would be required.

These would include the use of lower noise preamplifiers in the detection

circuitry, and a larger tracker lens.

Optical Data Receivers - An extended mirror assembly must be

added so that the receivers can look out below the crush pads at the lower

elevation angles. The mirror assembly will be rotated to a horizontal

position during launch and landing. In addition, the gain of the de-

tector circuits must be adjusted for the inc3 ased range capability.

5.6.3 Modificat.-ns Suitable for Accurately-Pointed-Laser Aboard

The present system has a tracker and servo-system that point

the optical receivers to a few milliradians. The accuracy required of

the servo system is dependent upon several factors. In general, it is

desirable to point a laser with an angular accuracy of approximately 10%

of its divergence. This reduces power fluctuations at the receiver which

are caused by the reduced irradiance away from the center of the gaussian

shaped intensity profile. Because the chosen laser for use in the gondola

has a limited power output of 3 mwatts, the required beam divergence (or

pointing accuracy) depends on the ric' ired irradiance at the ground ie-

ceiver. NASA indicated that 100 prad pointing would be required for their

measurements. The OPTS experiments would require considerably less accu-

racy, depending on the final reciprocity tracker design.

Optical Tracker - This must yield a signal sufficient to drive

the servo's to the required accuracy. In Appendix XIII, we have discussed a

design suitable to achieve 40 prad accuracies (rms) with regard to tracking

detector boresight errors signals alone. The actual tracking accuracy of the

system will also depend in the servo system (Appendix XIII) as discussed below.

Elevation Axis Structure - This structure must support and

protect the basic electronics package (which contains the tracker,
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I
detection and experiment control circuitry), the laser subsystem, and the

extended mirror The resonant frequency and moment of inertia 7t the

package must meet tne requirements of the servo design (see Apperdix XIII).

Laser Subsystem - The Hughes Model 3079H HeNe laser was chosen

for this application because it provided the required environmental speci-

fications with adequate power at a reasonable cost. The techniques used

to chop, control beam divergence and align the laser are described in

Appendix XIII.

Servo System - As discussed in Appendix XIII, the degree to vhich

the present servo system can be improved depends on moments of inertia,

tracker noise levels, mechanical resonant frequencies, etc. Our present

best estimate is that a \i mrad rms azimuth error and a n-0.5 mrad rms ele-

vation pointing error should be achievable by modifications of the existing

equipment. For better accuracies (in the 100 prad regime particularly),

fundamentally different techniques must be investigated and implemented.

Possible design approaches are discussed in Appendix XIII, but we will not

consider them for OPTS until a further specification of the Reciprocity

Tracker determines whether they are needed.

Power System - It is not anticipated that servo modifications

will result in additional power drain. The laser, however, will require

35 watts, and an adoitional 10 watts could be required for control cir-

cuitry. Assuming a 3 hour experiment period, 150 watt-hours would be

required. For a 24 volt battery, this would be 6.3 amp houts. The size

battery closest to this requirement which allows adequate safety margin

is the Sonotone CA-24A. This battery weighs 26 lbs. and has a 26 amp

hour rating.

5.7 Turbulence Measurements

5.7.1 Introaction

Because the knowledge gained with the optical experiments

m'ist be transferrable to other sites, the turzbulence profile must be
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Smeasured and correlated with the optical effects. Both near earth and

high altitude turbulence is important, as discussed in Appendix XV.

During the course of this program, we have studied a number

of possible techniques to measure the turbulence.

5.7.2 Tropopause Turbulence ("'15 km altitude)

The optimum technique is to launch free-floating Thermosondes,

developed by GTE Sylvania under a NASA contract. These devices directly
2measure CT (h) and transmit it to a rawinsonde ground station over a

standard rawinsonde link.

However, they require %50 minutes to reach the tropopause

and another 35 to 40 minutes to descend. Therefore, point source scintil-

lation measurements should be taken quasi-continuously to monitor the
shorter term tropopause strength variations. (As pointed out in Appendix

II, Section 11-2 and exemplified in equation (11-9), the point source results

are crucially dependent on the strength of the high altitude turbulence,

and will directly indicate its strength.)

5.7.3 Near Ground Turbulence (h < 2 km)

Although the high altitude free-float thermosondes discussed

above will also give information on the near-ground profile and strengths,

they will not be launched frequently enough to give sufficient knowledge

of the near ground effects. We have therefore considered other techniques:

(1) Acoustic Radars - These do not have the necessary sensi-

tivity and/or range at present, but may perhaps develop sufficiently by

1974. (14)

(2) Tethered Thermosondes - Stringing a host of thermosondes

along the tether of a low-lying tethered balloon would work, but would he

extremely expensive and cumbersome since approximately 15 thermosondes

would be needed, with power and data lines to and from each one.
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(3) Single Tethered Thermosonde - Raising and lowering a

single tethered thermosonde would be sufficient, if it could be done

rapidly enough and to a high enough altitude. At prespnt, neither of

these appears achievable. (15)

(4) Low Altitude Free-Float Thermosondes: This involves

flying free float thermosondes to ý2 km and having them immediately
descend. lotal flight time would be "40 minutes, assuring a complete
low-level profile once every 5 minutes. Moreover, the packages should

descend "4 mile away from launch site, and therefore, all be recoverable

for re-use. This, therefore, is the recommended technique unless acoustic

radars are sufficiently improved in the near future.
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Section VI

DESIGN OF THE DIODE ARRAY TECHNIQUE

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section V, a large array of diodes on the

balloon platform will yield spread and scintillation information even

in the presence of mount motions which would be experienced if the ground

transmitter were mounted on the ATLAS telescope. This section discusses

the design of such a system, since a significant portion of the OrfS pro-

gram uas committed to this desig-. before we were directed to concentrate

solely on the Reciprocity Tracker Technique.

Section 6.1 presents the basic experiment configuration.

Section 6.2 discusses the ground la3er transmitter system and Section 6.3

presents out design of the balloon receiver system.

The interpretation and analysis of the resulting data is out-

lined in Section _.4 while Section 6.5 lists the estimated costs of im-

plementing this design. These costs, in conjunction with the fact that

no atmuspheric wander results were derivable from the diode array technique,

were a key to the selection of the Reciprocity Tracker as the prefe-red

technique.

6.1.1 Diode Array EAperiment Configuration

The experiment configuration is showil in Figure 12. The A_-_LAS
system tracks the gondola with its argon beam, and a dual auto-track link
is established between the ATLAS and the gondola experiment package. The

OPTS laser transmitter package is attached to the ATLAS teiesze and di-

reccs laser beams of variable diameter and divergence towards the diode

array which is located- above the gondola. M-_ diode arr•, frame is driven

in azimuth by a motor which responds to the same error siguals which drive

the experiment package in the gondola. This control of the azimuth orien-

tation of the diode array keeps the uplink laser within the field of view
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of the detectors. By orienting the diode receivers at 35' with respect to

horizontal and using a faxi-shaped field of view, the need for elevation

control of the array is eliminated.

The signal levels at each diode are sampled sequentially,

amplified, and recorded on the balloon-borne tape recorder. All of the

diodes are sampled in a time which is short compared with the highest

scintillation frequencies. The signal levels at four of the diodes are

transmitted, real-time, to the ground station to aid in alignment of the

uplink beam. Tne laser transmitter and balloon receiver systems are dis-

cussed further in the following sections.

6.2 Laser Transmitter System

6.2.1 Design Considerations

The design of the ground transmitter optical system depends

upon several factors. First, the equipment must provide uplink beams with

a range of variable characteristics. The range of beam parameterL must be

chosen to encompass regions over which an unambiguous test of the theory

can be achieved. In addition, the range of data points should "bracket",

if possible. the optimum range as predicted by theory. This extra margin

will insure that sufficient data points are available tj establish trends

in the event that results depart significantly from the theoretical pre-

dictions.

The analysis described in Appendix II indicates the character

of t1e beams which must be provided by the transmitter system. The optimum

collimated beam sizes for comparison with theory are 6.0 cm, 4.03 cm, and

1.61 cm (e-2 radius) and the optical system must provide for both focus-

sing and defocussing of the beams.

The necessity of having an accurate monitor of the output beam

divergence is shown by Figures 36 and 37 of Appendix II. The parameter

C (o)/CZS(o) cnanges from 0.64 for the collimated 10 prad beam to 0.81

when the beam is diverged to 11 vrad. The beam divergence of the laser

must be known, therefore, to 0.5 prad when data is being taken for nearly
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collimated beams. This capability is provided by the special Questar

telescope and 43X auto-collimator (see Appendix XIV).

Appendix Dlshows that tru.±cation of the transmitted beam at

less than twice the e2 diameters, and center blockage should be avoided,

if practical. Avoiding truncation is practical, but to hold the cost of

the transmitter ontics within reasonable limits, the small center blockage

of a Cassegranian system will probably have to be tolerated. This will

result in a small increase in the complexity of the data analysis, but

can be treated as discussed in Appendix V.

6.2.2 Transmitter Optical System

A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 13. The

laser, which is linearly polarized, passes through an inalyzer, an electro-

optic modulator, and two sets of Risley prisms before entering the vari-

able power telescope. By rotating the analyzer, the power output of the

laser is adjusted to keep the irradiance at the gondola constant as the

transmitter beam divergence and the range to the gondola are changed. The

Risley prisms are used to maintain 'he correct alignment of the laser trans-

mitter system with respect t the ATLAS system. The monitor telescope and

43X auto-collimator are used for system alignment and adjustment of the

transmitter optical system as described in Appendix XIV.

6.2.3 Mechanical Considerations

Figure 14 shows the basic transmitter housing layout. The

major weight (and deflection producing) components are all concentrated

in an area directly adjacent to the mounting location. This fact, along

with the single plane of gravity deflection associated with an elevation

over azimuth pedestal allows a structure approximately 2 feet high of

monocoque construction to have less than a microradian deflection between

components over the 90 degrees of elevation travel.
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Figure 13. Block Diagram of Transmitter Optical System.
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Deflections of the order of microradians caused by sagging of

the housing during a change of elevation angle, for instance, are not a

problem because the laser beam can be realigned with the Risley prisms.

Such adjustments would be required, in fact, even if the housing were

perfectly rigid, because the angle between uplink laser and the ATLAS

telescope axis changes slightly as the elevation angle varies. The ex-

treme case of a one microradian deflection was analyzed, however, because

the stiffness required of the housing and component mountings is also de-

pendent upon the vibrations transmitted to the optical elements from the

ATLAS pedestal, or acoustic sources.

The final design will require additional consideration of

these effects, but this initial analysis, which has considered representa-

tive sizes and weights for the transmitter system components, indicates

that adequate rigidity of the housing should be readily achievable.

The separate optical components shown in the block diagram

of Figure 13 are subject to different alignment and mounting requirements

depending upon their position in the optical path. Elements which follow

the variable beam expander telescope must be held to 1/10 wave surface

figures, and be mounted in such a way as to avoid beam deflcctions of

greater than a microradian. The telescope must be basically of standard

astronomical quality (assuming a reflective system is used) having a good

stable secondary mounting and provision for fine mechanical adjustment

for focus changes caused by temperature cycling. To facilitate field ad-

justments of the system and maximize the data acquisition duty cycle during

the relative short flight time, alignment mechanisms should be accessible,

accurate and easy to use. Component mountings should be rigid enough to

avoid coupling of mechanical or acoustical "' ise" into the beam pointing

optical components.

Components proceeding the beam expander telescope will have less

stringent angular tolerances (of order 10 arc sec) because of the angular

demagnification of the telescope.
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6.2.4 Uplink Irradiance

The function of each detector in the array is to measure the

irradiance fluctuations in the uplink beam cross section with a detection

bandwidth of 500 Hz. For an uplink wavelength of either 4417R or 5300R,

the detectors could be either photomultipliers or photodiodes. Photo-

diodes would be the obvious choice, if the irradiance at the balloon is

high enough, because the cost and complexity of a photomultiplier array

would be more than an order of magnitude larger than a photodiode array.

The added cost results from the fact that rugged photomultipliers cost at

least twenty times as much as the diodes. In addition, the detection

electronics circuitry is more expensive because well regulated and fil-

tered high voltage power supplies are required, and potting must be used

to avoid low pressure arcing.

The irradiance at the gondola is given by

4 P T e

H a 2 (6-1)e2Se Z

and, since A = 7rd 2/4. the required power is

d2 -BZ
Pt d 2e-a

P = 22 (6-2)

where P = mean optical power

T = optics transmission factor
0Z

Se = atmospheric transmission factor

= attenuation coefficient

Z = range

0 = beam divergence (full angle e-2

d = receiver aperture diameter

For the case at hand, P = 7.5 mW, T = 0.5, e-Z - 0.5,
0

Z = 100 km, d = 2 cm, and 0 = 20 prad. Allowing for beam spreading, the worst

case beam divergence will be of order 28 prad. The power reaching the detector,
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under worst case conditions, will then be 10-7 watts. Since the re-

sponsivity of a photodiode is 0.4 amperes/watt, this power will produce a

current of 4 x 10-8 amperes at the photodiode. This is a more than ade-

quate signal level for the photcdiodes, and the photomultiplier detectors

will not be required. The uplink S/N ratio is discussed further in

Section 6.3.2.

6.3 Balloon Receiver System

The balloon system modifications discussed in Section V would

not all have to be implemented in order to perform the diode array experi-

ment, because the downlink He-Ne laser is not needed. Therefore, the

repair, refurbishment and minor modifications cf Section 5.6.1 and the

Range Extension modifications of Section 5.6.2 are all that are required.

This section discusses the rest of the balloon system, i.e.,

the large array of diodes that would be positioned above the present gon-

dola.

6.3.1 Mechanical Design of the Diode Array Receiver System

The array consists of a framework to which individual diode

receiver units are attached. The diodes are positioned in a uniformly

distributed manner as shown in Figure 15. The resultant pattern is best

suited to a hexagonal main frame with parallel bars added to support the

elements. Two support members, added to span the hexagon, divide the

structure into six equilateral triangles; the most weight effective shape

possible. The support members are tubular of a high strength aluminum

aircraft alloy such as 7075 T-6 with bonded joints. All corners have

shielding members which protrude beyond the diodes for landing protection.

The bearings support the diode/frame/recorder module on the

main shaft. The bearing design is self-aligning and floating to minimize

machining and distortion due to thermal and landing loads. A spare array

framework would need to be available in the event that an unusual landing

situation results in catastrophic damage to the array. Under normal

conditions, however, only minor realignment of the frame and diode units

would be required.
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Two alternatives exist for the positioning of the diode

array.

1) The array could be placed between the load bar and the

gondola support cables. In this case, the load bar should be three feet

above the array to avoid obstruction of the uplink beam by the balloon

control instrumentation which hangs from the load bar. Particular care

would have to be taken in shielding all of the equipment because the

ballast is released from the load bar position. In addition, the load

bar and associated equipment could damage the array during landing.

2) The array could replace the load bar. In this case, the

balloon control equipment, normally hung from the load bar, would be dis-

tributed on the gondola. This would be the best alternative from the user

standpoint, but might not be acceptable to the Holloman AFB personnel be-

cause their flight termination equipment would have to be activated through

slip rings in the array mechanism. Since normal procedure is for the user

and balloon control instrumentation to be independent, this subject would

require further discussion with Balloon Branch personnel.

Each diode detector consists of a simple cast housing with

internal insulation and amounting bracket as shown in Figure 16. The

sealed housing would enclose the diode, filter, and P.C. card with suit-

able insulation to keep the operating temperature 4n an acceptable range.

Angular orientation of the array is accomp2ished with a simple

open loop drive capable of positioning the array in azimuth to within a

few degrees of the elevation package orientation within the gondola. This

accuracy is adequate because of the wide field of view of the diodes.

The tape recorder mounts directly to the array and rotates

with it in azimuth. A small diameter slip ring assembly allows power for

the recorder, and real time readouts from four of the diodes to be trans-

mitted by the gondola T/M system.
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6.3.2 Diode Array Electronics

The diode array is intended to analyze the laser beam in-

tensity variations across the array surface by recording the laser power

seen by each photodetector. The baseline design for the array contains

120 detectors. Each photodetector assembly contains the electronics

(i.e., preamps, filters and detectors) necessary to generate a high level

analog signal suitable for recording. The 120 outputs are split up into

12 channels of 10 photodiodes each. Each channel is assigned to one track

of a 14 track magnetic tape recorder. The power level from each of the ten

photodetectors assigned to a channel are then sequentially switched to a

log amplifier and the result recorded. The other two tracks on the re-

corder are used for timing and test identification information.

The laser transmitter on the ground is intensity modulated at a

3 kHz rate by an electro-optical modulator. A mechanical light chopper

(such as a Bulova L2C) is not used because of truncation effects. Chop-

ping facilitates detection of the laser beam in the presence of background

light.

The photodetector array is mechanically steered by a coarse

servo in azimuth to follow the BAPE azimuth yoke so the array will poiiO at

the laser transmihter on the ground.

Each photodetector assembly contains a photodiode, a low noise

transconductance amplifier, a 3 kHz bandpass filter, a full-wave rectifier

and appropriate output filtering. This results in an output dc level

proportional to the amount of light incident on the diode. Background

illumination is rejected by the 3 kHz bandpass filter.

The photodiode is a United Detector Technology PlI-10D
2

operated in the photoconductive mode. It has a 1 cm active area which,

as shown in Section 6.2.4, intercepts a nominal 10-7 watts of laser power.

Assuming a 500 Hz detector bandwidth and no noise contribution by ambient

light, the signal to noise ratio at the photodiode preamp output will be
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about +69 dB or 2300/1. Even if the signal fades by a factor oý 10 in

power, the SIN ratio is still +49 dB or 280/1. This means preamp noise

results in less than 0.4% measurement error.

Under worst case (daylight) background conditions, the S/N

ratio would be 48.7 dB for the nominal signal power. For the recommended

nighttime experiments, the effect of background light is negligible.

The preamp output goes to a 500 Hz wide bandpass filter cen-
tered at the 3 kHz modulation frequency, where most of the background
signals are removed. The filtered s 4 gnal is full-wave rectified and low

pass filtered to a 250 Hz bandwidth. The signal is also sent through a

6 kHz notch filter to remove any remaining ripple at the second harmonic

of the carrier frequency. The result is buffered and sent out of the

photodetector module. A block diagram of this photodetector preamp is

shown in Figure 17.

All of the photodetector electronics will be packaged along

with the photodiode itself in a package about 1.5" diameter and 5" long.

Each module will require about 1/2 watt of power.

Unfortunately, the responsivity of the photodetectors will

change up to 5% as the ambient temperature changes. To prevent any errors

due to temperature changes, a light emitting diode and diffuser is mounted

in front of the array for calibration purposes. It is switched on and off

at a 3 kHz rate to provide a pseudo-uniform illumination on the array so

the relative responsivities of the photodiodes may be measured. The cali-

bration signal does not remain constant with temperature, but since we

are only interested in the relative responsivities of the diodes, it gives

i valid calibration signal as long as the different distances of the de-

tectors to the light source are taken into account.

Sir.ce each channel of the magnetic tape recorder is assigned

to record 10 photodetector signals, an analog multiplexer is used to se-

quentially switch each of the 10 signals to a single logarithmic amplifier.

This log amp then drives one of the tape recorder channel inputs. Thus,

tqelve 10 channel analog mulciplexers and twelve log amps are required to

record the 120 photodetector outputs on 12 recorder channels.
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Figure 17. Photodiode Preamp Block ijbagram.
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The multiplexers are controlled by a divide-by-ten counter

which continuously commutates each log amp input between its associated

ten photodetector outputs. The commutation rate is set at 5 kHz by an

oscillator. The 5 kHz rate is set by the sampling theorem which requires

a sample rate of twice the signal bandwidth. Thus, for a 250 Hz signal

bandwidth, each photodetector output must be sampled at a minimum rate

of 500 Hz. To sample 10 outputs, each at a 500 Hz rate, requires a 5

kHz clock frequency.

The counter output is also sent to a 4 bit digital to analog

(D/A) coi'verter which puts a voltage level on channel 13 of the tape,

proportional to the counter position. This makes it possible to identify

which photodiode signal level is on the tape at any one time.

Channel 14 will be driven by the telemetry inputs to identify

each test, time of day, or --ratever may be required.

A block diagram of this on board signal processing is shown in

rigure 18.

The 5 kHz c"ock frequency requires a recorder bandwidth of

about 10 kHz in order to fully reconstruct the r,,sultant waveform. This

imposes certain requirements on the tape recorder since a minimum of 2

hours of recording tine is required. Fortunately, it is possible to get

recorders which can achieve a dc to 10 kHz bandwidth at 15 icches/seconds

such as the Ampex ARI700. With a 14 inch reel of tape, this results in

two hours of recording time. However, :he signal to noise ratio on the

tape is only 46 dB for the peak input signal.

The worst case range of signal awplitude variation is 40 dB,

or 100 to 1. Yn order to get this dynamic range on the Lape with a

reasonable Rignal to noise ratio, a log amplilcier is used at each channel

input to compress the input signal range and thus increases the signal to

noise ratio. Without using a log amp, the SIN ratio will be from 6 to 46 dB
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Figure 18. !20 Diode Array Signal Processing.
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depending on signal strength. With the log amp, the S/N for the low level

signal could be increased to 32 dB with little trouble while the high

level S/N would remain at 46 dB.

The noise bandwidth at the recorder output is 10 kHz. Since

the information bandwidth is only 250 Hz, it is possible to increase the
10 kHzSIN by up tc 250 Hz = 40/1, or 32 dB by computer filtering of the data

points of the individual photodiode outputs to a 250 Hz bandwidth.

6.3.2.1 Power Requirements

The electronics only needs to be on for two hours during a
flight since that is all the recording time there is. However, the tape
recorder must be kept warm until its tape is used up, in order to prevent

damage to the tape. At worst, the recorder must be kept warm for 12 hours.

In order to determine battery requirements, the electronics

will be assumed on for 2 hours and the recorder heater on for 12 hours.

The recorder has a 250W heater but with proper insultation of the recorder,

cz-v 100W of average heater power will be required.

Power Budget

Electronics (2 hours)

120 photodetectors @ 0.5W 60W

120 x 12 multiplexer 7W

12 log amps @ 1.5W 18W

tape recorder (Ampex ARI700) 300W

Array position control servo 15W

400W

tape recorder heater (12 hours) 1O0W avg.

total bettery power required:

electronics 400W for 2 hours 800 watt hours

heater 10OW for 12 hours 1200 watt hours

Total 2000 watt hours
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for a 24V battery:

2000 watt hours 83 amp hours
24V

So, at least two Sonotone CA-5 batteries at 40 amp hours each are re-

quired.

Weight Budget

Estimated Electronics Weight

Photodetector ass'y. 120 @ 1 lb. 120 lbs.

Multiplexer and log amps 10

Recorder 100

Batteries 2 @ 100 lbs. 200

430 lbs.

6.4 Weight Budget

Worst case weight estimates are listed below:

Diode Assemblies 120 @ 1 lb. 120 lbs.

Multiplexer and log amps 10

Recorder 100

Batteries 2 @ 100 lbs. 200

Array Mechanism and Cabling 200

630 lbs.

Since the basic gondola weighs approximately 900 lbs, the

total payload weight would be 1530 lbs.

6.5 Data Analysis and Interpretation

This section derives prelimiinary estimateq of the diode array

design constraints, so that its data would yield valid scintillation and

spread information. Then the data analysis procedure (with the array

generated data) is outlined.
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6.5.1 Design Information

6.5.1.I Diode Size

The receiving aperture for each diode is 2 cm x 2 cm. This

is far smaller than any of the amplitude correlation distances (as dis-

cussed in Appendix VIII) and so each diode will ect as a point detector,

yielding valid scintillation results.

6.5.1.2 Diode Spacing

Because the diodes are not infinitely dense, and we always

need one at the "center" of the beam, their spacing depends on the beam

size. Figure 19 shows a gaussian irradiance profile as a function of r/w,-2
for r the transverse dimension and w the e irradiance radius. Choosing

r/w ! .225 insures that we are within 10% of the peak irradiance. There-

fore, a spacing between diodes of 2r = .45w will insure that one diode is

within ten percent of the peak. (Since we seek to see a minimum C. = .01,

and this corresponds to a ripple z16%, this spacing is adequate.)

For the 6.7 Prad (w° = 6 cm) 6328R collimated beam, w z12 cm

at a range of 30 km, neglecting beam spread as seen in Figure 20. Taking

this as our minimum spot size on the array, diode spacing 2r = 5.4 cm. We

therefore set the center-to-center diode spacing at 5 cm.

6.5.1.3 Array Size/Diode Number

There art two criteria for determining the necessary size of

the atray:

(a) The extent of the random motion of the spot.

(b) The length of time needed to obtain a valid scintillation

statistic.

We can calculate the cumulative probability that the center

of the beam will remain on a given size array by utilizing the formulation

of Appendix III. The result i$

2)Prob (p ý 1 - exp 2 2 (6-3)

rms
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for p = distance from array center to beam center

Po = radius of (assumed circular) ariay

Z = range from transmitter to array

6 = rms angular beam motion due to all effects.i rms

This probability is plotted versus range (and zenith angle

for a receiver altitude of 30 km) with p as a parameter in the next two

figures. Figure 21 has e = 15 Prad and Figure 22 has e = 25 prad.
ruts r~fs

Based on these figures, it appears thLt a circular array- with

radius po = 50 cm will be sufficient over most ranges for the 15 Lrad case,

i.e., a prob Z25% is present out to a zenith angle of Z62'.

For 30 seconds of data, therefore, a 2 minute data gathering

period would be sufficient.

It takes approximately 240 diodes to fill this array, for 5

cm spacing. The baseline design discussed previously is easily extended to

this regime, still using a single tape recorder, and post-detection pro-

cessing will insure that the average SNR of 40 dB is maintained over the

two hour recording period. Alternatively, we could use a smaller array

(120 diedes) and take a longer time to collect the data. (The tradeoffs

between these two approaches were still being formulated when we were

directed to abandon this technique in favor of the Reciprocity Tracking

approach of Section VII.)

6.5.2 Data Analysis

Given the data collected by the array, Figure 23 shows the data

analysis flow, resulting in all the spread and scintillation parameters

needed for SDR high data rate uplink design.
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6.6 Estimated Costs

The diode erray involves large costs that arise in none of the

other techniques considered for two principal reasons:

(a) The lare number of opticai receivers required.

"(b) The on-board tape recorder, such as the Ampex ARI700.

We provided the following budgetary estimates to the Air

Force on July 17, 1972, for the equipment modification and systems inte-

gration and test phases.

Balloon System

Repair and Refurbishment

Range Extension 
$ 40K

Diode Array (120 diodes) $165K

Ground System, including Integration and $175K

Test, and Turbulence Sensors

Total $380K

Balloon System

Placing Finely Pointed Laser Aboard (to $ 60K

the limit of the present servo equipment)

The diode array costs include $75K of materials. Additional diodes could

be added at a price of n$200 each, in batches of 120.
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Section VII

DESCRIPTION OF THE RECIPROCITY TRACKER TECHNIQUE

7.1 Introduction

The reciprocity tracker technique, although not feasible in

the MAY/JUNE 1973 time scale because of technical, schedule and cos'.

problems, is now described as we conceive it for MAY/JUNE '74 experiments.

Because of the short duration of this study, the bulk of the

system analysis was devoted to the diode arrcy approach (Section VII),

which was feasible from a technical and schedule viewpoint for limited

experiments next summer.

Therefore, the following sections present a brief description

of the reciprocity tricker approach.

7.1.1 Reciprocity Tracker Ex-erimental Configuration

The experiment will look very much like the EAPE configuration

of Figure 3 (Section 3.4) except for two changes:

1) The ground station nmzunt may not be the ATLAS.

2) The balloon syster. will include a finely pointed HeNe

laser, and a small array of receivers irunted on the elevation axis.

These points are discussed in the following sections.

7.2 Reciprocity Tracker Transmitter

Figure 24 shows a schematic of a possible refractive reci-

procity tracker system. (The final design, however, may use a Cassegrain

telescope.) The primary feature of the system is the common path of the

received and transmitted beams. T"' se. z controlled beam steering mirror

derives error signals from the star tracker when the received light from

the balloon borne HeNe laser deviates from the optical axis of the tele--

scope. Since the mirror is driven to produce a null error signal at the
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star tracker, an off-axis downlink beam will cause the uplink beam to be

directed back along the path of the downlink beam. This will occur inde-

pendently of whether the off-axis condition was caused by atmospheric

image dancing or random motions of the mount. By changing the magnifi-

cations of the telescope, the transmitted beam waist can be varied while

still retaining the tracking action. Uplink focussing or defocussing is

accomplished before the dichroic beamsplitter so that the receiver optical

path is not affected.

-2
The iris can be set larger or smaller than the e diameter

of the laser beam and insures that the effective aperture of the received

beam "matches" the exit aperture of the transmitted beam. A two-axis pie-

zoelectrically driven mirror called the IMC (Image Motion Compensator) (16)

has been considered because it appears suited to the OPTS application and

may be available at no cost. The device has an angular throw of ±2.50 and

a resonant frequency(mirror plus mounting) of 100 Hz. An angular deviation

of 2.5° (43.5 mrad) at the beam steerer would correspond to 362 urad at

the exit aperture of a 120 power telescope.(17) Since, for any reasonably

accurate mount the mount motions will not exceed 100 1irad, the angular

throw of the IMC will be adequate. Since the ATLAS mount exhibited no

significant vibrations with frequencies of greater than 20 Hz (as seen in

Appendix XI), the resonant frequency is also adequate.

Isolation of the uplink and downlink beams could be achieved

by using different wavelengths, but the uplink laser has not been sele•Ld.

He-Cd, doubled YAG and Argon are being considered. The fieldabhp Argon

lasers are too bulky, and the doubled YAG lasers have less amplitude stabi-

lity than would be desirable for the scintillation measurements. A likely

solution would be modification of RCA's He-Cd lab laser(18) for field use.

7.2.1 Acuracy Considerations

Because the turbulence theory is not tractable for beams of

arbitrary characteristics, this experiment will use TEM beams, diffraction00

limited optics, and as little truncation or blockage as is practical.
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The critical accuracy considerations from a mechanical stand-

point are the telescope construction, the alignment mechanisms, and the

mounting techniques as discussed in Section VI. With the reciprocity

tracker system, however, there is the added constraint that the receiver

and transmitter optical paths must be co]linear to within 10% of their

beamwidths.

7.3 Balloon-borne Receiver

The receiver equipment needed for the reciprocity system is

slightly more complex than the existing BAPE equipment and significantly

less complex and costly than the array of receivers needed for the diode

array system. The BAPE equipment only used one detector for the scintil-

lation variance measurements (although two separable detectors were used

for the covariance measuremerts), because the mount tracking i.,accuracies

were insignificant relative to the 1 mrad uplink beam divergence. In con-

trast, the diode array approach required a matrix of 120 diodes because

beams of approximately 10 i'rad divergence were to be transmitted with no

compensation for mount or beam wander motions. Because the reciprocity

system tracks out all mount motion and a significant part of the atmo-

spheric beam wander, only a small matrix of diodes, which can be conven-

iently located in the elevation axis package, is needed.

The number of these detectors needed has not been firmly es-

tablished, but will be Z10. If 10 are needed, the data could be telemeteredI (real time) to the ground station with only minor modifications of the

existing telemetry equipment. If, for example, 20 diodes are used, five

5 I7 data rhannels wotid be required and more eytensive telemetry modifi-

cations could be required. In this case, it may be more practical to just

transmit four symetrically placed diode power levels to assist the operator
in tracking the balloon and use a magnetic tape recorder to record the pcwer

levels from the rest of the liode array. Since thete is so much less data

to record compared to the large diode array system (Section 6.3), the re-

corder required vou]d be smaller, lighter and less power consuming than that
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used with the 120 diode array. A typical recorder which meets these re-

duced requirements is the Leach MTR-3200. Comparing specifications with

the Ampex AR1700:

"AR1700 MTR-3200

# tracks 14 14

# feet of tape 9600 2400

size 1.85 ft 3  0.95 ft 3

ueight 100 lb. 54 lb.

power consumption 300W 70W

avg. beater pwr. req'd 100W 25W

bandwidth 10 kHz @ 15 ips 2.5 kliz @ 3-3/4 ips

record time 2 hr. 2 .

S/N 46 dB 38 dE

'(38 lb corresponds to a voltage SNR of 80/1, which insures far better than

the 5% accuracy required.)

No servo is required to make zhe array track the ground

transmitter since it is mounted directly to the balloon laser transmitter

and so will always be pointed towards the ground transritter.

Now, instead of ten photodetector outputs being assigned to

one recorder channel, only two are required. This reduces the multiplexer

clock frequency to 1 kHz and thus the recorder bandwidth required is re-

duced to 2 kHz.

The new power requirements are:

20 diode array @ 1/2W loW

20 x 10 oultiplexer 5W

10 log amps @ 1.5W 15W

tape recorder 70W

100W

reccrder heater 25W

Battery power required:

electronics 2 hr x 100W 200

recorder heater 12 hr x 25W 300

500 watt-hours
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One Sonotone CA-20 battery is good for 600 watt hours and

would satisfy our requirements nicely.

Electronics Weight

Photodetector array 20 x 1 lb 20 lb

multiplexer and log amps 10

"recorder 60

battery 50
140 lb

Because of the complexity and cost of the recorder system,

real time telemetry transmission of the data would be desiradle. The

final selection between the two approaches will depend upon the required

number of diodes.

7.4 Star Tracker iL.alysis

Because of the tight schedule and the requirement for a field-

able reciprocity Lracker transmitter, proven and environmentally qualified

components have been used whenever pozsible. Since the star tracker is

a particularly critical component of the reciprocity tracker, discussions

were held with ITT, San Fernando to determine if they had an existing and

proven design which could be easily adapted to the OPTS application. Al-

though specific details were nct available from ITT, they felt that the

irradiance level at the star tracker, error signal bandwidth and accuracy

requirements for the OPTS application were compatible with their ODC star

tracker system.

To gain additional assurance that the required tracking ac-

curacy could be achieved, an estimate of the noise-free tracking accuracy

was made. The receiver portion of the reciprocity tracker is shown

schematically in Figure 25.

The displacement of the image in the focal plane of lens A

is given by

A x f3 A 0 = M f3 L a (7-1)
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where Aa = angular deflection at lens C

M = magnification

In typical star tracke- applications, the instantaneous aperture should

be three times the image size an. a motion of 1% of the a)erture can be

sensed. The minimum datectable wave front tilt is then given by

A 0 (.01) 3dM f 3 
72

i 2.4X

%where d = -D-f diffraction spot size
D3 3

and D3 = stop size at lens A ]mm.

The following expression, in which AG is independent of f3 ) holds for the

case under consideration

A e ('01) (3) _2.4) (.63 x 0-4) 4.5 x 1C-5

M X 10- M

Thus, for M = 120 , AG 0.38 urad

and for e = 16, AG 2.8 prad

This analysis indicates, therefore., that adequate pointing accuracies should

be achievable with the proposed star tracker and optical system.

* 120 power correspoiids to a 6.7 prad collimated beam width aad 16

power ccrresponds to a 25 prad collii-ated beam width.
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S7.5 Data Interpretation and Analysis

As discussed in Sect±on 7.3, one talloon receiver will be

collinear with the He-Ne balloon transmitter. Other receivers (their

number is still to be determined) ,,ill be offset, so that information

on the average beam .:rofile will also be gathered.

The center or collinear receiver will be dececting power

fluctuations identical in character to those that would be present at a

satellite receiver. This, therefore, suggests two worthwhile approaches

to the data analysis: First, using the raw data to construct the statistical

quantities of interest, and, second, testing our theories with the daLe.

7.5.1 Raw Data Manipulation and Analysis

Approximately 30 seconds of raw data (power fluctuation) are

needed to construct valid signal statistics (9), Once the transmitter

parameters are fixed (wavefront curvature and beam radius), it should

take oihly 30 seconds to gather the data because the transmitted beam is

always pointed at the balloon receiver.

Therefore, approximately 40 separate transmitter seLtings

should be performed over an hours time.

Consider one 30 second run for the centermost receiver.

Using the instantaneous intensity, li, from each 2 millisecond

piece of that 30 seconds (15,000 samples) we construct the mean,

.~N

Y Ii (7-3)
i~l

the second moment, 2 (7-4)

the variance, 2 2 -- (7-5)
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2

"t'e ncrmalized variance, y --2 (7-6)

the third moment, =i 3 (7-7)

Ni i

and the cumulative probability, Prob (I < Ia)
a

Using the analog data (intensity as a function of iime), we

construct:
1 oTi t

the autocorrelation function, A(G) r T (t) I(t-c) dt (7-8)
T 'o

for T = 30 seconds,

the power spectral density, P(w) =tourier transform of A (r),

the probability of outage, i.e., average times between I < Iaa
for I = .1 I, .3 I, etc.a

Using the data from the other receivers we construct:

Average irradiance Profile
-2

Average e Point

Using the data gathered from the thermosondes, we construct the turbulelzce

profile, CN 2(h), corresponding to each of the optical measurement times.

Given all the analyzed data, we shall have an excellent pre-

diction of the uplink results to the satellite if the satellite experiment
were performed at the same site, with the same turbulence conditions and
with th-i same transmitter configuraticn. In order to predict the uplink

behavior for other co',iditions, we must interpret the experimental results

in terms of a theory.

7.5.2 Data Interpretation
Based on the theory presented in the appendices, we can pre-

dict: the mean, variance, cumulative probability, etc for power fluctua-

tions caused by scintillation at beam center; the mean, variance, cumulative

probability, etc for power fluctuations caused by oeam wander; the mean

and variance of the power fluctuations caused by the combination of •ander

and scintillation for a very large, untruncated and unobstructed trans-

mitted beam, with no beam spread.
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However, the OPTS experiment involves a detector that senses
power fluctuations caused by scintillation and wander simultaneously, i.e.,

whatever wander remains after reciprocity tracking is used. It also involves an
"iO" transmitter, which is not "very large" in turbulence terms, and which

does slightly truncate the beam. In addition, the transmitter may have a

center blockage. Of course, the beam is also going to spread.

Therefore. in order to interpret the data we must extend the

theory in two areas:

(1) Remove all the assumptions of Appendix V, so that we

can predict the mean and variance of the dý.teci:ed power fluctuations for

arbitrary apertures and with beam spreading included.

(2) Extend the analysis of Appendix TV, so that we can predict

the probability distribution for the detected power fL,.uctuations.

Given these results we will be able to interpret the raw data
and predict the important results (Probability of Bit Error Eni/or Outage)

for any conditions on the uplink.

Of course, this staterment assuires that the extended thecry will

be correct, and that reciprocity tracking and the degree of alleiiation of

beam wander will fit within this theory. We believe that both -If these

assumptions are sound because of previous experimental checks o' the present

theory, and the fact that we can separately treat the scintill~tion .lone,

and combined wander and scintillation, as presented in Appendi:es II and V.

As a further aid to our data interpretation, we will use the

following additional facts:

(a) Scintillation power fluctuations extend to much higher
K:19)freqaencies than those caused by beam wander

(b) The moments of the power fluctuations cau4-ed by the two

effects behave faz differently, i.e., using the probability distributions

listed in Appendix IV, we find the results listed below:
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Wander Alone Scintillation Alone

1+2a 0

2 4C
I i+ 4 ae 0

1 3 e12C
1+6a

0 2n(n-l)C£

l+2nc In e
0

for I = intensity at the center of the beamo

for a = wander parameter = p 2/w2

p = mean square displacement of beam center
-2

w = e irradiance radius

and Ct = variance of the log of the amplitude fluctuations caused

by scintillation.

The higher moments of a combined distribution will be dominated

by scintillation, since exp [2 n(n-l)CZ]/(l+2na)- is much greater than

unity for realistic values of C and a.

(c) We will also derivc various combiitud wander and scintil-

lation probability densities, based on the approach summarized in Appendix
IV, and compare them to the experimental data to obtain best fits.

It therefore is possible to derive techniques that will seDarate

and identify the effects of scintillation and wander, and enable us to

predict the uplink effects at any site (given its CN 2(h) distribution)

from the OPTS results.
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Section VIII

EXPERIMENTAL PLAN, PROGIAM SCHEDULE AND ESTIMATED COSTS

8.1 Introduction

This section first discusses how the MAY/JUNE 1974 experiments

would be performed, using thp reciprocity tracker system discussed in

Section VII. Then a program schedule is presented, which will take us

from the completion of this study through data analysis of thb experi-

mental results. Finally, the estimated costs of the remainder of the

program are given in Section 8.4, except for the modifications to the

ground transceiver, which still have to be defined.

8.2 Experimental Plan

This plan assumes that the program schedule described in the

next section has been implemented, i.e., there has been a period of

system integration and test which includes both the balloon and ground

packages, and that a data analysis program will have begun at least four

months before the flight experiments.

Based on the analyses summarized in Section IV, and the system

parameters cited in Section VII, Appendix II, Section 11.4 and Appendix V,

Sectioit V.4, the following parani•cers will be varied during the experi-

ments. in order to test our predictions:
-2

A) e radius w will be varied from 1.61 cm tc 4.03 cm to

6 cm, corresponding to 25 prad, 10 Prad and 6.7 prad

collimated beam sizes;

B) Focusing parameter R, for each of the beam sizes above,

will be varied as follows:

104 m < IRI S 105 m, for R < 0, focusing

R = - collimated

R = 5 x 104 m, for R > 0, defocussing.
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C) Receiver aperture size, from %10" (25.4 cm) diameter down

to a value still to be determined.

The experimental procedure involves simultaneous mea3urements

of optical and meteorological results, so that it can be considei.ed as two

parallel efforts.

8.2.1 Optical Measurements Procedure

A) Balloon system, ground system and all subsidiary gear is

thoroughly checked out.

B) Balloon System Launched, and achieves float altitude.

C) Acquisition and Lock-up performed ground-to-balloon-to-

ground.

D) SYSTEM CALIBRATION, including telemetry.

E) INITIATE DATA TAKING

SELECT SIZE, 2w

SELECT FOCAL PARAMETER, R.

CHANGE FOCAL PARAMETER, R.

CHANGE FOCAL PARAMETER, R.

F) Vary aperture size until minimum power fluctuations are

achieved.

G) Repeat E, F

H) Repeat E, F

K) Repeat E, F
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N) TURN OFF BALLOON SYSTEM, AFTER '1i HR DATA TAKING.

0) PERFORM "REAL TIME" DATA ANALYSIS, TO DETERMINE VARIANCE

OF DETECTED POWER FLUCIUATIONS.J P) RE-INITIATE DATA TAKING, REPEATING STEPS E, F, etc.

X) RETURN BALLOON SYSTEM TO EARTH.
Y) RECOVER AND REPAIR FOR NEXT FLIGHT.

Z) TRANSMIT DATA TO GTE SYLVANIA FOR DETAILED DATA ANALYSIS,

PRECEEDING NEXT FLIGHT.

REPEAT FOR FIVE (5) FLIGHTS.

8.2.2 Turbulence Measurements Procedure

A) Thernosonde Sy,,tem, receiver systems are checked out and

calibrated.

B) As acquisition and lock-up is performed on the optical

system, launch high altitude theriosonde.

C) Launch low altitude thermosonde every 10 minutes until

optical data taking is complete.

D) Repeat B, C for each 1 hr segment of optical data.

E) Recover and repair all low altitude thermosondes for next

flight (also high altitude thermosonde if feasible).

F) Transmit data to GTE Sylvania for detailed data analysis,

preceeding next flight.

8.2.3 "Log-Book" Procedure

During each data run, the following parameters will be re-

corded:

Beam Radius, w

Beam Curvature, R

Time of Day

Zenith Angle

Range to Balloon
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STurbulence Distribution

Downlink Angle of Arrival Spectra

Power Fluctuations at the Balloon Receiver(s)

Estimated Real Time Variance

Synoptic Conditions

Relative TransmJt/Receive Aperture Size.

It is to be expected that for the first fl•ght, all the

parameters will be varied, while during succeeding flights, the experi-

ments will narrow down to the most interesting areas, i.e.

(a) Determining the exact R (for a given w) at which the

power fluctuations are minimized.

(b) Determining the best relative transmit/receive aperture

sizes so that most of the wander effects are tracked out.

(c) Determining the parameter dependence of beam spread.

8.3 Pro$ram Schedule

The overall program schedule, enabling the field experiments

described above to be performed ir May/June 1974, is shown in Figure 26.

8.3.1 Experiment Plannin$ and Design

This is the Final Report of the Experimental Planning and Design

portion of OPTS.

8.3.2 Reciprocity Tracker Implementation Desisn Prosram

The Reciprocity Tracker Implenentation Design Program proceeds

from the present status to a point enabling us to buiid the hardware. It
tas•°

involves the following •°-"

I. Evaluate compatibility of OPTS requirements with the

Acq/Trk Brassboard System, and design the reciprocity transmitter system.

Sub-Tasks include:

A. Investigate suitability of Cloudcroft facility for

ground station. Present advantsges and disadvantages of using

Cloudcroft ground station as compared to NASA ground station.

Cost, technical, and logistical factors will be considered.
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MONTHS

TASK 1972 1973 1914

EXPERIMENT PLANNING AND DESIG

RECIPROCITY TRACKER IMPLEMENTATION~

DESIGN PROGRAM

RECIPROCITY TRACKER EQUIPMENT I
"MODIFICATION PROGRAM

BALLOON EQUIPMENT I
GROUND EQUIPMENT I

SYSTEM INTEGRATION AOr TEST
FIELD EXPERIMENTS, I, H I i I

DATA ANMYSIS J .

Figure 26. OPTS Program Plan.
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B. Estimate the Power Fluctuations caused by combined

Wander and Scintillation for Arbitrary Transmitter Size and

Aperture Character: This task will determine the predicted

effects of truncation, center blockage, etc. in addition to

the combined wander and scintillation effects. It will de-

termine whether refractive or reflective optics should be

used, the size optics needed, and how to interpret the re-

sultant data for other optical systems.

C. Perform the Design of the Transmitter System, in-

cluding design techniques to implement the unique OPTS aspects

of modifica-ions to the Acq/Trk brassboard, including variable

apertures, variable focussing, X changes and mounting on a

suitable ground station.

II. Design modifications to balloon package which are re-

quired for the reciprocity system, but were not covered !n the diode

array approach, (i.e., laser selection, small receiver array on elevation

axis, wavelength changes).

III. Program and Experimental Planning, including:

A. Identification of Experimental Systems and Support

Needed: This task will identify the equipment and personnel

needed to do the job. For example, if the Cloudcroft site is

selected, we would still require the NASA T/M system to com-

mand, control and receive data from the balloon system. Other

items which may be required include tape recorders, a stable

optical table, extra power, etc.

B. This task will present the program plan for the

Reciprocity Tracker experiment, and specify the costs of the

rest of the program.

IV. Calculations of the Probability of Bit Error and Outages

for Combined Wander and Scintillation.
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This task will eva±uate the formulation presented in

the OPTS report, and enable us to set the design limits on the link. We

presently know, for example, that for scintillation alone, C 0.01 is

required for a fixed threshold, while for wander alone a < .1. This task

will specify the trade-offs between C and a, with a minimum outage and/or
probability of bit error as the criterion, and using adaptive thresholds.

V. Final Report

A final report will be written, summarizing the results

of all the tasks.

A detailed program schedule for this program is shown in

Figure 27.

8.3.3 Reciprocity Tracker Equipment Modification Program

The Reciprocity Tracker Equipment Modification Program has

two aspects: the balloon platform work and the ground station work. The

balloon platform portion can be performed in a shorter period, and at any

appropriate time between 3/73 and 3/74. The ground station portion will

receive further definition during the Reciprocity Tracker bnrlementation

Design Program with regard to both schedule and cost.

8.3.4 System Integration and Tests

The system Integrat• n and Test Program involves the ground

station and balloon platform in overall system tests.

8.3.5 Field Experiments

Assuming that Holloman Air Force Base is the launch site,

the balloon flights should run from mid-May through June, 1974. Five

flights should be adequate to obtain the data needed.

Real-time data analysis of the variance of the intensity

fluctuations recorded at the balloon should ensure that all the experi-

mental gear is cperating correctly during the flights.
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TASK 1972 1973
SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN EB MAR APR

I RPI TRANSMITTER

A. GROUND STA INV -

B. EST POWER F.UCT

C. DESIGN -

II BALLOON PKGE DESIGN ,

III PROG PLANNING |IV P ECALC -

V REPORTS 1 v V RAFT

FINAL

Figure 27. Reciprocity Tracker Implerentation Design Program.
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8.3.6 Data Analysis

Development of the detailed data analysis techniques should

start during the equipment modification, so that by the time the experi-

ments are run, the data tapes can be immediately analyzed. This will

ensure that all the experiments are optimally performed, and all propa-

gation effects well understood.

This phase ends the overall program with a definitive report,

stating whether transmitter aperture averaging works, the effects of

focusing/defccussing, the magnitude of the beam 5pread, the magniLude and

character of beam wander, whether reciprocity holds, and the frequency

spectrum and magnitude of the angle of arrival fluctuations. The feasi-

bility and requirements for a high data rate uplink will then be ieter-

mined.

8.4 EstimAted Costs

The following are future program costs, to the extent that they

are identified now. All but those for the Reciprocity/Tracker Implemen-

tation Design Program should be considered as budgetary.

R/T Implementation Design Program $ 60,000

R/T Equipment Modification

Balloon System Portion $125,000

Ground System Portion Not Available

System Integration and Test $ 20,000

Field Experiments

AFCRL Balloon Launch Costs $ 56,000

GTE Sylvania Field Support $ 40,000

Data Analysis $ 50,000

The balloon system portion has an * following it to indicate

that this estimate will take the present balloon system and improve it to

the limit of its present servo design, as discussed in Appendix XIII.
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If NASA funds improvements or relevant modifications, this
cost would be less than the number given. If the R/T Implementation

Design Program finds that a more accurate servo system is needed, these

costs could be greater than the number given.

The ground system portion costs are not available because they

are a key output of the R/T Implementation Design Program, and depend on

the mount used and the results of the Acq/Trk Brassboard program to a

large degree.
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Section IX

EFFECTS ON A HIGH DATA RATE LASER COM14UNICATION LINK

j99.1 Introduction

The purpose of the total OPTS program is to determine the

system design best suited to make the effeccs cf the turbulent at-

mosphere negligible on a high data rate ccmmunication link. Based on the

analysis performed during this study portion of O'TS, we can indicate

some changes that ought to occur in a baseline design as previously

completed.(1) Definitive statements about the final design must await

the OPTS experiments and data analysis.

Our analysis indicates no changes are needed in t.he Iligh Data

Rate or Beacon dcwnlink designs. However, it does suggest some significant

changes be implemented in the High Data Rate and Beacen uolink designs.

These changes involve boch the schedule, and the design constraints.

The chief impact on the schedule is that results from the ex-

perimental OPTS work will not be available until June, 1974. Therefore,

a final design cannot be initiated prior to then.

We will consider the design changes on the high data rate and

beacon transmitters separately.

9.2 Hi h Data Rate Urlink

As presepted in Reference 1 (Volume III, p A-34). the high data

rate ground based tiansmitter (Package A) had the following characteristics:

Modulation Format = PGBM

X 532A0

P 250 mwatts
0

Beam Divergence = 5.4 prad

Average Received Photoelectrons/Bit = 156

Margin = 5.76 dB
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j Because the tropopause was neglected, it was erroneously

predicted that C£ x.001 for the uplink beam.

Common receive/transmit optics were assumed, and reciprocity

ttracking to within I .rad, so that a = 0.137 for a 5.4 prad collimated

beam.

However, since a 30 cm diameter receiver was utilized, and the e

diame~er of the collimated 5.4 prad beam is only 12.54 cm, it was assumed

that the beam will be defocussed to fill the aperture.

For negligible truncation (beam diameler .% 15 cm), we extend

the analysis of Appendix V and find the wander parameter is reduced

to a ýt 0.002, which means the wander is negligible.

This design must be changed because such a ae.focused bean, will

have a scintillation parameter C, > 0.1, as seen in Appendix II.

Therefore, the common optics and reciprocity tracking must be

used, but the tropopause effects demand that the beam be focused on or

above it, i.e., that the beam waist of 12.51! cm be at a range of k, 22 km

from the transmitter, neglecting the fac- that the transmitter may be on

a mountaintop.

Usi.ng the fcrmulation of Appendix I, we find the beam at the

transmitter must be described by
/2r 2 +ikr 2ý

U = U 0e- (W +- (9-1)

for w = 8.64 cm

and R = 4.65 x 104 u.
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I'his results in a Cz < 0.01 for the expected turbulence distribution.

-2

The beam is now truncated at 1.736 its e diameter, which
results in negligible loss of energy to the sidelobes. The wander para-

meter, as discussed in Appendix V, is reduced to - 0.5 of its former value,

since R u kw 2/2. Therefore, a = (.5) (.137) = .07 which is sufficiently
small.

Therefore (based on the present theory), we recommend no change
in power or far field beam divergence. However, the beam should be focused

at or above the tropopause, instead of defocused. The effect of beam spread

has yet to be seen, of course.

9.3 Beacon Uplink

As discussed in detail in Section 4.3, we recommend a change

in the beacon beam divergence (100 prad to 40 prad), average power (100
mwatts to 1.6 watts) and tracking accuracy k14 vrac! to 6.3 urad).

This is the brute-force approach tc overcoming scintillation,

i.e., C, will be "i .082 but these changes will add 20 db of scintil'ation

margin and keep a < .1 so that a PE< 10 i etained. Enlargng and

focusing the beam might be considered if the theory is verified in the OPTS

experiments, and if the system design is ea-ier that way.
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Section X

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

10.] Introduction

This section summarizes the conclusions to be derived from

the OPTS study, and the recommerdations we are making to enable a hig"-

data rate laser link to be successfully designed. Details are found in

earlier sections, and the Appendices.

10.2 Conclusions

OPTS has considered the effects of atmospheric turbulence on

optical communication links, with the following conclusions"

I) The high data rate downlink, synchronous satellite to

ground, is not seriously degraded by turbuience as discussed in

Reference 2.

2) The beacon downlink is also not seriously degraded by

turbulence.

3) Turbulence effects cn the beacon uplink can be overcome by

adding enough additional margin to make them neglegible.

4) The high data rate uplink is tremendously degraded by tur-

bulence effects. Ihowevei, the key prediction of the OPTS program is ther

this link can be successfully completed with the available laser power

(so long as beam spread is not a problem), if the following ground station

design is implemented:

A) Common optics between the beacon receiver and high data

rate transmitter.

B) Equivalent beam sizes of received and transwitted beims.

C) Pointing the transmit beam along the normal to the received

"-:-vefront. (A, B and C encompass what is usually called

Reciprocity Tracking).

D) Focussing thd transmitted beam at or above the tropopause.
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Based on the theory developed during OPTS, these fcur con-

straints should reduce the power fluctuations to a minima at the satellite.

We have not been able to consistently characterize beam spread as yet, and

so the average power at the satellite has still to be estimated.

10.3 Recommendations

A) Experiments should be run to determine the correctness of

the prediction cited above.

B) Theory should be extended to:

Consistently estimate beam spread;

Estimate the simultaneous power fluctuations due to
all turbulence effects for arbitrary transfer optics;

Estimate the average probability of bit error/outages

for the simultaneous power reducticn and power fluc-

tuations caused by all the turbulence effects.

These three theoretical tasks are formulated in the Appendices,

and require a relatively minor effort to complete them. The experiment

is a major effort. In order to complete it it, a timely and effective

manner, we recommend the program plan discussed in detail in Section 8.3

and summarized in Figure 28.

1
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I MONTHS

TASK 1972 1973 1974
4 5 617 8 9110111121 123 4 I ,01121 213 14 5 6: 78189 11011,12z

RECIPROCITY TRACKER IMPLEMENTATION

DES IGN PROGRAM
RECIPROCITY TRACKER EQUIPMENT
MODIFICATION PROGRAM

BALLOON EQUIPMENT
GROUND EQUIPMENT

SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND TEST

DATA ANAL YS IS IjjI

Figure ?8. OPTS Program Plan.
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Appradix I

Vacuum Gaussian Beam Propagation

I.1 Introduction

The purpose of this appendix is to review the theory of Caussian

beam propagation in the absence of turbulence, truncation, and center blockages.

We rely heavily on the work of Kogelnik and Li( 2 1 ) and some straightforward

manipulation of their results.

!. 2 Theory

Kogelnik and Li found that a TEMo 0 mode from a cylindrically

symmetric resonator could be described at any point by the ampiitude
2 2

U = U e ( iI-i

for w = 2 irradiance radius

R = radius of curvature of the wavefront:

r = transverse dimension in tha beam, i.e., perpendicular

to the direction of propagation

k = wave number (2n/X)

Furthermore, w and R can be written as functions of two other

parameters,

-2
= e irradianee radius at the beam waisto

Z = distance measured from the waist.

2
R = w 2 + X- jj (1-2)
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F
eae can manipulate these equations to yield three other useful ones:

XZ TrW 2  (1-4)
T Aw • R

0

= (1-5)
0 +Frw

R X (1-6)
[i +(-2)

Consider the first two equations again:

We see that w is the minimum size that the beam can be, and

w = w at Z = 0. As Z increases, w monotonically increases so that for

large Z,

W2 (XZ 2  (-7)

0

We can then define P far-field (Z large enough to make this

approximation, or, Z > 7w 2 /X) full angle beam divergence by

2w 4X (1-8)

T = Z iT( 2 w)

The radius of curvature of the wavefront behaves far differently.

We see from 1-3 that

R -- as Z - 0

and R - - as Z -

In between, R reaches a minima at

Trw 2

SXO (J-9)
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and that minimum is R 2--w 02 (1-10)
m.n x

We now consider some further implications of these equations

for Lhe three possible types of beams: collimated, defocused, and focused.

1.2.1 Collimated Beams, R at the Aperture

We here consider the simplest case, the collimated or diffraction-

limited divergence case. The beam waist is at the transmitter aperture, so

that the far-field beam divergence is given by (1-8),

E) 4A
T (2wo)

We have plotted this result for X = 5320R and 63283. in Figure 29.

1.2.2 Defocused Beams, R > 0 at the Aperture

This refers to the case of the beam waist being virtuall- present

behind the transmitter aperture. Given the beam size, w, and radiLs of

curvature, R, at the aperture, one uses equations (1-5) and (I-0) LO establish

-he equivalent beam waists and the distance behind the trdnsmitter at which it

occurs. The far-field beam divergence is then obtained from (1-8) again.

1.2.3 Focused Beams, R < 0 at the Aperture

This refers to the case for the beam being reduced in size for a

certain distance (focused), before it spreads. Again the beam at the aper-

ture is characterized by a size, w, and radius of curvature, R. We then use

(1-5) and (1-6) to calculate the real focal spot size, w0 , and range to that

spot, Z. Thereafter, (1-2) and (1-3) are used to trace out the beam size

and curvature.

The far-field beam divergence is again given by (1-8).
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Figure 29. Beam Divergence Versus Beam Waist Radius.
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The focal spot canrot occur at an arbitrary range, for a given

sized transmitter aperture, due to diffraction. It is straightforward to

show that for a given aperture size, w, the maximum distance at which the

beam can be focused is given by

z = "w--2 ( - l

2X
2 = W (I-il)

The size of this focal spot is w 2 (1-12)
o 2

and the curvature at the aperture is given by

R ==---0 2 2 R . (1-13)X rin T

To further exemplify these points, we have plotted beam size

as a function of range Z in Figure 30 for a collimated beam; radius of

curvature as a function of range Z in Figure 31 for a collimated beam;

and beam size aE a function of range Z for defocused, collimated, and

focused beams with w = 6 cm and X = 6328X in Figdre 32.

Finally, in Figure 33 we have plotted the maximum focusing

range for a given w, as a function of w, for X = 632'.
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Appendix II

SCINTILLATION AND TRANSMITTER APERTURE AVERAGING

II.1 Introduction

Atmospheric turbulence causes an optical beam to break-up

into hot spots and deep fades, so that a small detector placed in such

a beam would measure large power fluctuations. These power fluctuations,

caused only by beam breakup, are called scintillation. (Other power

fluctuations, caused by beam wander of a beam with a "tapered" irradiance

profile, will be considered in Appendix III.)

Scintillation is usually characterized by the variance of the

log of the amplitude fluctuations, C. , where(22)

C9  (. - 2) (11-1)

1

for 2 i.n (I/) (11-2)

I = instantaneous irradiance

I = average irradiance

C is related to the normalized variance of the irradiance

fluctuations by( 2 2 ) (using the log-normal scintillation property),

2 4CP
I = e - (11-3)

and the Ripple = (o02)1/2 x 100%. (11-4)

In Figure 34 we plot the ripple as a function of C

The rest of this Appendix is devoted to estimating appropriate

values of C for "real" turbulence distributions and for large transmitter

apertures and beams.
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1i. 2 Theory
12.

There have been three equivalent theoretical treatments of the

scintillation of beam waves, although many treatments of plane and spheri-

cal wave sourzes are extant. These three treatments, by Schmeltzer (23)

Ishimaru 24), and Lee and Harp (25), have been shown to be equivalent by

Lee and Harp. All three only consider power fluctuations near the beam axis,

and assume the beam axis remains fixed on or near a fixed direction in space.

When a beam randomly wanders this last assumption breaks down.

However, we shall assume that their theories hold along the instantaneous

beam axis even if the beam wanders far from its average direction. In any

event, if beam wander is compensated for by a reciprocity tracker (as dis-
cussed in Appendices V and VI), then their assumptions hold and the beam

will scintillate as they predict.

Although their theories have been formulated in general, few

particular predictions have been made. It has been predicted:
2

(1) For uniform turbulence (C N constant along path):

(a) A beam focused on the receiver will have greatly

reduced scintillation compared to a point source
(26)at longer ranges

(b) A beam focused on infinity (collimated beam) will

scintillate about the same as a point source or
(26)

plane wave

(c) A beam slightly defocussed around the receiver plane
(24)

will scintillate worse than a point source

(2) For turbulence that monotonically decreases with path

length as h-I/3 exp - (h/3200), for

h = altitude in meters:

(d) A beam focused at infinity (collimated beam) will

have greatly reduced scintillation compared to a

point source at longer ranges(27)
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Of these four predictions, only (a) and (c) have been qualita-

tively tested by Kerr-(28) The high data rate uplink depends on a prediction

not formulated in the literature, viz., the scintillation on a beam when it

propagates terough a realistic turbulence distribution, which includes the

tropopause.

In order to make this prediction we proceed as follows:

Our analysis begins with the Schemltzer(23) expression for the

variance of the log of the amplitude fluctuations (which has used the Rytov

approximation): C (0) 8.16 k2 Re S dz CN2 ( -do a -11/6

91 7Tf o N Z ))0o
(11-5)

( 'pc
exp [ 7 Re y(S,Z)]-exp [2 y(S,Z)

for k = wave # (21T/ )

o = spectral variable, (and we've assumed the Kolmogorov

spectrum holds over the entire range of integration) in

the 2-dimensional spatial Fourier transform of the ampli-
-2

tude correlation function, units of m 2

S range from transmitter to receiver.

CN2 (Z) = index of refraction structure parameter at the point Z

and the integration is from the transmitter to the receiver.

y(SZ = 2S-Z [ k2

y(s,z) 2 - S ikcx2  (11-6)

for L- 1 =ik (11-7)

ard the field at the transmitter is given by

(2 2
U =A exp - r ikr (11-8)

102

-A exp - 2 2R 3k 21-'
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S~-2
for w = e irradiance radius

R = radius of the spherical wavefront curvature.

With the field as written,

R > o -defocussed beam

R < o ~focused beam

R = - collimated beam.

We retain this expression in its full generality, making no

further assumptions.

We can write:
2 2/R

2 a 0 (l+ikc0 /R)2 2

1 + (ka 2/R)2

Substituting this in the integral expression and bringing the

Re inside the integral, we find (for w - o),

CkS(o) = 5.6086 (10-14) K k7 /6 (sece)ll/ 6

00

for Cs (o) = point source log amplitude variance ( w - o )

H = altitude of receiver

e = zenith angle, so that S = H/cose

and Z = h/cose

2-13(110
and CN (h) = 10 K f(h) (1I-I0)

K0 = normalized turbulence strength at h = 1 meter.
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Note that the kernel of the integral is weighted towards the

middle of its range. Therefore if f(h) should have a contribution there.

its effect will be magnified. When H = 30 km, as for a balloon receiver,

f(h) has a contributior at almost exactly H/2 due to the tropopause(13)

and so a large value of C will result.

For satellite altitudes, H >> any h at which f(h) > o, and so

(U - h/H)5/6 -* 1. This means the turbulence at the tropopause is even more

heavily weighted, and C S(o) measured at the satellite will be larger than

that measured at the balloon.

For the beam wave (w 4 o),

F 0 5/6 5/6 1
--(o 3.8637 f(h) (1- )d-

f(°f(h) 511-11)

cos5 (tar.-1 (N)) - 5/6 dh ]6 MM5/

for C (o)/C S(o) = ratio of Jarge beam to point source log-amplitude

variance.

M + ~ ~ h ( :L+ )) 2I - 2
N-h (_ A 2  H

"cos R )N CS hR' I + (1 +1 ( + (11-13)
OYe (i)~ ) A~ R+A (

(LOS (1 +()2 2+A2 (11-14)

and A = (11-15)
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Note:
5/6 5/6

(1) As w ÷ o, M ÷ o and (N/P) 5 / 6  (h/H)'

Of course C /Cs -÷ 1.

(2) In order for C k /C to become less than 1, which would

represent the sought for reduction in scintillation,

N/M << 1, or the entire parenthesis term must be small.

We shall explore these points in detail later.

In order to estimate realistic values of the turbulence effects

we need a realistic estimate of the turbulence distribution. Measurements( 1 3 )

with the GTE Sylvania Thermosonde have found a great deal of structure

present at all times of the day and night but with two repeatable features:

(1) A general decrease with altitude, except for:

(2) A contribution due to the tropopause at around 15 km.

Consequently, we have evaluated our integral expressions for

the following profiles:

f(h) = h-I 3 e-sh/1 o that we can compare our results with

those generated for collimated beams by Fried (27) "

f(h) = h -4/3, since there is a substantial body of evidence

indicating this dependence near the ground(3)"

f(h) h-4/3 + 0.C01 exp h - 1.5 x 104a rough10 3

estimate of a suitable contribution due to the tropopause(19).

i-) 4 /3  ( .0035 1. - -J 
2

((h) = h ) + 002430

a fit of the Hufnagel (29)/Brookner(30) model (the upper and lower values

representing standard deviations from the mean strength);
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(h-h 2
f(h) h-4/3 + 0.00243 exp -

for h :12 km, 15 km and 18 km.

11.2.1 tafocussed Results, R > 0 at the Aperture

Figure 35 shows the result of evaluating (IT-Il) as a function

of R for

f(h) = h-1 / 3 e-h/1000

X = 6328K

K =i
0

= 450

w = 4.03 ca, 1.61 cm and 0.537 cm, corresponding

to coLlimated beams with full angle beam di-

1,ergence of 10 Prad, 25 Prad and 75 vrad

respectively.

The other bea. divergences entered in the figure are generated

as discussed in Appendix I, Section 1.2.2. We may conclude that

(a) Defocussing always increases the scintillation;

(b) For collimated beams and this turbulence profile,

scintillation is decreased as the beam size at the

transmitter increases in agreement with Fried's re-
(27)

sult

Figure 36 shows the ratio of C /CIs as a function of R for

f(h) = h-4/3

and with the rest of the parameters as before.

The shape of the curves is substantially unchanged so our pre-

vious conclusions hold. The only major distinction is that C itself is

far less for this profile, and so thereLore is C itself even though C/Cs

is somewhat greater.
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Figure 35. C /C sversus R for Defocussed Conditions: 1.
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Figure 36. C /C s versus R for Defocussed Conditions: 2.
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Figure 37 shows the result as a function of R for

f(h)- h 4 3 + 0.001 exp - (h2 - x 10')2

and with the rest of the parameters as before.

Clearly turbulence at the tropopause dominates the defocused
beam wave case. C k is 13.7 times as large as for the pure h-4 3 profile.

Moreover, the decrease of scintillation with large beam collimation has

been reduced. However, the fact that defocusing always increases scintil-

lation has remained invariant.

As we shall see in Appendix IV, a value of Ck < 0.01 is necessary

if an average Probability of Bit Error < 10 is to be achieved. None of

these collimated or defocussed cases achieve that value (for the realistic

parameters chosen) so we must investigate the results of focusing.

11.2.3 Focused Results, R < 0 at the Transmitter

In Figure 38 we have plotted the ratio C /C as a function of

JRi for f(h) h-4/3 + 0.00243 exp {h 1.5 x 1042

K 0 1

X 5320R

e =450

H > 3000 km

w 8.48 cm

The first thing to note is that there are a whole range of R's

such that C£ < 0.01, even though Czs = 0.25. This case most realistically

represents the SDR uplink and predicts that scintillation can be reduced

sufficiently to complete the link as planned.
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Pro'

In order to determine whether this prediction can be tested

at balloon altitudes, we have also computed the results of focusing when

the receiver is at balloon altitudes.

Figure 39 shows the ratio C/C kS as a function of IRI for

that same profile [f(h) and Ko] but for

= 6328X

e = 450

H = 30 km

w = 4.03 cm. 4.5 cm, 5.0 cm, 5. 1 .0 cm, 6.5 cm

and 8.06 cm.

From this figure, we conclude:

(1) The existance of the dip is critically dependent on w

and R.

(2) A w = 6 cm should be sufficient to show the effect, since

a (typical) measurement accuracy should be achievable.

(3) The minima point (os a function of R) shifts towards

larger R as w increases.

(4) Balloon altitudes are sufficient to test the prediction.

In Figure 40 we have tested the effect of the .iltitude of the

tropopause on the result for

w = 6 cm

and troDopause altitude h = 12 km, 15 km, 18 km.

Clearly, the value of the minima decreases as h decreases.

We have also considered varying the strength (coefficient) of

J the tropopause term- from 0.0035 to 0.00243 to 0.00168. The ratio curves

remains unchanged, although the value of CZs follows almost linearly.

Finally, in Figures 41 and 42 we consider the zenith angle

effects, for

w = 4.03 cm and 6 cm

6 = 100, 450 and 750
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The nearer zenith the beam is pointed, the more effective a

given s:.ze optics is in producing the dip, and the deeper the dip is.

Summarizing, then, a receiver at balloon altitudes (30 km)
wll be able to verify the focused transmitter aperture averaging theory

in detail, although the magnitude of CZ may never reach the value to be

obtained at satellite altitudes.

11.3 Physical Interpretation

The existance of t".e dip shown in the figures for the large

focused beams is crucial to the success of a high data rate uplink.

Therefore, we shall explore its physical basis in more detail.

Recall the integrand of the ratio C /C S

J E (H-h)5' 6 f(h) f + 3 cos 5 tan-I - 5/6 (11-16)

In general, one would consider varying J as a function of all

its parameters to dateriine the combination that yields a minimal integral

of J. We, however, do not consider that procedure here, but rather try to

minimize the parts of J that were contributing most heavily at the tropopause.

Now, J - 0 if N/M << I at the tropopause, and

N _ ZS +_A____A_+A'(1117
(S-Z)A 2 3S-Z (R-17)

(S-Z)R (+A /R 2)

+ A
(S-Z) (l+A /R2)

h H
.fr Z =--- and S =--

cose cose
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I

11.3.1 Satellite Case

For this condition, S >> Z for all Z at which f(h)> 0 and 11-17

becomes

N Z /l + A, 2 A A (11-18)-M -A R- + I 1 8
M A R-/

l e For S = 10 7 m, w = 8.48 cm and X = 5320X,(as in Figure 38), the

last term is of order 10 , and therefore negligible. Retainiag the first

two terms, we look for the relation among Z, R and A such that N/M will be

a minimum at the turbulence distribution peak i.e., Z = tropopause range.

d( : 0 =-2ZA + (11-19)
TR dR R3 R2

Therefore, R = 2Z will insure N/M is a minima, independent of

A (and w, the beam size at the transmitter).

Substituting R = 2Z into the equation, we find that the minimum

N/M reaches is given by

N Z A (11-20)
R -A 4Z

For the case plotted in Figure 38, the range to the tropopause

was Z = 21.21 km, and A = 43.5 km, so that

I N/M ~ 0.025 at Z = 21.21 km.

Note, in general, that for Z = A/2, N/M Z 0.

We therefore have the following conditions which the theory

demands for its minima:

R=27 (11-21)

2XA=2Z;Z 2--w (1-22)
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In a system such as the SDR, Z is fixed by the zenith angle

and range to the tropopause. Then R and A (w) are fixed by these two

conditions if the minimum scintillaticn is needed.

From Appendix I, we see that these rwo conditions correspond to

(1) Focusing the beam exectly on the tropopause.

(2) Having the minimum wavefront curvature (minimum JRI) at

the transmitter aperture.

We may note from the breadth of the dip in Figure 38 that these

conditions need not be exactly fulfilled, avd that for a whole range of

values of "R" the value of C, dill be sufficiently small.

Note that when these two conditions are tulfilled, the satel-

lite receiver (in the far field of the beam waist) will receive energy from

ever~yportion of that waist. This, clearly, results in the optimum averaging

of the turbulence present at that waist.

11.3.2 Balloon Case

Because the balloon may not be in the far field of the be:.m

waist, and the optics sizes considered may not be sufficient to focus the

beam at the tropopause, we should not be surprised if different conditions

arise for the balloon case.

Because we have consistently chosen the altitude of the tropopause

= 15 km and that of the balloon = 30 km (except in Figure 38), we may take

S = 2Z, and 11-17 becomes:

S 2%

-•= Z +7 -R) + M (11-23)

Proceeding as before, we find that N/M will be minimized for

R = 4Z/ 3 , and selecting Z = A/4 will assure that N/M 0.
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We are not able to achieve these conditions for w 6 cm and

Z = 21.21 km, and in fact, for these parameters, N/M Z 2,27.

Evidently the dip in the scintillation curves for w = 6 cm

is due to a complicated combination of parameters, for two reasons:

(a) w = 6 cm -÷ we cannot focus on the tropopause

(b) The balloon receiver is not in the far field of the

transmitter (or focal spot).

We can explore this one step further, by considering the case

of maximum focal range for a given size beam at the transmitter, i.e.,

as discussed in Appendix I, for that case

2 2

IRI = 22-w = -A.

(We see from Figure 39 that this is not the minimum point of

the dip, but it is in the dip at least.)

Putting R = -A in (11-16) and setting Z = cA, we find

N =4a2 _3a + 1

M cc

and a/6  = 2 _4 a 5/6

5/6
We have evaluated J/f(h) (H-h) for those values of a corres-

ponding to values of Z near the tropopause in the follow.ng table:
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5/12 5N-I5/6
SL •co tan C> •

1 .1328

1.5 .1122

2.0 .09806

2.5 .1035

10 .1305

From these results, we see that there is no weighting function

at the tropopause when the beam is focused as specified.

Therefore, at balloon altitudes, although the mathematics is

more complex, the physical result is the same, and scintillation is re-

duced. Thus, the theory of tocusing for a satellite-borne receiver can

be tested using a balloon-borne receiver, e.g., a w° = 6 cm should see a

100% change in the value of CL (at balloon altitudes) caused by focussing.

11.4 OPTS Tests of che Theory

Based on the analysis given above, OPTS will sufficiently test

this theory if the following transmitter beam parameters are used with the

balloon receiver; for X = 6328k:

-2
w, e irradlance radius R, wavefront curvature

6 cm +-i0O4

cc

4.03 cm +104

-10 4 -105
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APPENDIX III

BEAM WANDER

111.1 i Introduction

We now consider the case of pure-beam wander, i.e., the wave-

front preserves its vacuum form but the entire beam is moving randomly

about some fixed direction. All power fluctuations caused by scintilla-

tion are neglected here, but significant power fluctuations will still be

seen by a fixed receiver since the power density across the wavefront is

described by a Gaussian profile.

111.2 Theory

Esposito(31) first formulated the problem as follows. The

irradiance at a receiver of radius r, due to a randomly moving beam of
--2 .

e irradiance radius w, is given by

I (x y,C,n) exp -2 2 (111-I)2
w

for C(n) the random orthogonal displacement of the center of the beam in

the x(y) direction from its ideal direction.

If we write p = , Esposito showed that the in-

stantaneous power detected is given by

P (r,w,p) = ff I (x,y,p) dx dy
x2y2r2 (111-2)

x 2+y 2<r2

= 1i- Q ('/w; r/w)
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for Q(a,b) Marcum's Q Function(32)

f t exp (t+a) I (at) dt

for I the modified Bessel finction(33)

Assuming that beam center is undergoing a random walk, i.e.,

that ý and n are zero-mean Gaussian variables with equal variances, implies

the probability density of p is Rayleigh, so that

f (p) = 12p exp ( -2m/-) (111-3)
P2

for p = mean square displacement of beam center.

Esposito further showed that this implied that the probability

density uf the detected power is given by

2 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 /)fePc2-4 02]
f (P) 2w2 (P e2 2 (111-4)

2 • • 1 (Pr/w 2

p cannot be eliminated from this expression in general so f (P) cannot be

written directly in terms of P. However, in general one could obtain any

moment of the detected power by performing the integral

p-n = f Pn f(P) dP
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111.3 Application to Detectors in the Far Field

For the case of interest (r << w) these expressions simplify

and become analytic3lly manageable. It is straightforward to show that

1e1 -? (111-5)f (P) 2(x P

for P = power at beam center

a = 2- w 2 (111-6)

Therefore, the cumulative probability is given by:

Pr (P <P)= (111-7)

TP C(111-8)

and the normalized variance of the detected power is given by

- P -p 2 4a 2
22 4 L~ -f-T- -,

and therefore the ripple is given by

RIPPLE = X 100% (111-10)

/4c + 1
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r a is the key parameter, of course, and can be expressed in

j many ways. For example, if the full angular beam width is given by 9, and

9 is the root mean square angular motion of the center of the beam, then

2 2
2 4 2 (TI1-6')I ~w-

We shall see in Appendix V one estimate of p2 which, neglecting

atmospheric spread, leads to the additional expression:

a = b22 (111-6")

0o

where b = e irradiance radius of the beam at the transmitter

P - point of the MTF measured at the transmitter for a

spherical wave propagating in the opposite direction.

We shall not graph P (P < P ), P and c since they are simple
r x p

expressions in terms of a, which in turn is a simple ratio expression of

the physical parameters.

Paddon( 2 ) extended our theory to treat the case of static pointing

errors. Dynamic pointing errors due to other than atmospheric turbulence are
2treated as above, with P (or 0 rms) now derivable from the error source, such

as mount jitter, servo stiction, etc.

111.4 Application to High Data Rate Uplink Specifications

We shall see in AppendixIV that a < .1 is a necessary condition

for the average probability of bit error, PE' to be -. 10-. This means

that the rms pointing fluctuations due to all causes must be as given in
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the following table:

e, Full Angle Beam Divergence, pRAD 0 rms,Pointing Error, (for o,• .1) 'AAD

5 .79

5.4 .85

6.7 1.06

10 1.58

25 3.95
40 6.32

50 7.91

100 15.81
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Appendix IV

Probability of Bit Error and Outages

"for Beam Wander and Scintillation

IV.l Introduction

Appendices II and III have discussed power fluctuations caused by

pure scintillation and pure wander. In this appendix we derive the probability

of bit error (and outage) for a communication system Lsing a pulse-gated-binary-

mode modulation format, in the presence of these independent power fluctuations.

IV.2 Theory

The basic PGBM system is shown in Figure 43. The expression for

the probability of error is given by

e = P(N) PFA + P(S) (1 - PD) (IV-l)

where P(N) = Probability of transmitting a "0", i.e., no srt..al

P(S) = Probability of transmitting a "i':, i.e., signal

P FA = Probability of receiving a "I" given a "0" is

transmitted, i.e., "false alarm"

PD = Probability of receiving a "1" given a "'" is trans-

mitted, i.e., "detection," so that I - PD is the

probability of non-detection.

For the low numbers of photons involved here, the detection process is

correctly describable by Poisson Statistics. Therefore

PA = e- (N+eS) (N+r3) (!V-2)

PFA j-k J !

00- (S+N) (S+Ni
PD = e e (IV-3)
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Figure 43. PGBM Communication Mode.
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for S = number of signal photoelectrons/pulse

N = number of background noise photoelectrons/pulse

k = threshold photoelectron level

"-t = (extinction ratio)-

The extinction ratio takes into account the leakage of the

modulator, i.e., when a "0" is being transmitted, some photons s:ill are

being transmitted due to incomplete blockage.

There is an optimum threshold, determined by the equality

P(k opt/S+N) P(N)

P(k opt/N+S) P(S) (IV-4)

which is k = S(l-s) + InLP(N)/P(S)]
opt in +NS (IV-5)

In the usual situation, as many "O"s as "l"s are sent so that

P(N) = P(S) = 1/2

and k = S(1-c)opt ln N+S\ (IV-5')

nU-NI-s

In order to account for the further statistical effects not

included in the Poisson detection process, we must characterize them by a

probability density, f(S), and integrate the detection probabilities over

all values of S, i.e., we find
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PD = dsf(S) < e (lv-.)
D - j=k j j

S- ~~(N+eS) (+S
and P = f dcf(S) E e (IV-7)

FA i-• ~j=k

and P = -P + (i- PD) (IV-8)
E 2 FA 2D

Of course, this also changes the optimum threshold, in general,

to an entirely new expression.

Atmospheric turbulence is responsible for generating the f(S) to

be used.

IV.3 Scintillation Alone

geb The probability density of detected signal photoelectrons is
°Igiven by (7)

1 1/2 1 exp LZ £n (S/so) + C)2 (IV-9)

For 0 & S <

4 0, for S < 0.

where CZ = variance of the distribution of Z = 1/2 ln (S/S)

S = mean number of signal photoelectrons.

We have evaluated PE as a function of S in Figure 44 forE o
-i

= (31.6) , i.e., an extinction ratio of 15 db

N= 1

and with CI as a parameter. Each curve is also labeled with the value of

threshold k for which the PE is minimized, said threshold always being less

than k as previously derived.
opt
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These curves imply that C < 0.01 is a necessary condition

for the average PE to be <10 -6, with realizable laser powers. cf Appendix

XVI for the results fir an adaptive threshold.

IV.4 Wander Alone

Paddon(2)" has treated the case of the probability of bit error

for pure wander and zero pointing error, i.e.,

1i -1

f(S) = 2 aIo T)2 (IV-10)

2where 02= 2(IV-ll)

for 2 means square displacement of beam center

w = e irradiance radius of the beam.

Assuming (1) PFA << (1-P D)

(2) N• 0

(3) c 0

he was able to solve the equation for P in closed form, i.e.,

-S
PE 1 2 M (1, • +1, SO) (IV-12)

for S = numaber of photoelectrons generated at beam center

M = confluent hypergeometric function.

The result is plotted in Figure 45, for

S= 0 (infinite extinction ratio)

N = 0, no background

and with a as a parameter.

The curves show that ct < .1 is necessary if the average PE

is to be <10-6 for realizable laser powers. Section 111.4 cf Appendix III

relates this requirement to various beam divergences.
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IV.5 Combined Wander and Scintillation

The formulation for combined scintillation and wander depends

on their assumed independence. Physically there appears to be very sound

grounds for this assumption over aa uplink path, since the scintillation is

dominated by tropopause effects while wander has a large contribution from
(19)

near-earth effects.' From a frequency spectra point-of-view, this is

also evident, since scintillation extends to much higher frequencies than

does wandert5.' " Therefore we may consider a beam slowly wandering

randomly while a detector sees rapid scintillations at every point on the

irradiance profile.

We formulate the probability density as follows:

1 -i

Wander: f2 2c S ; 0 < y c S (IV-I0')

where, as before, S is the number of photoelectrons generated at beam center.

Scintillation can then be expressed as a conditional density:

1 1 F 1/ (S2)+C
Scintillation: f = (sl - 1/2 2S expl - 2C----

0 < S < (IV-9')

0 y < S S

Therefore the probability that the power at the detector is proportional

to S and that the mean value of S is y is given by

f (S, = f1 (Sly) f 2 (y) (IV-13)

Then the probability density is given by
S

0

f (S) = f f(S,y) dy = f f1 (sly) f2(y) dy

4zS 21CZ /2 f Od 2a lexp ~~~ 2n + , (IV-14)
4a•S 0S [2r 0 o So0 Cz2 y

Putting this expression into (IV-6) and (IV-7) we could calculate PE as a

function of So with r, N, a and Cz as parameters. (We have not done it

in the present program because it was not necessary in order to derive the best

experimental techniques for testiiug the u, plink theory.)
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There is one assumption made in this development which must be
(36)

tested, namely that C is independent of y. Ho has estimated that C
-2

at beam center is much less than what it is ..ear beam edge (e irradiance

point).

Therefore, we propose to obtain PE both for constant and variable

C . The way in which C, varies with y will be determined by theoretical

estimates based on work discussed in the next Appendix.

IV.6 Outage

An average bit error rate is only one of a number of posqib)e

ways to characterize a communication link. One alternative is to ccnsider

the cumulative probability, set it equal to some value, and assume that

below that value the link is "out". This can be formulated as follows:

S
CUM PROB (S < S ) = fx f (S) dS (IV-15)

x -•

Then Cum Prob (S < S) = 106 results in a relation among the parameters
x

which implies the margin needed to maintain this outage level.

Out-age is appropriate in characterizing a link when the duration

of errors is >> duration of a bit intervat. This is the case for the high

data rate uplink, since deep fades caused by scintillation (or wander) last

for <10-3 seconds, while the bit decision intcrval is -10-9 seconds. For

the beacon command links the choice between appropriate characterizations is

far less clearcut, since the decision interval is -O0-4 seconds.

IV.6.1 Scintillation &lone

Using the appropriate probability density we find:

Ir / •n (S/S) +/Prob (S < ) = + er x r (IV-16)

n (S /S6 ) + C 7
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Prob (S < S X) 10-6 implies

L n (S iS) + C /AZ = -4.7

L t

i.e., S/S exp 2 {_4.7 7 _ CC} (IV-17)

for S = average number of photoelectrons generated.0

Thus, for a given C., there is a fixed ratio of S x/S such that the

detected signal falls below S only 10-6 of the time. Alternatively, one
x

could consider this as the equation determining the necessary increase in

S such that the signal level falls below a given S only 10-6 of the time.

IV.6.2 Wander Alone

As derived in Appendix III,

fS 1
Prob (S < Sx) = 2a (IV-18)

so that an outage of 10-6 implies

S-x = 10-12a 
(IV-19)

S
0

This is then interpreted as above.

IV.6.3 Combined Wander and Scintillation

We propose to treat the combined case with a computer analysis

in the next phase of the OPTS Program.
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Appendix V

COMBINED BEAM WANDER AND SCINTILLATION EFFECTS

V.1 :introduction

As has been mentioned in the earlier appendices, scintilla-
tion, wander, and spread occur simultaneously. Appendix II treated scintil-

lation alone because it was restricted to conasidering only those power

fluctuations that occur on or near beam vcis, said beam axis remaining co-

linear with a fixed direction in space. Appendix III treated wander alone
because it was restricted to considering an undeformed wavefront. In this

Appendix we formulate the equations that treat all the effects simultaneously.

V.2 Theory

The best starting point is that of Lutomirski and Yura(37)

They modified the Huygens-Fresnel principle to yield the instantaneous

irradiance at a point p:

* /i+ C°So 2 ((~rd~2 2l (S S$)1I(p) = U (p) U (p) = +2 X 0 d rd r2 exp

x exp (r 1 ) + ý* (r2) U (rl) U* (r 2 )

where the integration is over the transmitter aperture;

S1,2 is the distance from p to r1,2

X = wavelength = 271/k

S = average distance from p to the transmitter
0

U(r) = complex phase for a beam originating at p.

U(r = field at r1 as transmitted
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p

iThe turbulence effects/information are all contained in the

comp]ex phase term. Because the instantaneous distribution of turbulence

is unknown, we can only predict average values of the irradiance, etc.

In principle one can calculate all the moments of the irradiance

for arbitrary ranges, turbulence conditions and initial beam shapes. In

practice, the calculations become quite difficult for the higher moments.

V.3.1 First Moment: Average Irradiance

Lutomirski and Yuira showed that for a receiver in the far field

of the transmitter, the average irradiance is given by

1 ik

) k 2 2 - D(p) Z(pP)
I(p) (2rrZ) d p e e (V-2)

ik" S 2 (p-r)

U xfd2 r U (r+p/ 2 ) U* (r-p/2) e Z

for Z range, receiver to transmitter
- fuctio(35)

D(p) = wave structure function for a spherical wave propagating

from the receiver to the transmitter, and the limits on the integrals are

1 - obtained from the transformation equations

--- - -% .

P r1 -2

r =- (r + r2)

If we assume (1) No transmitter truncation, so that the upper limit

of the integration -

"(2) No center blockage, so that the lower limit of the

integration - 0

(3) A collimated gaussian beam, so that

U (r) A e-r 2 /a 2  (V-3)

-2

for a = e irradiance diameter at the transmitter
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We find

( = k 2 a2 Ao __1 D(p) e pe e 0  jk7 (V-4)

2= k~2 2V5 Sfo r + k_ - a

f2b2 2a2 2(4Z2 (V-5)

Further assuming( 3 8) (4)

1- D(p) -(P/P) 5/3 -(P/P 2 (V-6)

e -MTF = e 0 e

and using the formula(33)

O e-Yy 2 (Ay y= n/y

J o T 0 dy = e (v-7)

we find:

____2 22 22a2d2 (•2

(p)= ad2 (1 VA012  e 4Z 2  (V-8)

for 1 1

d 2b P2 (V-9)

Therefore, with these approximations the averaýe beam is

broadened as determined by the factor p." Note, however, that because

this is an average, both beam spread and beam wander are included in this

express ion.
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If instead of a collimated beam we consider the general case

with a radius of wavefront curvature i- at the transmitter, then

U (rl) =A exp - +2 R (V-iO)

for R = radius of wavefront curvature (for this formulation R>O ÷ focusing

and R < 0 defocusing).

We find

2 2 2 k 2 -k2 g2Pz2

f21)=T a g  k12(V-)2 (p)71 o e

for 1- 2 + (V-12)
g 2f p

and 1 1 + 22 2

2f2 2 2-4 (V-13)

We propose, in future work, to remove assumptions (1), (2) and (4) so that

the general case may be treated.

v.2.2 Second Moment: Variance of the Irradiance Fluctuations

The expression for the instantaneous product of the irradiance

at points p1 and P 2 is given by

I (p1) 1 (p2) 2x o JjjS exp k (S S2+S S )Jexp i(r)+(r 2)+P(r2)+t(r

x U(rl) U*(r 2 ) U(r 3 ) U*(r4) d1 2 rld2rd3 d24 (V-14)
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Now I (pl) I (p 2 ) involves < exp p(rl)+4 (r 2 ) + i(r 3 ) + >(r4  >

Fried(39) has shown that this expression is exactly given by:

< > =exp [- - D(Irl-r 2 1) - D (Irl-r 3 1) + D (1r-r 4 1)

+ D (Ix2-X31) - D (Ix2-x4f) + D (Ix 3 -x 4 I)I (V-15)

+ 2[1 CR (Ix 1-x 31) + CZ Ox 2-X4 I41

We now make the assumption (which is somewhat inaccurate for D(p) a P 5/3)

that (5) < exp [P(rl)+2*(r 2 ) + 4(r 3 ) + q (r 4 )] >

exp - 2 (1x 1-x2+ 3-x4 1)

+ 2 C 2 (Ixi-x 3 1) + C, (1x 2 -x 4 1)] (V-16)

and (6) as with assumption (1), that the transmitter aperture is so large that

exp 2 [O2 (1x-x 3 1)+C5(x-x 1)J can be taken outside the integral in the form

exp 46C R for 6 << 1, i.e., significant aperture averaging is occurring(9 I
Then

(P 1(+ Cos X)0e 4 6CfS I(p2) = 2A s e Jexp [ik (Sl-S 2+S3-S4) (
o ~(V-17)

1 ( 1 d * 2ri2r2d2rd

x exp- -L D (Irl-r 2 +rB-r 4 1,) U(rl)U*(r 2 ) U(rB)U*(r 4 ) d r4dr d r
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Making the change of variables:

(rl, + r2 = (r4 + r3
pr r 2  2-r4  t 3

and using assumptions (1), (2) and (3) again we find

k 2b (p 1-P 2 ) 2

La2) 2 4 ( 4 46C 9 4Z 2
I (p,1 I(P) 2t (k)J 0 2T e ,r

(V-18)
02 1

x dx xe 4b2 e 2 xo) • 2Z

where we have again used equation (V-7).

Again making assumption (4),

(a2 4c k 4 4BC

( 1  1 (p2) ( 2 XA 0 21T e (V-19)

k 2b ( 
k 2c2 (pl+P2 ) 2

k~2(lP2) 2 2

e 4Z2 e 16Z2

where 1 2 1- + 1-- (V-20)
c 4b PO

Using this and our earlier result for I(p) we find for the collimated

case that the variance of the detected signal is given by

2 2 2 2
2 2 -kk-P (c2+2d2)

2 I(p) 1 1(p) b2 c2 e4C k 4Z 2 (V-21)
2 -4

Y (p)
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(This expreision should give us some. indication how the scintillation in-

creases away from beam center ((pyo)).

At the (average) beam center (p = 0),

2 2c2 W
2 b bc -c (V-22)

2 46C 4BC )

4a e +(4a+l) (e -1)
(V-22')

4a+l

2
where a 2 a /2 2 in the far field. (V-23)2o

0

For a very large transmitter, a - 0 and

7 22-- 4a2

÷ 4a+l , the pure wander expression of Appendix III (V-24)

(which shows this expression asymptotically approaches the correct

b2 2
expression for larger apertures), if a = _ is set equal to

p 2  2
where o

T
P = mean square displacement of beam center

w = e 2 irradiance diameter.

Since for a collimated Gaussian beam (neglecting atmospherically induced

beam spread)

AIZ
ira

this implies that 2 (V-25)

p2
We shall calculate the beam wander, P, in the next section, and show that

V-25 is indeed the case for all these assumptions. The significance of this

equality will be discussed in Section V-4.
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Again removing assumption (3) we find the same expression for

I(Pl)I(p2), but with

1 1
~22

2b 2f 2

f2  2
Defining n - , equation V-22' remains the same with a ii, and al2 4n2

PO 2o 4n+l

for very large transmitters. Therefore the relative power fluctuations

due to wander for focussed/defocussed beams and collimated beams depends

on the ratio

.a _ f_2

a 2 (V-26)

For identical beam sizes at the transmitter( 4 0 )

n _4 2Z2 +2k2a4
a = 4RZ +Rka (V-27)

S4 R2Z2 + k2a 4(R-Z)2

Defocussed beams (R < 0) mean n/a < 1 for ll Z, as is intuitively

reasonable, i.e., for a bigger beam one does not fall off the center peak

as readily. Focused beams (R > 0) vary in their effects:

R > 3 Z/2 means n/a < 1

- <R<3Z/2 means n/a > 12

R < Z/2 means n/a < 1

Since this last is the case a'.sired, it seems the beam wander may be

reduced by focusing, at least under our assumptions.

f/a is plotted as a function of IRI/zfor focused beams in

Figure 46 to demonstrate this point.
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Figure 46. Beam Wander Parameter versus Focusing Parameter.
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We propose to remove assumptions (1), (2), (4), (5) and (6)

in future work. This is necessary if we are to realistically predict up-

link system behavior for realistic optical systems, optics sizes and

rurbulen,e.

'I
AS an example of the results expected, we have formulated the

expression !cc 12 for the Gai zJian beam case and no other assumptions ex-
cept for no center blockage, (2):

2 k ,4 4  -df27 d/ 2  2r 3d2 d/ 2  2Tr

""exp 1 -dd 2? 2 + 2M2

"x exp 4 - 5/3 +

F + 2 + U 2 + a 2 (V-28)

"" e x p - ) 2 ' 2

1172

t {y_ý+_ •5/3 5/3 6+1,5/3 6 5/3

eX e p -5- - - 1 6 1 + iy - 8+ 6 -K , + 1 8 -y i -

_ a5/3 +ij__+ •6 5/3•

"-or d < Pa. where

P, amplitcude correlation length at the transmitter

d =transminiter diameter
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For d > Pa, two regimes arise: as above for 161, IaI Pa;

and exp CA [ ] ÷ 1 For 161, IcI >Pa.

A computer analysis of this result will be performed.

V.3 Beam Wander

Feizulin and Kratsov (41) have shown that the mean square position

of beam center is given by

-- 52 2-- ffP1 P2 I(pl) I(P 2) d pld p2

Sp (p (V-29

where the integration is ove- the receiver plane.

Inserting cur expression for the collimated beam case and using

the change of variables

-= Pi - P2 ; y (p 1 +P 2 )

we find immediately

2- •22 4aC£
S= 2 2 e (V-30)

Fir a very large transmitter B ÷ 0 and

2 x~
7 = (V-25)
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as predicted earlier. Therefore our pure wander analysis and the present

analysis are consistent, even with (or perhaps because of) the vast wumber

of assumptions used.

For the defocussed/focussed case it is easy to show that this

result remains unchanged, i.e., with Ihese assumotions the motion of the

center of the beam (for large transmi ed beams) is independent of beam

size and/or wavefront curvature at the transmitter.

We propose to recalculate thtse results after removing all the

assumptions used in obtaining I(p) and 1(21) '(P 2 ).

V.4 Reciprocity

Expressing the beam motion in terms of an angle suggests a

further extension of the theory

2 2 24e = _ _ = __ __ _

rms Z2 2 2 2 k2P 2 %V-31)
ITOo k o

As will be discussed in Appendix VII, the mean square angle-of-

arrival fluctuations of a beam (along one dimension) are given by(42)

2 1

(24) 22 D (p) (V-32)

for D (p) = phase structure function.

For the turbulence in the near-field of the receiver(35)

•(P) D(P) (V-33)

Using assumption (4) again,

2 1 i ' 22
(2) = 1 2 o o) 2k2 (V-34)

k P k2--- (V34

0
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For the general case then

(60)2 W 2x + (A2)2y k2 42 (V-35)
k P0

and (W 2) = r2 (V-36)

S6
One can therefore preaict that tracking on the angle-of-arrival

fluctuations, AL, will reduce e . Of course, it will have no effect on

the scintillation (at beam center) or the beam spread.

We propose to theoretically check this key result without any

of the assumptions involved here in the next phase.

v.5 Beam Spread

Using our results and the Feizulin and Kratsov(41) formula-

tion to calculate the mean square instantaneoub size of the beam is

straightforward. However, it results in the unlikely expression

SPREAD = 0 (V-37)

Fried(43) has shown that assumption (4), viz

D(p) = (p/P )2 (V-38)

means that only wavefront tilt is retained in the turbulence effects, i.e.,

the beam will wander but not spread with this formulation.

Therefore, when we remove assumption (4) from our formulation

we should obtain a consistent estimate of beam spread, beam wander and

scintillation. This we propose to do in the next phase.

v.6 OPTS Tests of the Theory

Based on the analyses given above, OPTS will sufficiently test

the theory if, in addition to the transmitter beam parameters listed in

Section 11.4 of Appendix. II, the following is performed:

(a) Use an irradiance radius = 1.61 cm (25 prad collimated)

to see the effects of an aperture IV in size (see Appendix VI).
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(b) Point the transmitter beams along the normal to a

wavefront that originated at the balloon receiver. Measure the power

fluctuations with a receiver at the point of origin of this downlink

bedm.

(c) Vary the receiver aperture independently of the trans-

mitter beam size, to determine the meaning of "common optics" when a

uniform irradiance distribution is received and a gaussian irradiance

distribution is transmitted.

(d) Measure the size of the beam at the balloon receiver.

(e) Measure the effects of truncation and center blockage

on the power fluctuations and beam size.

(f) Monitor the angle of arrival fluctuations at the ground

receiver.

1
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Appendix VI

MTF PARAMETER p

VI.1 Introduction

The MTF of an optical system is defined as the absolute magni-

tude of the two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform of the image spread

function, i.e., it is a measure of the reduction in contrast suffered by

each Fourier component of the object after transmission through the entire

imaging system. Of course, the atmosphere (considered a part of the

imagin2 system) degrades this MTF.

As seen in Appendix V, the spatial separation, po' at which the

atmospheric MTF reaches its e point plays a fundamental part in the theory

of combined scintillation and wander effects. This Appendix, therefore,

will estimate the atmospheric MTF parameter p0, and discuss its measur-

ability.

VI.2 Theory

Mny different analytic techniques( 1 2 )' (37), (S8) have found

that the MTF of the atmosphere is given by

MTF = e-/ 2 D (a,Z) (VI-I)

(35)for D(a.Z) the wave structure function,

a transverse dimension in the beam.

The general expression for the wave structure function from a point source
i(37).
is

k k2 (Z 1/2 ./1/2 aSD(a,Z) = - dS d a ( ;S) -Jo0  -(VI-2)

for the propagation path from S = 0 to S Z.

k = wave # (2r/X)

J = Bessel Function of zero-order.

The Kolmogorov specLrum of turbulence fluctuations impiles(3 5 )
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1 ( 1/2,S) 8.16 CN2(S) o-11/3 (VI-3)

and the expression for a point source or zphericai wave becomes

D SW(a) =2.91 k 2a 53ZdS CN2(S) (S _/ (VI-4)

while for a plane wave source

D PW (a) = 2 91 k2a5/3 rodS CN2(S) (VI-5)

for CN 2(S) = index of refraction structure parametfL at S.-1

Taking the e point of the MTF as the definition of po' we find

PW 7 K k2 H 5/3 -3/5

Po = 5.04 (107) cos-- dh (I )f(h) (I6

(i h(VI-7)
P1 .4 ( 7 K 0k 2 Hd f(h)J 3 5M 7

where we have used

C N2(h) = 10-13 K f(h) (V.-8)

o = zenith angle so that Z = H/cos and S = h/cos, and we are

treating the case(s) of 3 point source (plane-wave source) at the altitude H.

For the transmitter at satellite altitudes, H >> all altitudes

at which f(h) is > 0, and

SW PW
PO Po0  VI-9)

For balloon altitudes, this is not the case. We have computer

analyzed these expressions for many different forms of f(h),X = 63289,
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IH 30 km, e = 45*. The results are summarized in Table V. Other values

-3/5 -3/5of K can be included by noting p a K 03, and 10 Z 0.25.

From the table, we see that significant turbulence at the tropo-
-i

pause can greatly increase the ratio of point source to plane wave e

point, as seen by the five profiles listed which include a tropopause coai-

tribution centered at 15 km, i.e., the 2nd through 5th f(h), and the last one.

As an example of the Table's use, consider the turbulence pro-

file

2 -1 .- / h-l.5 xl0CN (h) = 10- 1 h-4/3 + 0.001 exp - -L'x0 (VI-10)N 10 3

For a satellite transmitter, we find

P0 = (.25) (27.55) = 6.89 cm.

If we consider a 10 1irad collimated beam (at X = 6328R), then its e-2

radius is b = 4.03 cm.

Using the results of Appendices III and V,

(4.0) (.5?5) 2 = 0.342
S6.89Y

We therefore find a predicted signal variance (at the satellite)

due to wander alone given by

2 4a 2
2 - = 0.198

p 4a+l

and a ripple = (.198)01/2 : 4.5%.

From Appendix IV, we see that this a leads to an average

Pr 10- 3 at a peak signal level

of 60 photoelcz-trons/bit interval (for fixed threshold detection).

This dramatically indicates the need to :educe these wander effects.
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Table V

MTF Parameters for Real Turbulence Profiles

f(h) OSW pwSpS(cm) 0 PW(cm)" " p /pPo

-13-h/ 1 o0 00

h-1/3 e 0.7414 0.7242 1.023

.1 Lh-4/3+(0.1)e 5 x 30)2 7.04 3.578 1.968

F 1
.1 L " +(0.01) " 23.34 13.29 1.756

.1 ["+(0.001) "42.89 3 4.01 1.26

.1 +() . 1.807 0.905 1.996

h4 /3h 12.27 11.86 1.0j5

h 5 /6 e 100 6.696 6.683 1.002

-h/10
-5/6 -'1000

h e 3.689 3.648 1.01

h-2/ 3 eh/100 4.569 4.559 1.002

23-h/I1000
h-23 e 2.229 2.196 1.015

F -( .5xlo

-4/3 +001e 
i

S~ +(0.001)e j 3 8 .5 3  27.55 1.4
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VI.3 Measurement of the MTF

One way to test the theory utilized above would be to measure

the MTF on the ground while measuring the wander at the balloon (or satel-

lite).

Neglecting practical considerations for the moment, we could

measure the MTF due to the at iosphere and optical receiver, for the point

source on the bailoon at an altitude - 30 km.

The governing equation(19) is:

MTFtotal = MTFoptics x MTFatmosphere (VI--ll)

JI We may take the MTFoptics for an unobstructed circular aperture

(neglecting aberra~ion•, astigmatism, defocussing, etc.) as

2 " 1 2 /2)

MTF .Cos-' DL2 (V/2')optics -¶- i-) (VI-l2)

for D = the aperture diameter.

We have plotted the MTF tota in Figures 47 and 48 for D

7" (17.78 cm) and 10" (25.4 cm) for a range of p values.

From the figures, it is clear that by wmasuring the system MITF

at a range of spatial frequencies, we could obtain po, so long as P0 < 15 cm.

Howeve::, there are complex problems with the optical receiver

system MTF. We must know it very well in the field in order to recover

the effects of the atmosphere alone. Very small defocussing, aberration
(44)and astigmatism have large effects and have caused us to consider this

straightforward technique to be impractical.

There are two basic alternatives. The first is to test the

theory indirectly as follows:
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Recall

MTatmos exp-l/ 2 D(p)

This is a result of all optical turbulence theories, where

D(p) = wave structure function = 2 (p/p )5/3 (VI-13)
0

From fundamental statistical wave theory(35)

D(p) = DX(p) + D (p) (VI-14)

for Dz(P) = log-ampliti,,e structure function

D D(p) = phase structure function.

Moreover , D (p) = 2(C(o) - C(p)0) (VI-15)

1 for C (o) = variance of the log-amplitude fl'ictuations

! and Cz(p) = covariance of the log-amplitude fluctuations.

In addition(42)

2 1
= -k 2p2 D (P) (VI-16)

for a2 = variance of angle of arrival fluctuations measured by

a receiver of aperture diameter p

k = wave # (2iT/X)

Therefore, if we measure downlink variance, covariance and angle of

arrival fluctuations, the MTF and/or p0 can be obtained from the equation

2 = 2 Q (o)-C(P) + k2 p 2  a 2 (P) (VI-17)

This involves a covariance receiver on the ground, but avoids

the difficult field measurement of the MTF.

I
The second aiternative is to test the implications of the

theory developed in Appendix V by tracking on the angle of arrival fluetu-

ations, i.e., returning the uplink beam along the instantaneous normal co
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the downlink wavefront. Since this is a direct test of the system pro-

posed for use in the ground station of a high data rate uplink, it is a

superior choice, and is our recommendation.
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Appendix VII

ANGLE OF ARRIVAL FLUCTUATIONS

VII.i Introduction

As seen in Appendices V and VI, theory predicts that a trans-

mitter which tracks on received angle-of-arrival fluctuations will sub-

stantially reduce the beam wander effects. Moreover, it is clear from

Appendix IV that the beam wander effects must be substantially reducea if

the uplink is to operate.

For example, a ]0prad collimated beam that has an rms wander

of 5urad results in the wander parameter

510x 10 6 )

S= 4 5x 1 -

a signal variance at the satellite of

--- 4a 2

a = = 0.8

a ripple = (0.8)1/2 = 89%

and an average probability of bit error of

PS = 5 x 10- at a peak signal level of 60 photoelectrons/
bit interval for fixed threshold detection.

Therefore, we must consider the amplitude and frequency depen-

dence of these angle-of-arrival fluctuations in order to determine the

system design needed to track on them.

VII.2 Theory

The variance of the angle-of-arrival fluctuations is related
(35), (42), (45)

to the power-spectral-density of those fluctuations by the equation
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2
0 = f W(f)df (VII-l)

so that W(f)df =1 (VII-2)so tha 2

(35), (42), (45) thsbefonfr

Experimentally and theoretically i has been found for

large apertures that

2 = 0.045 sin 2 f (VII-3)

for f = frequency of fluctuations

b = receiver aperture diameter

vI = transverse wind velocity.

We determine the normalized (or percentage) contribution of

the high-frequency components by evaluating the integral

C W(f)df

F 0e2

Defining 6 = V1 / (VII-4)

and integrating by parts, we find

J Wf-) df - 0.045 p0.3 (6/F)5/3

+ (6 8/3 sin
F 2SF)

11/3 1 (1F
_ (61F) 1 cos3i2

14/3 112rF

113sin-• 183 r

+. ......
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I This expression is useful for (6/F). 1 . We have evaluated it for four

k values of this ratio in the following table.

'AW(f) df
6/F_ °6

1 ~ 0. 0 1
0.67 0.00727

SO. 5 0. 0041

0.33 0. 0021

In other words, for F v v/b, only 1.2% of the variance of

angle of arrival fluctuations is contributed by all frequencies _>F, etc.

For a crosswind of 10 mph (v±= 440 cm/sec), we find

5 b

86.6 11z 5.08 cm (2")

43.3 11z 10.16 cn (0")

28.87 11z 15.24 cm (6")

21.65 l{z 20.32 cm (8")

17. 32 ilz 25.4 cm (10")

Theory and experiment also find that (45) for large apertures,

o0 =Ab-/ sece fo CN2hd (VII-5)

for starlight, where

0 = zenith angle

and C N-(hi = index of r-efraction structure parameter. Daytime
measurements (4)have found a0 .< 4.9 10-I rad2 for b = 5 cm cat

zenith. We might take these as typical daytime (aipd therefore worst-case)

results, and estimate:

2
°8[rad2 b

(7 x 10- 6)2 5.08 cm (2")

(5.6 x 10 -6 )2 15.24 cm (6")
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Therefore, due to atmospheric turbulence effects alone, a

ground station receiver must be able to track over <I10 prad
rms with a bandwith :25 Hz if past theory and experiments are applicable.

VII.3 Measurement of the Angle of Arrival Fluctuations

As in the case of the MTF parameter o09 there are two practical

alternatives to ascertaining the worthi of tMe theory.

The tirst is to measure the angle of arrival fluctuations on

the ground at the same time as measuring wander at the balloon (or

satellite) receiver. Foi p.,allel turbule.nce paths and equivalent

transmitter/receiver apertures the average angular deflections and fre-

quency spectra should be equal. This, however, only tests the reciprocity

theory on the average. To verify the prediction that instantaneously

tracking on the angle-of-arrival fluctuations rewoves beam wander effects

requirec nor parallel but common atmospheric paths, and the removal of

instrumental effects.

Therefore, the second alternative, which is to do the

reciprocity tracking directly, is the best choice. it not only dir':ctly

tests the theory but also simulates the system to be used in high data

rate uplink laser system.
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Appendix VIII

CORRELATION LENGTH

Vllf.1 Introduction

Scintillation results in beam break-up. The size (diameter)

of the break-up areas is given by the correlation length. Therefore, the

correlation length has two implications:

A. The energy within a correlation area fluctuates co-

herently.

B. For receiver aperturc averaging to occur, the receiver

diameter must be much larger than the correlation

length(
3 5 ), (42), (47)

Based on the theory developed in Appendix V, it appears that

transmitter aperture averaging will also depend on the relative size of

transmitter and correlation length, but verification of this awaits further

computer analysis and experiments.

This Appendix,therefore, estimates the correlation lengths

appropriate to the various links.

VIII.2 Theory

The correlation length theory tries to estimate the parameter

P a' which is the separation at which two receivers are uncorrelated in

amplitude. For example, if C (p) is the log amplitude correlation functionf 3 5 )

defined by

C Z(p) = <(k(Xl )_T) (mx2)_T)> (II]

for IxI - x2 1 = p

and Z= kn (I/y)
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for I = beam irradiance

I = average irradiance,

Thea Pa is defined by

Sc(a = 0 (VIII-2)

where P a is the first zero. In order to be cn, sistent with the wave

structur-• functLon formulation,

CiP) / (o )a5/3 (VT I -3)
a/

In order to estimate Pa, we again start witn the general

expression derived by Schmeltzer (2 )-

(Z1/2 to /1 PS GMSf(~P) = k2 Re Zds J I(a ,S) ex4C£(O)r 8Y (°(2S)J'S)

x •jeKp "L -,-S•L~] -exp

foc k = wave #

Z = range

p = transverse dimension in the beam

I = spectrum of turbulence

J = zero-order Bessel function.
0

and fZ-S 'S-ikci 2

y(ZS) = 2 -•- Zikci2) (VIII-5)

for
l- ik12 2 R (VIII-6)

and the field at the transmitter given by

U = A exp- rik2(-III72

S2ao2  2R) (Vll-7)
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so that 2a = w in our usual formulation.

The integration over F is from transmitter to receiver.

. Fried(46) specialized this result to a point source (a° 0)
and for a Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulence to find:

4 (P) - k 2- (-516) Re ds C (S) §P8 i3 F ( 16 '
Io I (VIlli-8)

i 5/6;1; IkS

"L S)J 4(Z-S)Zj))

We have performed a like analysis, niaking no assumpt-ons WiL'L

regard to source size, wa'efront curvature or range, and have found

= 8 "6 2 -5) s (57r/ 6 )2 5/6 5/6 v '( •S/ ) 2 \
8.' (p 2  C2(S. co 6 11 -/;; ___C ( k i(5/6) ZdS N 2 4(Z-5)

(VIII-9)

R Z 25e6 S5/)2 2 (5/6) (PS/z) 2 (X-iY) NJ)S-Re dSCN'S ,S

odS ( +k (X2+y

where is a hypergeometric function

k (2 (C-B)
-- - -O - ._ (V I --I- l )

C 2+ (k a )

2
ka2 +CB

S 0 2 (VIII-li)

C + (k a )

= tan LIx + (VIIl-12)

B = S (1+A2) + k a 2A (VII-13)
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IC Z (l-A2) + k o2 (VIII-14)

0

I2
A 2k a/R (VIII -15)

40

Assuming a thin-layer of turbulence is responsible for the

aniplitude fluctuations, we proceed as Minott did for the point source'4)

He manipulated the point source resuP' to obtain

S= G(x) = 3.86 Re 5/6 F (-5/6;l;ix) -4.09x5/ 6  (VIII-16)

C S(o) L, 1

for x = _4ZSZs (VIII-17)

_(Z -S) Z

and G(x) 0 for x 7 l.

S is the range to the thin turbulent layer from the transmitter.

The equation x = 1 determines what we shall call the correlation

leugth for a point source. As seen below for a receiver at balloon altitudes,

(for = 6328R), the altitude of the turbulent layer is crucial.

Z S Correlation Length, oa

30 km 15 km 11 cm
50 km 25 km 14 cm

100 km 50 km 20 cm

30 km 3 km 33 cm

We have considered the effect of a thin layer of turbulence

located at a range S on the general source equation. For a test case, we

considered a collimated beam, so that R + ', A - 0, C - Z, and B - S. Our

estimate indicates that for the collimated beam the correlation length is

larger than that for the point source, for the same turbulence profile.

We therefore shall use the point source estimate of pa for an

estimate of the correlation length for the paths of interest, i.e.,
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4 (Z-S) Z S(VIII-J8)Pa = kS

VIII.3.1 Uplink to Balloon Receiver

For this case pa > the values given in the Table. With

regard to an array of receivers, this means diodes spaced !10 cm apart

would always see correlated power fluctuations, relative to their posi-

tion on the Gaussian irradiance profile. Moreover, a receiver of 1 cm

diameter will measure the variance of scintillation accurately, since no

aperture ave-rnging wili occur over the receiver aperture.

VyI1.3.2 Uplit'. to a Satellite Receiver

Using the equation, for Z = 35,000 km and S = 15 km, p = 181

meters. No aperture av2rag.e will occur over the :60 cm diameter receiver

aperture.

VIII.3.3 Downlink from a Balloon 'Transmittez

For this case, the first three entries in the table in Section

VIII.2 also apply. However, the near earth turbulence will no-: have an

opposit2 effect, as seen below;

Table

Z(mn) S(km) Pa (cm)

30 27 3.66

50 45 4.73

100 90 6.69

and so a receiver with 10" (25.4 cm) diameter will result in significant

receiver aperture averaging.

VIII.3.4 Downlink from a Satallite Transmitter

For a transmitter at satellite altitudes, the expression be-

comes

Pa 2 -~ (VIII-19)
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Z-S (kin) a (cm)

5 4.5

25 10

These values are for X = 6328R and a zenith angle Z45°. ClParly, this
approximate theory predicts that very large receiver apertures (48" =

122 cm) will result in significant aperture averaging for this link.
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Appendix IX

TRANSMITTER TRUNCATION/BLOCKAGE OF THE BEAM

IX.i Introduction

In Appendices I, II, III, and IV, we have considered beams

whose amplitude and phase at the transmitter were described by

/r2 ikrI2
U =A exp i-|-- + -/ (IX-I)

w

for r = transverse dimension in the beam

k = wave # (2 r/X )

-2
w = e irradiance radius

R = radius of curvature of the wavefront.

As discussed in deLail in Appendix I, this cxpression is the

TEM mode solution of the wave equation. Kogelnik and Li( 2 1 ) showed
00

that the field at any distance Z from the waist of the beam (the point

where w is a minimum (•wo) and R = =) is given by IX-l,

.- , 21

for w2 -w " 1 + (IX-2)

i2 2
and R =Z + 2 2 /

Real optical systems modify these expressions and, in general,

make them non-analytic. This is due to truncation, center blockage and

aberrations that may be present.

In this Appendix we considcr the effects of truncation and

blockage, in order to estimate the potential additional effects of tur-

bulence on these beams, over and above those calculated in Appendices

II, III, and IV.
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IX.2 Truncation

Two effects are treated:

1) The power transmitted/'.ost due to truncation.

2) The irradiance distribution as a fanction of path length.

Consider the power:

The irradiance pattern at any point in the beam is given by

2
-2 r (IX-4)1(z) l °e

w

To obtain the relative transmitted power for a beam truncated

at radius a, we calculate

•a -2r2/w2

( a re dr _dr 2 2
p Jo 22 = - e2 a/w (IX-5)

J -2r /w dr
Jcore

We have plotted this answer in Figure 49 . It is clear that

choosing a/w > 2 ensures > 99% of the power is trans-nitted.

The irradiance distribution as a function of path length can-

not be obtained analytically except on axis. Extending some previcus

analyses (48), (49), (50) we can write the amplitude on axis for a collimated

beam (R = oo)

A A -r
U (O,Z) = J re dr (IX-6)

1 1 ik
for -2 - -j (IX-72

1w

2 2

42+2w4 + 2 ewo cos (IX-))

4Z +k w -
0
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and we have normalized the result so that 1(0,0) = 1. Considerin, the pert

in parenthesis, the result is oscillatory, with mean value = 1 + e-2a 2/Wo2

2, 2
-a /w

at a given Z, and oscillation amplitude = 2 e o . For a >wo, this

oscillation amplitude is less than the mean.

The zeroes of the oscillation bunch up near Z = 0, and the

final minimum of the oscillation is at Z =, i.e.,

ka 2 ÷ 0 (IX-9)
2Z

The last maxima of the oscillation is at

ka 2  ka2 a22Z = ,n, OR, Z 2= ka (IX-l0)
2Z TT,. 7

For X = 6328R and a = 11.43 cm (appropriate dimensions for

a 9" refractive system), the last maxima is at Q20.7 km and there will

be no oscillations at balloon altitudes.

We have plotted the effects of truncation on the on-axis

irradiance for w = 1.5 cm, 2.5 cm and 3.5 cm and X = 6328ý in Figures 50,

51, and 52. It appears that a/w >2 will ensure negligible effects

again.

IX.3 Blockage and Truncation

Two effects ate again treated:

(1) The power transmitted/lost due to blockage.

(2) The irradiance distribution as a function of path length.

To calculate the relative transmitted power for a beam with a

center blockage of radius = b and truncated at radius = a, we calculate

a -2r2/w2

fb re dr

-22

0 re- dr 200
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-2b2( 2 -2a2 2I )

P= -e

The form of this answer shows that even for a >> w, the trans-

2b2/W
mitted power is reduced by the factor e

To calculate the irradiance distribution we proceed as before

and find for an initially collimated beam:

-2b 2 -2a 2 -a2 b2N
2 2 2 2 2

kw 2 k a-b'1 (iX-12)
I (o,z) 0 2 0 +e -2e (a'-b)

4Z +k2w 2  cosyJ0

Again, the result is oscillatory, with mean value

-2b2 -2a2 -a2+b2
2 22

= e w + e w at a given Z, and oscillation amplitude = 2e w

The zeroes of the distribution again bunch up towards Z = o,

and the final minima is again at Z = •, i.e.,

k (a 2-b) 0 (IX-13)
2Z

The last maxima of the oscillation is at

ka2-2) 2b2

2Z(a-b = 2 i, or, Z = --b (IX-14)

2Z 2

which is nearer to the transmitter by the factor b2/X , i.e.,

forx = 6328R , a = 12.7 cm and b = 3.175 cm (appropriate dimensions for
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the i0" Celestron), the last maxima is at 25.5 - 1.6 = 23.9 km.

Except for the fact that the mean value is less and the

zeroes end sooner, this form is very like the case of zero-blockage, and

so a/w > 2 should again insure negligible effects.

IX.4 Focussed and De-Focussed Beams

Avizonis et al(51) and Webb(52) considered the case of

focussed truncated beams and found

-2a' 2 a

(kO 2w 4R) 2 =+ e 2 -2e w cos 2z (IX-15)I (O'Z) 4Z2 R 2+k 2 w4 (Z-R) 22Z R

They have extensive plots of this result in their papers.

From the form of this result it behaves differently near the region Z = R

than the other results, and we must be careful to cheek this effect for

our proposed focused system.

IX.5 Application to the Proposed Experiment

We can use the above equations to help determine the optimum

optical configuration for our ground transmitter. The two basic candidates

are compared in Table VI for collimated beams.

However, wc cannot proceed to a final design without dŽ-

termining the turbulence effects. We must do this (for focussed beams,

too) in future work by using the theory in Appendix V. This will check

the effects of the fluctuations in irradiance off the optical axis also.
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Appendix X

EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS IN THE MEASUREMENTS

OF THE TURBULENCE EFFECTS

X.1 Introduction

Any experiment designed to test the theories of scintillation

ard reciprocity tracking developed in Appendices II and V will have prob-

lems of interpretation unless it is very carefuily designed. This is

because all three turbulence effects (scintillation, wander and spread)

result in sinultaneous effects (power reduction and power fluctua'.ions)

for the narrow beams of interest.

Previous experimental efforts have measured the scintillation

of very large beams(42) (negligible wander and spread), or the motion of

focused beams at the focal spot' (which is indirectly related to its

power fluctuations) but no power fl.uctuations on axis there.

In considering the possible experimental options, we have

come up against two particular problems that will be discussed in d2tail

here. Our conclusions concerning the best experimental technique are

given in Sections V, VI, and VII of this report.

X.2 Mount Motion

Because we are interested in beams that are IO liradians in

fall angle beam divergence, we must measure beam motions of a small part

of this, say %4 prad. However, if the transmitter is randomly pointing

the beam (due to mechanical, acoustical, chermal or electrical 'noise"),

then the effects of atmospheric wander will be masked, i.e., a receiver in

the beam will be unable to distinguish between the two possible causes.

To obtain the relative amount of the power fluctuations caused

by each, we utilize the beam wander analysis of Appendix III.
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IN

We take

B = rms angular pointing inaccuracies due to mount

motion

Z = range to receiver
-2

w = e irradiance radius at balloon

6 = full angle beam divergence

= rms pointing inaccuracies due to the atmosphere.

Defining Y = 4 We/) 2 (x-])

and a = 4 (ý/O)2 (X-2)

the normalized variance of the power fluctuations caused by the mount is

a-2 4y2 (X-3)°M =4y+----

while that caused by the atmosphere is

2 - 4a2 (x-4)°A =4cý+i

To find the total rffect, %,e add the unnormalized variances

aT 2 (2y+l) 2  (+2) (2a+l) 2
] k ~~4-y+l,,' 4+ lj•'•;(-,

w.hich becomes
2

T2 =A (,e) 1 + B (6,6,0) (X-6)

4o (8c2+62 2(16 +0-)(x-7)for B(,,0) k (16p 2 +02) (88 2+02 )

B (e, €, 0) is the fractional part of the total variance contributed by

the atmospheric wander. For it to be distinguished from mount motion,

B • 1 is a reasonable condition.
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For 0 = 10 prad, • = 5prad and = 15 Prad, the value of B

= 0.014 is obtained, i.e., only 1.4% of the total power fluctuations caused

by beam motion are caused by atmcspheric beam motion for these realistic

parameters.

Clearly mount motion is a tremendous problem, and this is re-

flected in the further discussions in Section V.

X.3 Simultaneous Power Fluctuatiors Caused by Wander and Scintillation

Suppose now that some dual beam technique has removed all the

mount motion effects, as described in Section V. A single detector will

see power fluctuations caused by both scintillation and wander. If the

atmospheric wander is not tracked out, then the po-,er fluctuations it causes

will swamp the scintillation effects of interest. This is shown by the

following analysis:

Based on the analysis in Appendix I1, we must measure values

of the log amplitude variance, C., in the realm of .01 to .05, or scintil-

lation induced variances of power fluctuations in the realm of .04 to .022.

However, a randomly moviug beam will result in a variance of

power fluctuations that is far greater, as described by (X-2) and CX-4).

The relative magnitude of the power fluctuations can be seen

ftom Figure 54, where we have plotted the normalized variance of power

fluctuations due to each effect.

For example, e = 10 Prad and • = 5 Prad result is a variance

:0.8, which is 20X larger than for a scintillation of Cý = .01.

Now, in order to see the focusing induced reduction of scintil-

lation at balloon altitude, we chose an (equivalent collimated) beam with

6 = 6.7 Prad (w = 6 cm, X = 6328R) in AppendixmI. 5 rad means this besm
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S~2
has a wander induced power fluctuation of a = 2, 1.0 times greater thanS~p
the .19 value caused by scintillation alone (C nu .048), as seen in

Fig-ire 39.

Clearly the values of the variance do not become commensurate

until 4 p 1 jrad, and this is the likely specification of a reciprocity

tracker.

In summary, unless the wander effects are rediced to % ijirad,

the power fluctuations from a single detector will not be able to test the

scintillation theory of Appendix II.
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Appendix XI

STABILITY OF THE ATLAS MOUN'I

XI.1 Introduction

During the course of the OPTS program, it became clear chat
the magnitude and frequency spectra of tk= ATLAS mount motions would be

fundamentally important in selecting an experimental technique.

Therefore, in late June, 1972, GTE Sylvania requested Mr. P. 0. Minott

of NASA-CSFC to measure them, and provide us with his results. This
Appendix summarizes the results of his measurements, which were sent to

us in mid-July.

SXI.2 Freauency Spectra

Accelerometers were attached to the portion of the ATLAS'
mount that would be appropriate for mounting OPTS equipment. Because of

the attendant circuitry used, the measured results are meaningless below

5 1z.

Figure 55 shows the results for the azimuth axis. We see

that by 25 Hz, the magnitude of the fluctuation is <i Prad.

Figure 56 chows the results for the elevation axis. Again

the magnitude of the fluctuations is <i prad for frequencies >25 Hz.

XI.3 Magnitude

The only results that go t;, <5 Hz and yield reliable magni-

tudes are error signals from the star tracker on the ATLAS. Both balloon

retroreflection tracking results, and starlight tracking results imply

an rms jitter <15 prad.
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Appendix XII

SCANNING TRANSMITTER DESIGN

XII.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section V', a scanning transmitter approach

was initially considered, because it was apparent that it had two basic

advantages:

1) By scanning faster than any beam motion frequencies, we

could in principle separate the spread and motion effects.

2) By scanning over a "region of uncertainty" of balloon

position, we would be able to avoid the problem of tracking

the balloon-borne receiver to fractional arc-second

accuracies.

Based on these advantages, and because of the compressed

schedule of the OPTS study, an optical design of a transmitter suitalle

for this approach was begun.

Later in the program it became apparent that scintillation

could not be obtained from this technique, and so it was abandoned.

However, the optical design had reached a stage in which it was worthiy

of inclusion in this final report, and so this Appendix outlines it.

XII.2 Optical Transmitter Design

A diagram of the scanning transmitter optical system is shown

in Figure 57, and design details are presented in Figures 58 and 59.

A Spectra Physics 15 mW He-Ne laser was chosen because of its

reliability for field use and adequate power output. The polarized laser

beam passes through a rotatable analyzer, which controls the power output,

and then through a turret which contains three beam expanders. The beam
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expanders are diffraction limited units which can be purchased off-the-

shelf from Spectra Physics, with the exception of the largest expander

which could require a stainless steel barrel for thermal stability. A

raster-type scan is produced as the beam passes through two sets of

counter-rotating wedges (Risley Prisms), i.e., a spot beam is scanned over

a rectangular area.

A fan beam scan can be produced by disabling one set of

wedges and inserting the cylindrical lens system. Divergence control is

accomplished by moving the negative lens in the final beam expander.

Variable motor speeds provide scan velocity control and the angular

excursion of the scan is determined by the wedge angle of the prisms. The

wedge position readout signals ere recorced simultaneously with the data

telemetered from the balloon payload so that each beam profile measurement

can be corrected for the sinusoidal scan velocity produced by the Risley

Prisms.

Figure 60 shows the scan geometry and the data reduction

procedure. Since the beam is "waved" past the balloon-borne detector

at a known velocity, a spatial intensity profile of the beam cross section

can be reconstructed from the intensity versus time records.

A temperature stable Questar telescope (Cervit mirror, Invar

barrel, and quarzz corrector) serves to visually acquire the downlink

He-Ne beam and to check the quality of the transmitted beams. When

observing the transmitted beams, adequate attenuation is achieved by em-

ploying a high optical quality N.D. filter in addition to the attenuation

effect produced by the low reflectance beam splitters.

With a particular beam expander in position, collimation of

the beam is assured by adjusting the negative lens for minimum spot size

as viewed through the monitor telescope and 43X autocollimator. Accurately

diverged or focussed beams are produced in a similar manner with the

Questar eyepiece displaced a fixed amount. Use of the stable reference
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telescope greatly relaxes the thermal and mechanical requirements on

the optical elements of the transmitter and permits fast field adjustment

of the transmitter beam characteristics.

In practice, the system would be used as follows: The trans-

mitter would be mounted on an azimuth-elevation mount which was capable of

achieving short term stabilities of less than 2 microradians r-",s pointing

error over periods of several minutes. (A suitable modified telescope

mount is available from Perkin Elmer, Boller and Chivens division.) The

mount would be located adjacent to the ATLAS tracking telescope and housed

in a small portable dome to avoid wind loading problems. Coarse puinting

information would be derived from the ATLAS mount to initially orient the

transmitter system. Visual acquisition of the balloon payload would then

be accomplished with the boresighted Questar telescope. Having oriented

the transmitter properly with respect to the balloon drift direction, a

0.25 mr X 2.0 mrad scan (long axis parallel to drift direction) would be

initiated with the mount fixed and stable. As-uming a reasonable balloon

drift rate of 50 microradians/sec, this would .ield 20 seconds of data. A

data run of this length would permit a determination of beam wander fre-

quencies as low as 0.1 Hz. This would include almost all of the expected

beam wander frequencies. After each 20 second data run the transmitter

pointing angle would be updated to "lead" the balloon motion.
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Appendix XIII

BALLOON GONDOLA MODIFICATIONS

XIII.1 Introduction

This appendix discusses the modiLi ations to the elevation

axis housing and components, the telemetry system, the servo system, and

the tracker system. The tesults of this appendix are summarized in

Section 5.6.

XIII.2 OPTO-Mechanical Aspects for the Elevation Axis Package

XIII.2.1 Elevation Structure

The elevation scructure has been redesigned in order to im-

prove its torsional stiffness to be compatible with a more accurate servo

system and to provide improved access to all components. The basic ele-

vation axis structure is of semi-monocoque design. Torsional stiffness

is maintained by developing shear forces in the two main side plates (top

and bottom are non-structural covers). In order to properly handle the

shear end condition without excessive weight, the end plates are rein-

forced top and bottom. The basic structure is shown in Figure 61.

All metal flexible disks are used between the elevation

structure and the end support flanges. The disk provides the axial and

angular misalignment capabilities to compensate for component static and

dynamic errors. It also provides adequate torsional rigidity to keep the

mechanical natural frequency above the range of the seivu loop. A design

for this disk is shown in Figure 62.

XIII.2.2 Extended Mirror

The present BAPE receivers are obstructed by the crush pads at

elevation angles of less than 250. For the OPTS application, an extended

mirror has been designed in order to allow a clear field of view for the

various laser beams between 10 degrees from horizontal through 5 degrees

from vertical. The mirror must be light weight i, order to minimize the
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additional system inertia and required counterweighting. An aluminum

mirror weighing approximately four pounds appears to be a good compromise

between heavier glass and more expensive beryllium materials.

The mirror mount must be designed for light weight, high

rigidity and break-away capability. High rigidity is needed to prevent

servo coupling, and servo response lag. Reasonable deflection is allowable

in beam pointing, because both transmitting and receiving beams will be

deflected equally with mirror mount structural deflection. Under normal

circumstances, the mirror will be rotated away from its (protruding)

operating angle prior to descent. If, for some reason it cannot be rotated,

then a dependable method must be provided to prevent damage to the re-

mainder of the system. Shear pins were initially considered, but dis-

carded as too difficult to assur! actuation during all possible landing

conditions. Instead, the mirror support structure will be made of small

diameter tubing, rigid enough to withstand normal operation and landing

shocks, but slender enough to assure buckling if it strikes the ground.

The mirror mount shown in Figure 63, is designed primarily to protect the

main elevation package and secondarily to protect the mirror. A spare

mirror would be available if needed.

XIII.2.3 Elevation Package Subsystems

The elevation structure is designed so that the basic BAPE

experiment control package, (this is an environmentally controlled housing

which contains the experiment control electronics, tracker electronics,

phototubes and detection electronics), and auxiliary payloads can be easily

removed and oriented to minimize the moments of inertia of the system.

If increased servo accuracy is required, the base plate and

cover of the experiment control package will be enlarged to accommodate

the larger tracker optics (see Section XIII.5), and a few additional circuit

boards.
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The auxiliary laser package which is required for the reci-

procity system is shown in Figure 64. It consists of a Hughes Model 3079H

laser, collimation optics, and a Bulova L2C tuning fork chopper. The

tuning fork enclosure is assembled in a clean room and sealed to prevent

obstruction of the transmitted beam at the focus by dust particles. Re-

quired specification for the laser power supply were sent to Hughes (be-

cause their 28V units are special order). It was determined that a semi-

standard design of their's would be suitable. The size of the unit is

5.25" x 2.63" x 1.75" and it weighs approximately 3 lbs.

XIII.3 Telemetry Range Extension

On several occasions during previous experiments with the BAPE

gondola, the prevailing wind conditions caused the gondola to remain out-

side of the maximum slant range (%50 KM) during part of the flight. In

view of the uncertainties associated with balloon trajectory predictions,

and the fact that flights must sometimes occur during non-optimum weather

conditions, the maximum operating slant range will be increased to 100 KM

fo- the OPTS experiments.

Aii increase in both the Up and Down Link BF Threshold sensi-

tivity of at least 6 dB is required, if this performance is i be achieved.

This 6 dB may come from a single improvement within each link . equipment

or it may come from several impro,; .ments. For example: Any of the fol-

lowing modifications alone could be used to obtain the necessary 6 dB:

(A) The present 5 watt transmitters may be replaced with 20

watt units. (6 dB increase in output power).

(B) The present 4' parabolic ground antennas may be replaced

with 8' units. (6 dB increase in gain)

(C) The present balloon-borne antennas might be replaced

with larger arrays to obtain a gain increase of 6 dB.

(D) The receivers may be improved in performance so as to

obtain a 6 dB increase in effective sensitivity.

These alternatives will be discussed below:
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A. Transmitter Powcr Increase.

This is perhaps the simplest way to obtain 6 dB, but un-

fortunately the disadvantages are significant. The cost of 20 watt L and

S band transmitters is high, about $10,500 each. The additional power

requirement means larger (heavier) batteries aboard the balloon gondola.

Also, radiation of the additional heat loss from the gondola transmitter

compartment would require additional study and mouification.

B. The enlargement of the present 4 foot parabolic ground

station antennas to 8 foot units is a possibility. Whereas the present

4 foot units were originally tripod supported and manually steered, they

are now mounted upon a servo controlled nzdestal assembly capable of

handliig two 8 foot dishes. As parabolic antennas are relatively in-

expen.ive; about $1,500 for the two units, this approach does have merit.

On, disadvantage to this approach is that the main lobe beam width of the

8' dish @ "S" band is only 40 (3 dB points) compared to 80 of the present

4 foot dish. This means that 8' dishes wouil have to be adjusted more

frequently and pointed more accurately than the 4' antennas.

C. The present gondola antennas were specially designed and

fabricated for this application by the Sylvania Antenna Group only after

a thorough search for suitable commercially available designs. They are

hemispherical in pattern without a vertical axis null, relatively small

and very rugged. It is felt that the present units are so close to "state

of the art" limits, considering both the performance and physical con-

straints involved that further work on these items, especially to obtain a

performance increase of 6 dB, is not economically practical.

D. The receivers were, at the time of the BAPE experiment,
known to be the weak link of both the UP and DOWN Link T/M systems. They

met the BAPE Program design specifications, but vore sensitive receivers

are now achievable.

There are two possible avenues to improved performance

(sensitivity).
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1) The present receivers may be replaced with new higher

sensitivity units.

2) Low noise preamplifiers might be fitted "in fr3nt of" the

present receivers so as to obtain an improvement in performance.

XIII.3.1 Proposed System Improvements

Of all the listed possibilities, improvement of overall system

sensitivity (both up and down links) via the addition of current "state of

the art" low noise "L" and "S" band preamplifiers ahead of the present te-

ceivers is both most cost effective and technically desirable. In addition,

it is recommended that the downlink receiver antenna diameter be changed

to 8'. The modifications are discussed below.

The effective sensitixity of a receiving system may be improved

by preceeding the receiver with a preamplifier having a lower noise figure

than that of the receiver. The effective system noise figure is given, in

this case, by:

S~NF receiver -l
Effective System NF = NF preamp + Preamp gain

In order to obtain accurate data sufficient to base effective

sensitivity improvement calculations upon, both the "Up" Link "L" band and

"Down" Link "S" band, receivers were returned to their manufacturer for

testing. Below is a listing of the data taken by the Conic Corp. of San

Diego on July 20, 1972.

"L" Band Receiver (Up Link

Noise Figure 16.5 dB

Threshold Sensitivity -105 dB
"S" Band Receiver (Down Link)

Noise Figure 10.5 dB

Threshold Sensitivity -92 dB
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The "Threshold Sensitivity" is that RF input level to the

receiver with full channel deviation modulation (a normal situation) at

which the subcarrier discriminators driven by the receiver would be ex-

pected to begin to output subcarrier data rather than raw noise. Al-

though this measurement is both subjective and approximate, it is useful

as a signal level from which a sufficient margin of sensiLivity can be

added which will certain,.y result in full quieting of the subcarrier dis-

criminators. The measurement was made by observing the output of the

receivers with an oscilloscope while increasing the RF input level to the

receiver. When the receiver output modulation signal to noise ratio be-

comes sufficient to stably trigger !'-- oscilloscope and make observation

of the modulator possible, the RF input level to the receiver is the thres-

hold sensitivity of the receiver. Normally, a system designer will set

the minimum worst case limit input level to a telemetry receiver at not

less than 20 dB over the threshold level.

A typical line of preamplifiers that iight be used to improve

the performance of the receivers is the Avantek AM 1542N/2302N. These

preamplifiers have noise figures of 4.5 dB and 5.5 dB and gains of 20 dB

and 23 dB at "L" and "S" band respectively. Using those preamplifiers

ahead of the receivers will result in the following improvement in re-

ceiving system sensitivity:

"L" Band (Up Link)

Receiving Sy.:em NF = 4.5 dB + 16.5 dB -1
20 dB

= 2.82 + 44.6 -1 = 3.26
100

= 5.12 dB
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Since we had a threshold sensitivity before adding the pre-

amplifier of -105 dB; with the preamp, the threshold sensitivity is im-

proved to -105 -(16.5-5.1) or -116 dB.

"S" Band (Down Link)

Receiving System NF = 5.5 dB + 10.5 db -1
23 dB

= 3.54 + 11.2 -1 = 3.59
200

= 5.55 dB

Since we had a threshold sensitivity before adding the pre-

amplifier of -92 dB; with the preamplifier the threshold sensitivity is

improved to -92 - (11.5 - 5.55) or -98 dB.

The apparent difference in sensitivity between the two re-

ceivers with preamplifiers attached arise because the "S" band receiver

has twice the RF bandwidth and better than ten times the video bandwidth

than that of the "L" band receiver. This bandwidth is reduced somewhat by

filtering (described later).

In summary, by adding up to-date preamplifiers, the Up Link

may be improved by 10.5 dB and the Down Link by 6 dB.

These preamplifiers are not the best available, buat arc represe*ntative;

they cost $575 each.

The Gain-Margin over Threshold is tabulated below:

Up Link

Propagation Loss (100 km' -136 dB

Receiving Antenna 0 dB

Transmitting Antenna 23 dB

Bandpass Filter -1 dB

Cables - Connecting -2 dB
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Transmitter 37 dB

Receiver with preamp (thresh) 116 dB

Gain hiargin Over Threshold +37 dB

Down Link

Propagation Loss (100 km) -140 dB

Receiving Antenna 26 dB

Transmitting Antenna 0 dB

Bandpass -1 dB

Cables - Connectors -2 dB

Transmitter 37 dB

Receiver with preamp (thresh) 98 dB

Gain Margin Over Threshold +18 dB

The +18 dB, margin over threshold, calc.i!ateu for the "Down

Link" is reaiy worse than the real case by a few dB in that prior to

the subcarrier discriminators, but after the tested receiver, the receiver

output signal receives additional filtering. The effect of this is to

reduce the effective signal bandwidth of the receiving system to somewhat

less than the receiver itself is capable of, hence the threshold sensitivity

of the complete receiving system is actually a few dB better than that

figure obtained by measurement of the receiver alone. A conservative

estimate of the improvement due to the additional filtering would be 3 dB.

In spite of falling quite close to the "20 dB over threshold" rule of the

thumb, this link with the added preamplifier will be 6 dB better than BAPE,

which is to say that the BAPE level of performance may be expected out to

a range of 120 km.

An additional Down Link improvement is recommended, however, to

obtain a similar "margin over threshold" (range) to that of the Up Link.

Usage of the best available preamplifiers known to date at "S" band could

be used to obtain an improvement of 1.5 to 2.0 dB. Next, the presert 4'

receiving antenna should be replaced with an 8' unit. This will give an

additional 6 dB for a margin over threshold of 29-30 dB.
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Die final system would then have a 30 dB gain margin over

threshold for the down link and 37 dB for the up link. This represents

a good safety margin nd good balance because the "Up" or control Link
i! must always out perform (range-wise) the data 'ink.

XIII.4 Servo Modifications
The servo system in the BAPE equipment pointed the Argon and

CO2 detectors, each having a field of view of 34 mrad, to an accuracy of

<7.5 mrad. The proposed OPTS experiments would require a better servo

system. 0.1 mrad accuracies were considered initially because the added

downlink laser would need to have a beam divergence (e-2 intensity points)

of approximately 1 mrad for some of the experimental techniques.

However, for the diode array approach, the down link laser,

and therefore, the increased servo accuracy, would be required for the

NASA experiment, but not used directly in the A.F. experiment. For the re-

ciprocity experiment, an improved servo would be required by both the

A.F. and NtSA, but the degree of improvement needed for the A.F. experi-

ments remains to be determined.

The following section describes an analysis of the BAPE servo

system. The feasibility of improving the present equipment is analyzed,

and the recommended modifications are defined.

The azimuth and elevation servos of the BAPE were relatively

simple, Figure 65, with resulting moderate performance matching the 7

milliradian accuracy tequircments. First, let us examine employing these

servos with the newly determined load characteristics. The pertinent

parameters for the two axes are listed in the following table, and the

corresponding open lop Bode plots of the position loops are presented in

Figure 66.
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..1APE SERVO PARAIAETERS

Azimuth Elevation

]lectric,±1 Time Constant Te Z 7 X 0- sec 2. 1 X 0- sec

"iC:ectrical Corner Frequency we 370 radians/sec 475 radians/sec
-3 2 -4 2Mcnient of iecrtia J M 5 X 10 lb ft sec 2.9 X 10-lb ft sec

Ji (-rtial Tjinc Ccnstant
Uoae r 0x1-3 -3

Unloaded TM ZX0 lo-3sec 11.6 X 10 3 sec

Torque Constant Kt: ft lb_3b ft lb
amp amp

Back EJ¢IA Constant Kc .72 volts/rad/sec .5 volts/rad/sec

Inertial Time Conslant

Loadzýd J"• 'jk ) TM 49.4 sec 30 sec

Inertial Corner Frequency ULv!L . 020 radians/sec . 033 radians/sec

D.C. Resistance RM 1.5 g 7.5

Friction Torque 0. 07 ft lb 0. 017 ft lb

Load
2 2

Moment, of Inertia JL 12. 3 lb ft sec . 75 lb "t sec

Friction Torque Tf 2. 0 ft lb . Z5 ft lb

Unbalance (Worst Case) 0 0. 0083 ft lb

Tachometer

Gradient Kg 1. 2 volts/rad/sec

Ripple

Frequency 49 cycles/rev

Magnitude 2%/0

Friction Torque 1. 2 in oz
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These design curves are based on the accepted good design

practle associated with a servo employing a dc drive motor and tachometer

feedback of closing the tachometer loop so as to have a cross over fre-

quency of one half that of the motor electrical corner frequency and

closing the position loop to cross zero db gain at one third the tacho-

meter loop cross over frequency.

In these two cases, the locked rotor resonant frequency of

the torsional spring-mass syscem comprised of the torque motor and load is

assumed to be high enough to have no effect on the servo. The detector

and signal amplifier are likewise assumed to be of high enough bandwidth

to have no destabilizing effect on these servos. The tracking errors

attributable to motion induced into the gondola by external disturbances

are readily determined from the Bode plots. If one such motion was a

constant angular drift of 2°/sec (0.33 rpm), ther. the lPg in azimuth and

elevation would be .55 milliradians and .44 milliradians respectively.

In the presence of a pendulum motion of 10 magnitude with a 10 second

period, the errors would be .175 mr in azimuth and .14 mr in elevation.

The assumed pendulum would be torsion;F in azimuth and gravity type in

elevation. These values are obtaiue,, directly from the Bode plots by

utilizing the open loop gain at .1 Hz (.628 radians).

The error caused by iriction loading of these servos must be

examined particularly in azimuth where both the static and running friction

of the slip ring assembly is considerable. Referring to Figure 65, it is

seen that the relationship between position error and load torque is given

by

e R

T K K2 Kt

where, e Angular error due to a load torque.
e

T = Load Torque
D

K = Combined sensor and amplifier gain.

K2 = Rate loop amplifier gain.

Kt = Motor torque constant.
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K is determined from the allowable rate open ioop gain from
2I stability considerations and the other proportionality factors in the

rate loop. Based on the influence of the motor electrical time constant,

the azimuth and elevation rate open ioop gains were established at 185

and 237.5 respectively. Since this value is equal to K 2 K g K 2 is

determined as follows: K
e

Azimuth

'Ot X 72volts

lo. rad/s-c = volIts

1. volts

12rad/sec

Elevation

237.5 X .5 voltsvot
K = ~rad/secvltK2 12 volts 9vl

12rad/sec

The closed ioop gain of both rate loops is equal toLK
g

I- .833 radian/sec
1.2 volt

Since the position loop gains for stable operation have been

determined as 64 and 80 for azimuth and elevation, the respective sensor!

amplifier gains, K1 will be

64 rad / Sc'c volt 80 radlscc
~ radianra76.8n and radian-

ra cl a nradian-
.83-rad/Isec .83rad /s~ec
.83 volt .83 volt

96 vot respectively.
radian
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Employing the other known parameters, the angular error

gradients due to friction loads are determined.

Azimuth

volt
e i amp 3-3 radians
_vet vo ft lb = 332 0 ftlb

TD 76.8 111 volt .53 f
radian volt amp

Elevation

7 volt
ee a 2.13 x 10-3 radian

D 96 99 volt .37 ft ftb
radian volt amp

Substituting the known static fLiction of the load and motor

combinations, 2.0 ft lb in azimuth and .25 ft lb in elevation, the errors

due these factors are obtained.

Azimuth 0 = .332 mr 2.0 ft lb = .664 mr
e ft lb

Elevation e = 2.13 mr• 95 ft lb = .53 mr
e ft lb

It is apparent irom these considerations that the servos s

configured for BAPE would not yield a tracking error as low as .1 milli-

iadian and therefore must ba improved. A lag-lead filter ia the decade

between 3 and 30 radians would increase the low frequency gain by a factor

of 10 and thus reduce the error due to the motions considered and friction

torque by the same factor. The Bode plots of this configuration are shown

in Figure 67, the block diagram is presented in Figure 68, and the resultant

performance parameters are tabulated below.
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Error
Error Source Azimuth Elevation

2'/sec steady dcift .055 mr .044 mr

10, 10 sec period oscillation .018 mr .014 mr

2 lb ft friction (Az) .066 mr --

.25 lb ft friction (El) -- .053 mr

It is believed that the motions selected for determination of

dynamic error are conservative in that the actual moticns are likely to

be less and are not likely to occur simultaneously. Nevertheless, the

individual errors due to angular drift amount to a significant portion of

the allowable. The errors due to friction are not conservative in that

they are based on measurements made in the laboratory. If the azimuth

friction went up by 50% under actual conditions, for example, the entire

ei.ror allowance would be applied to this factor. With the errors due to

the fptors considered thus far reduced to the order indicated, the possible

contribution of other sources such as bias, drifts, noise, and tachometer

ripple must be examined.

XI1:.4.1 Unbalance

From the analysis of the Photo Detector Angle Sensor, the

error due to uncalibratable errors has been established as .039 milli-

radian. The Photo Detector Angle Sensor gradient is 152 volts
radian

XIII.4.2 Drift

The amplifier in the tachometer loop would typically have a

drift referred to the input of 10 microvolts/degree centigrade. Without

temperature control, a change of 65'C could be expected between ground

level and float altitude, thus creating a signal change at the input to

the tachometer loop (output of the position loop amplifier) of 650 micro-

volts. Transferring this through the sensor/amplifier combination yields

an equivalent angular eiror of

60x0-6vot
650 x 10 -6volts .00065 milliradians.
103 volts

radian
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volts
Since the Photo Detector Angle Sensor gradient is 152 radia

radian

an additional amplifier with a gain of approximately 7 must be included

in the positional loop to produce the required loop gain. If the same

drift of 10 x 10-6 volts/degree C were encountered at this point, the

angular error would be 7 times as great as that calculated above or .00455

milliradians, a value that would still not influence the total error.

XIII.4.3 Noise

Noise creates an uncertainty band about the tracking signal

null point which results in an angular error. The detector and amplifier

noise cause an rms angular error of 300 lirad in the present BAPE system.

With the improved optics and cracker electronics, this erro: would be reduced

to 60 Prad.

XIIl.4.4 Tachometer RippleI The tachometer ripple voltage, which increases in magnitude

and frequency as a function of speed, appears at the input to the tacho-

meter loop. It's effect is determined by finding its equivalent value at

the input to the angle sensor. Determining the equivalent input error

must include the effect of the lag-lead filter. Once this has been deter-

mined, the closed loop forward characteristic yields the system response.

Since several frequency dependent blocks are involved, this process is best

done graphically as shown in Figure 69. From the tachometer characteristic

it is known that the ripple frequency will be 49 times the rate of load

rotation in radians/sec and the tachometer ripple voltage magnitude will be

volts volts .024 volts
1.2 .02 = .024 rad/sec of load rotation or = 00049

rdscrad/sec 49 rad/sec

of tach ripple or -66 dB at 1 rad/sec.

The position loop amplifier gains when the lag-lead filter has
volts

been added to the loop are 990 and 1110 vols respectively for azimuth
radianand elevation, but for this calculation we shall consider them both the

same and use 60 dB.
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The resultant curve indicates that the system will be most

sensitive to tachometer noise in the tachometer frequency range from 7

to 25 radians/seconds which corresponds to ioad rotational rates of .14

to .51 radians/second or 8 to 2P degrees/second which is higher than will

be encountered. Even in this worse case, the response to tachometer

ripple is -88 dB so that .51 radians!second velocity would have an

associated error of .4 x 10-4 = .04 milliradians. If a angular rate of

3*/sec were encountered, the corresponding tachometer ripple frequency

would be 3 x 49 = 2.55 radians/sec. From the curve, the corresponding
57.3

error is -99 dB or .011 milliradians.

The errors that are over .1 of the total allowable error, i.e.,

over .01 mr are tabulated below. The method of combining the errors is

approximate, but involves realistic assumptions which are described below.

The sensor unbalance error is a maximum boresight deflection for a 20 dB

excursion of received power at the tracking detector. In practice, the

irradiance variations at the payload which are caused by slant range or

beam divergence changes are compensated for by adjustments of transmitter

power. From past experience with the payload, it is expected that the

irradiance variations would not exceed 10 dB and that the senscr unbalance

would therefore not exceed .004 mrad. The oscillation will induce an azimuth

rotation under certain transmitter/payload geometries, but this azimuthal

component will be negligible compared to the assumed 2*/sec rotation rate.

The worst case boresight error would then be calculated by adding the 20 /sec

steady drift plus friction plus sensor unbalance, yielding

.055 + .060 + .004 = 0.125 mrad.

Superimposed upon this lag error will be a random dither caused by tracking

electronics and tachometer noise. The RSS total of these is .061 mrad. The

worst case error, with the assumed payload motions, would therefore be 186 lrad.
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Error Magnitude
in Milliradians

Error Source Azimuth Elevation

2°/sec steady drift .055

10, 10 sec period oscillation %0.0 .014

Friction .066 .053

Sensor Unbalance .039 .039

Tachometer Ripple .011 .011

Detector and Amplifier Noise .060 .060

Thus, it can be seen that it is feasible to realize an auto-

matic tracker with an accuracy approaching .1 milliradian utilizing the

BAPE equipment. However, several assumptions have been made which impose

requirements on other portions of the design. These must not be neglected

because a factor of 2 change in any one of them would cause an error larger

than the acceptable value. Included in these assumptions are the following:

1. The locked rotor resonant frequency of the axial structures

is approximately 5000 radians/sec.

2. The bandwidth of the error sensor/detector is 5000 radians/

sec or greater.

3. The external disturbances are no greater than assumed.

4. The friction levels are the assumed values or less for

all conditions.

This is not to say that the desired accuracy could not be

obtained by other methods and/or with new equipment configured in the same

way, but with improved detailed features. These alcernatives would be

more sophisticated and costly.

X!II.4.5 Modifications of the Present BAPE Equipment

As prese.tly designed, the syst-em dOC- n these

assumptions, particularly Assumption #I. We estimate there is a structural

resonance in the elevation axis at 45 Hz (281 rad/sec). It, therefore, is

more significant than the motor's electrical time constant. Assuming it

cculd be characterized by a single pole and taking into account the

effect of the pole due to motor armature resistance and inductance at 475

radians, the tachometer loop could be closed with a phase margin of 55
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66.

degrees at a zero dB crossing of 112 radians per second which is numeri-

cally equal to the gain. The positional loop gain (see Figure 70) con-
taining a lag-lead filter would have a gain of 51 dB (360/1). The gain at

the frequency of possible sinusoidal oscillation of the gondola, .628

radians/sec, is 55.5 dB (600).

Everything else being unaltered, the tach amplifier gain would

then be 46.7, and the sensor/amplifier gain would be 431 volt This
radian

yields a torque s,!nsitivity of

7.5 volte R amp 1.01 -3 r-d
D 1 2 Kt volt 46.7 volt .37 ft lb ft lb

radian volt amp

The Photo Detector Angle Sensor gradient remains 152 volts

radian
requires an amplifier of gain 2.84 following it in :he position loop to

yield the total sensor/amplifier gain of 431 volts
radian

From the foregoing, error figures can be determined as before.

Dynamic lag due to 2°/sec drift

2 deg x .0175 radsec 360 deg = .097 x 10-3 radian
360

sec

Dynamic error due to oscillation of 10 magnitude with .1 sec

period.

.0175 radians -= .0292 x 10-3 radian
600

Error due to .25 ft lb friction.

-3 rad -3.25 ft lb x 1.01 x 10 red = .253 x 10 radian
ft lb
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From the plot of sensitivity to tachometer ripple, figure 71, it is seen

that this servo has a sensitivity to tachometer ripple of -80 dB at a

ripple frequency of 7 radians/second whih corresponds to axial motion of
8.2 degrees per second. Since this is a higher rate than is expected to

be encountered and since the sensitivity is lower for lower rates, the

-3corresponding allotted error figure of .10 x 10 radians is considered

conservative. The error due to sensor unbalance remains the same at .039

milliradians.

Since the positional loop and toihometer loop amplific:s have

less gain than previously and it has been determined that their drift was

not a significant factor in that case, it will not be a factor now.

Elevation Error Magnitude
Error Source in Milliradians

2°/sec steady drift

10, 10 sec period oscillation .029

Friction .253

Sensor Unbalance .039

Tachomýeter R4 pple .100

Detector anC a'nplifier noise .060

Combining errors as described on page 250, the worst case

error would be 0.403 mrad.

In azimuth, a structural resonant frequency of 20 Hz (125.6

radians/sec) is speculated, again considerably lower than the motor
electrical corner at 370 radians per second. The tachometer open loop

gain can cross zero at 50 radians/second to yield a phase margin of 60

degrees and, of course, a loop gain of 50. The position loop gain curve

passes through 0 dB at 17 radians/sec and has a gain of 45 dB (180/1)

when lag-lead series compensation is employed as in elevation. The gain

at .628 radians is 49.5 dB (300).
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The tachometer amplifier gain, K2 , would be

volts 50 volts
111i = 30.0-vlt

volt 185 volt

and the sensor/amplifier gain, KI, would be

volt 18 volt
768 - 216 rdaradian 64 radian

216=1..
The position loop amplifier gain would be - 1.42.

152

1 volte _ R1.53rd
R amp 435 x 10-3 rad

TD 1 2 t 216 20 s.53 ft b ft bradian volt amp

The azimuth error figures are then as follows:

Lag due to 2°/sec drift.

2 deg x .0175 rad
sec deg = .1945 x 10- radian

180
sec

Error due to oscillation of 10 magnitude with .1 sec period.

.0175 radians -3
300r= .0584 x 10 radian300

Error due to 2.0 ft lb friction.

2 ft lb x .435 x 10-3 rad = .87 x 10-3 radian.ft !b

From the plot of sensitivity to tachometer ripple (Figure 72),

the azimuth servo is seen to have an error of -80 dB or .0001 radians when

the axial motion is 4.33°/sec and less for lesser velocities. This con-

servative figures will be used in the error budget.

Se~nsor unbalance error will be the same as for elevation,

.039 milliradians.
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The errors excluding sensor noise are then as follows:
Azimuth Error Magnitude

Error Source in Mlill-tradians

2°/sec steady drift .1945

10, 10 sec period oscillation "0.0

Friction .8706

Sensor Unbalance .0390

Tachometer Ripple .1000

Detector and Amplifier Noise .060
Worst Case Error 1.18 mrad

XIII.5 Tracker Modification

XIII.5.! Optics

Because of the doubled slant range capability which has been

recommended for the OPTS experiments, the tracker sensitivity should be

increased by 3 dB. In addition, if more accurate pointing of the balloon-

borne servo is required, the focal lengths of the tracker lens should b_

increased. Figure 73 shows a design in which the focal length has been

increased from 3" to 12" and the aperture from 2 1/8" to 4". The 12"

focal length limits the pointing error caused by the unavoidable mismatch

of the gain control elements of the tracker circuitry to 39 Prad as des-

cribed in the following section. The larger lens aperture will provide

the required increase in sensitivity.

The field of view of the tracker system 4 given by

e = D/f

where D = diameter of active photodetector surface

f = fecal length

For the existing equipment, e 0 2.50. Since the magnetic-north seit=or is

only accurate to i or 2 degrees, the acquisition capability of the system

would be marginal with the 2.50 tracker field of view. Therefore, to re-

gain the 100 field of view, which has worked well for accuisition with the

existing BAPE equipment, a segmented field lens and four PIN-10 diodes

were added to the tracker. When the uplink beam is focussed on one of
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the field lens segments, it illuminates one of the diodes located behind

the tracker photodiode. This actuates a circuit and generates a drive

signal which effects a transient UP, DOWN, CW, or CCW motion of the servo

system, depending upon which diode is illuminated. In effect, illumination

of any of the diodes "kicks" the beam towards center where it is captured

by the tracking diode.

XIII.5.2 Tracker Electronics

XIII.5.2.1 Sensitivity

Equivalent noise bandwidth and equivalent input noise sensity

determine noise level at tracker electronics input. Equivalent noise

bandwidth (B ) is given by:
e

B = /2 B B - B 2 (XIII-1)

e r ") v

where B = "RF" or pre-detection bandwidth

B = "video" or post-detection bandwidth

for a square-law detector with Gaussian noise input.

A post-detection bandwidth (B ) of 100 Hz is set for the "OPTS"

tracker to minimize edded phase shift in the servo loop. The pre-detection

bandw'dth is set for 400 Hz to facilitate gain matching over ±50 Hz from

center frequency of 5 kHz. Therefore,

B = 264 Hz.
e

The photo detector noise contribution in this bandwidth is

given by:

IN 2eiDBe

where e = electronic charge, 1.6 x 10-19

iD = dark cLrrent

B = equivalent noise bandwidthe

I = 7.0 pA (equivalent noise current).
2N59
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The equivalent noise (voltage) density for the optimum low

noise amplifier design (Figure 74) is estimated to be uniformly distri-

buted at 6 nV//-- z. This is about one-half the level for the BB3500 op-

amp and about 1/7 that of the LM308 which was previously applied.

The equivalent noise voltage input (e n) of the tracker

electronics is 6 nV/rHz x v764 VHz = 97.4 nV. Converting the equiva-

lent noise current of the photo detectcr to a voltage through its source

resistance of 10K at null:

eNo (photo detector) = IN x R = 70 nV.

Consequently, the equivalent noise of the tracker is seen to be 97.4/70 =

1.39 times the noise output of the photo detector.

The minimum signal current at the output of the photo detector

is estimated to 10 nA which is 925 times higher than the combined estimated

noise currents. An adequate signal-to-noise ratio could also be achieved

using the BB3500 op-amp rather than the optimum (and !zore expensive)

design shown in Figure 74. For this case.

(-S 510
N r

XIII.5.2.2 Photo Detector Angle Sensing Characteristi.cs

The detector model is given on the data sheet for the U.D.T.

SC/IO, as shown in Figure 75. The function of the tracker circuitry is

to provide an output which is a function only of the ratio of voltages

VA, VE. For the photo detector model of Figure 75:

J)

V 1+-----
A A _ 2R

B +

r2A
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Substituting for RAt RB from Figure 75:

"R

+ (4j+y -) -
2,

LI 2 -

R B R

ALA

R
s

for maximum power transfer from photo detector to load, RLA =RLB 2 -

S+(2 i---) (1+

-- M

T)
A

AD

A

which shows that sensitivity of to displacement (d) is twice that for

the conjugate matched load case. Consequently, since at these low fre-

quencies (%5 Hz), impedance match is obtained inefficiently, the load

giving the greatest angle gradient is selected, note

d = se

where s = focal length

0 = angle (radians).

XIII.5.2.3 Tracker Approaches

There are essentially two approaches to consider which pro-A
duce an output which is a function of the ratio, , (1) matched AGC,

(2) log amplifiers. Examining the log amplifier approach fiL.;
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In the log amplifier approach, the A and B outputs of the

photo detector -, re passed th ..... su.tchad log .... -nam., 149frs whose

output difference forms the error signal

= In A - In B - Ln
e

J'e

This error function is plotted in Figure 76 and Figure 77. Note that it

is quite linear for small displacements. Also in practical log amplifiers,

there will be a minimum output level corresponding to noise where the

amplifier is no longer logarithmic so that the curve of Figure 76 will

show saturation levels dependent upon input signal level. The slope and

zero crossing remains independent of signal level.

In the AGC approach, the error function is

A T,
= A

+ 1

since,

A 1 + x her2
- - x, w.here x--

2 -x
f ---

2 +x: ++
I -x

2d 2 d .
f 2 fo -- D -) 2
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as shown in Figure 78.

Figure 78: AGC Error Functions.

both approaches produce desirable error function characteristics.

The choice between the two approaches rests on which best fits the accu-

racy and dynamic range requirements for the "OPTS" project.

XIII.5.2.4 Accuracy Analysis

In making accuracy analysis, there is d distinction made be-

tween calibratable and uncalibratable errors. An example of calibratable

error would be gain imbalance in linear amplifiers between channels - this

can be adjusted out or "calibrated". An uncalibratable error is one which

results in a gain imbalance or level shift which is dependent upon signal

level (or temperature if no compensation made).

From the block diagram of Vigure 79 for the AGC approach

C '. .. ... S '£ "26
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Within the dynamic range of the AGC, the detector levels are held constant
so that the only uncalibratable error is the mismatch in gain characteristics

of the gain control elements KGA - K = AKG

The error AO is given by:

AG " s a
K

a

where D = distance across active region of detector

S = focal length

AK
a

- = fractional mismatch in gain of the gain control element.Ka

For the NSC-FMIIO5A dual matched FET as gain control element,

AO = 3.91 x 10-5 radian for temperature (0 - 850C) and signal level vari-

ation.

1D J 'U -'

where D = distance across active region of photo detector

S = focal length

AKL

- = fractional gaia imbalance referred to input of the
log amplifiers

RT = transimpedance of input amplifier

I = photo detector current due to signal.
s

,.he first factor of the error equation is analogous to that

of the AGC case which for a 1 dB match between log amplifiers gives

S = i.103 x i • " ,-. s ) radians,
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I but the second factor above can be made less than unity in magnitude for

less than a 10 dB range in Is. Whereas, the previous result for the AGC

case is valid for a dynamic range of 40 dB. Consequently, for this appli-

cation, the AGC approach is appropriate.

XIII.5.2.5 AGC Dynamics

To determine AGC dynamic characteristics, the gain control

element is first modeled with results shown in Figure 80. After making a

linear approximation to the gain control characteristic, the block diagram

of the loop follows directly as in Figure 81. The previous AGC system

parameters were inserted and open and closed loop response calculated

with results shown in Figure 82.

The "OPTS" AGC would have a wider response bandwidth consistent

with the desired 100 Hz detector bandwidths and no peaking.

XIII.5.2.6 Sensitivity to Chop Frequency

The laser transmitter beam is CW chopped at a 5 kHz ±50 Hz rate.

Amplitude matching of input bandpass filters is important to minimize

boresight shifts due to changes in chopping frequency. The input band-

pass transimpedance amplifiers are to be realized through the use of a

low-noise discrete component op-amp with a notch filter in feedback. The

notch filter response near center frequency is to be adjustable so that

amplitude differences can be balanced out.

XIII.5.3 Summary

A design which will yield a mismatch error contribution of

only 39 urad has been discussed. The final design specifications, however,

will depend upon the required servo performance.
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APPENDIX XIV

BORES] GHT MONITOR AND FOCUSSING EQUIPMENT

XIV. Introduction

The focus requirements of the reciprocity package are such

that a stable, accurate reference is required for beam divergence/bore-

sight m--intenance

XIV.2 Discussion of Technique

The heart of this system is a specially modified teraperature

stabilized Questar telescope. This instrument ij designed for thermal

image compensation - maintaining an axially stable primary focal plane

over the tempe±z*,tre range 10 to 50*C. By equipping the Questar with

a calibrated vernier micrometer eyepiece with appropriate reticle in its

focal plane, the Questar may be "preset" to focus the output beam of the

reciprocity tiansmitter at the fila of the reticle.

Such -. system, of course, would be sensitive to any accommoda-

tion by the observing eye. In order to remove the eye as a significant

error source, the questar monitor is followed by a 43x alignment tele-

scope (Hilgar-Watts or equivalent), resulting in a very restricted depth

of field in the prime catadioptric focus region of the Questar. The auto-

collimator sees the fila of the Questar eyepiece at all times, and a sharp

image of the reciprocity transmitter only when its output falls sharply

coplanar with the Questar focus. Thermal shifts in the auto collimator

have a negligible effect on the focus determination because of the 43 x

magnification and observer "depth of field" at the auto collimator eye-

piece.

XIV.3 Error Analysis

The normal observer will begin to have difficulty distinguish-

ing a difference in focus between two objects viewed through a monocular

telescope eyepiece when that Af is on the order of 0.1 Diopter (depth

perception is not in',olved, but rather parallactic motion of the two

images). Translated to object space for the Questar, with a nominal
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100 x magnification, .1 Diopter becomes .1/(100)2 Diopter, or 1 x 10-5

Diopter. Thus the reticle with an appare:iv focus at infinity would be

locationally indfistinguishable from an object at 100 kilometers. With

the aid of the auto collimator, this Af is further reduced (here to

.1/043 x 100)2 = .45 Y 10-9 Diopter, or an apparent object distance of

"" 1.84 x 105 Km). This corresponds to a beam convergence or divergence error

of .005 microradians,
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Appendix XV

TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS

XV.l Introduction

The turbulence effects on optical propagation are characteri-

zed by a parameter C 2 (h), the index of refraction structure parameter.

In this section, we derive its relationship with other atmospheric para-

meters, reiterate the dependence of the optical parameters on it, and

discuss and select an experimental technique to m-.asure it during the

OPTS experiments.

XV.2 Relation of CN2 (h) to Other Atmospheric Parameters

The index of refraction of a turbulent atmosphere randomly

fluctuates due to pressure and temperature fluctuations. The governing

equation is(10)

n - 1 E{77.6 +P 0.584 P 10-6 (XV-1)
T T + } 10

for X = optical wavelength (microns)

P = atmospheric pressure (millibars)

T = atmospheric temperature ('K)

n = index of refraction

(11)
Using the general gas law

p = aP/RT (XV-2)

Sfor p = density in gm/cm3

P = pressure in millibars

R = gas constant = 2.876 x 106 sec -2 deg-1

a = constant relating millibars to dynes/cm

"and substituting in Equation (XV-l),
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= P R 77.6 + .584 10-6
a 12 3

(XV-3)

= L_ (288 + i0-6
Po X2

for 0 the density at sea level.

Therefore, An is proportlonal to Ap and changes in density

are directly reflected in changes in refractive index.

By partial differentiation,

C, W 2 (XV-4)
T)

Experimentally (1.), the first term in the brackets has been

found to be negligible relative to the second, so that

2 (A-) AT (xV-5)

Using CN2 , (An)2 and CT2 , (AT)2 we find

C (h) L = 2 8 8  - CT2 (h) (XV-6)

P 722

Therefore, measuring the temperature structure parameter C- 2 (h) will
2

yield the index of refraction structure parameter, CN (h).

XV.3 Relation of CN (h) to the Optical Propagation Results

As seen in detail in the Appendices, the power fluctuations

of a beam transmitted through the atmosphere depend crucially on this

CN 2(h), the index of refraction structure parameter.

We showed in Appendix II that the power fluctuations due to

scintillation alone have a normalized variance

2 4 C£
a -e -l (XV-7)
p
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Ct C (h) t g(h)dh (XV-8)
a N

for H = altitude of the receiver.

a = altitude of the transmitter.

g(h) = function of altitude and the source parameters.

5/6For a point source, g(h) = h5, and the power fluctuations
2

are dominated by the strength of CN (h) at high altitudes, i.e., the

tropopause.

For a large beam source, g(h) has a far more complicated

dependence on h, but the overall r- ult is the same, i.e., the high

altitude turbulence dominates for most cases. If, in fact, focusing

on or above the tropopause reduces the effects of that turbulence pro-

portionately, then the low lying turbulence might become equally im-

portant.

We showed in Appendix III anO V that the power fluctuations ,ue

to beam wander alone have a normalized variance

2 c2
2 4a-- (XV-9)

p 4a+l

where a = 2 'w2  (XV- i))

P = mean square displacement of beam center
-2w = e irradiance radius of the (gaussian) beam.

and P = QZI) (XV-11)

2 (11 C 2 _-6/5

From Appendix VI, Po (h) dh - (XV-12)

for a plane wave, and

[ [H 1)h i-6/5 'XV-13)

for a spherical wave originating at altitnde H.
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Therefore, for a satellite source (H >> all h at which
CN (h) > 0), the turbulence has an integrated effect, i.e., there are
no weighting factors.

4 For most conditions, the turbulence near the ground will

contribute heavily to the beam wander effects.

These points are made explicit by considering a typical

profile,

CN2(h) = 10- Q 4. 0.00243 exp -1 (XV-14)

For no weighting function,

S2(h)dh = 10- i3 3 + 4.3 (XV-15)

a

Therefore, for this special profile, the strengths vf near-

ground and tropopause effects are equivalent. However, the tropopause

changes strength slowly, while the near-ground profile and strength can

change within a few minutes, especially near midday. (13)

XV.4 Application to OPTS

Based on the facts discussed above, to fully relate optical

results to turbulence results will require frequent measurements of the

near earth turbulence and some sampling of the high altitude turbulence

strength and distribution.
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Appendix XVI

ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD EFFECTS

XVI. i Introduction

After the submission of the draft of this report in September,

1972, we were informed by Michael Fitzmaurice of NASA-Goddard and G. F.

Lee and N. F. Ruggieri of McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics that an "adaptive

threshold" would change the results of the analysis of Appendix IV. The

key idea of an adaptive threshold is that when the atmospheric effects are

slow compared to the rate at which information is oeing transmitted, the

receiver can act to adjust its detection threshold zo the optimum for the

short term a.erage signal level.

The purpose of this Appendix is to indicate how such a threshold

modifies our previous results.

XVI.2 Average PE for Beam Wander Effects

Tycz, Fitzmaurice and Premo(54) have calculated the average PE

for a PGBM system (which they call 00K). The beta dist-' bution of Appendix

IV describes the average signal level, and the threshold is adaptive. Then
-1)

result for an extinction ratio (E ) of 20 and number of background photo-

electrons (N)= 1 is shown in Figure 83.

Their parameter ý/o = [2c]-1/ 2 where a is defined in Appendix

IV. Therefore,u = .1 - /la = 2.236, and we see that the adaptive threshold

does not change our previous criterion for the effects of wander, i.e.,

a < 0.1 is still necessary. (The reason is that they have used realistic

uxtinction and background values.)

XVT .3 Average PE for Scintillation Effects

Tycz et al(55) have also performed calculations for an adaptive

threshold PGBM system with log-normal signal fading. Their results are

shown in Figure 84 for an extinction ratio (C-) = 20, N = 1 again.
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Lee, Ruggieri and Fluchel(56) have performed like calculations,

but with c (30) N = 0. Their results are shown in Figure 85.

Comparing these two figures to our nrevious result (Figure 44),

we see that there is a significant change in the required level of C

allowable for a low number of photoelectrons, i.e., perhaps CZ < 0.03 is

a realistic criterion for the necessary scintillation level.

XVI.3.1 Scintillation on the High Data Rate Uplink

Adaptive threshold techniques are most directly applicable to

the high-data-rate link, and the fixed threshold criterion of C < 0.01

can be restated as Ck < 0.03 or even C£ Z 0.05, depending on the extinction

ratio actually achieved. However, before definitely accepting this new

estimate, a number of points mentioned earlier should be repeated, such as:

(1) For atmospheric effects to be negligible, C£ S 0.01 is

still a best choice, i.e., it requires only ýl dB of margin as seen in

Figure 85 (i.e., 10 log1 0 (40/32) 1 dB).

(2) A-. pointed out in Appendix IV (and iecently by Kerr)(57)

the value of C that characterizes a beam is minimum at beam center and

increases as the distance from beam center increases. Therefore, even a

small amount of wander will result in a value of C larger than the value

previously computed at beam center. Therefore, for the real situation

where both wander and scintillation occur simultaneously, a minimum value

of CZ at beam center will be required. Therefore, Ck < 0.01 at beam center

might still be a reasonable criterion. A definitive statement in this area

requires further analysis and experiments.

XVI.3.2 Scintillation and the Beacon Uplink

Clearly Figures 84 and 85 do not apply to the previously dis-

cussed beacon uplink (Sections 4.3 and 9.3) for a number of reasons:

(1) The beacon link is a PIM system, not PGBM.

(2) The number of signal photoelectrons (and background photo-

electrons) far exceeds those in the two figures, and extinction ratio lGses

its meaning n this signal format since the beacon laser does not pass

through a molulator.
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(3) Most importantly, pulses are being transmitted at a 1600

pp sec rate. An adaptive threshold averages over a number of received

pulses to set the optimum level. At this low pulse rate, the atmosphere

has randomly changed between every few pulses so that the adaptive threshold

techniques would not significantly affect the detection probability on a

short term basis.

Therefore, we think that preserving an average PE 10-6

1
requires the additional 20 dB margin (over the present designI) as dis-

cussed in Section 4.3.

2
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